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FOREWORD

'fhis report is Part II of the study on Unemployment Compensation by the Joint State
Government Commission and the Joint Legislative Committee to Study Unemployment Com
pensation Provisions. Part I did not consider the subject of eJtperience rating but was con
fined to other proposals to an,end the Pennsylvania Unemployment Compensation Law. This
part contains the available facts, slatistics, and data on the effect of experience rating in the
States in which it is in operation and the arguments generally advanced for and against ex
perience rating.

Hearings were conducted, meetings held, surveys made, 'and considerable statiStiCS,
data, and information were assenlbled by the Joint Legislative Committee to Study Unem
ployment Compensation Provisions ~lIld are included in this report. Representatives of em
ployers of virtually hundreds of thousands of employes in industry and business manifested
considerable interest in the subject and submitted their divergent views and o(d and written
briefs, statistics, and arguments in support of their respective positions.

The advocates contend that it \vill encourage industrial stabilization of em.ployment,
introduce equity in the payment of contributions, prevent unnecessary idle reserve sl1(pluses,
and bring about efficient and just ::Iclrninistration. The opponents, on the other hand, disagree
with the claim of the proponents ::Illd insist that stabilization will produce undesirable results,
contribution rate differentials will be unfair to certain ullstable industries, and if the reserves
are to be reduced, a Rat reduction should be adopted.

Every eHort has been directed toward an impartial presentation of such facts and data
as are available. The information gained at the hearings and through many reports 011 the
subject from other states h::ls been utilized in presenting the arguments ot both sides.

The data and information as well as the arguments for and against experience rating
contained in this report indicate definitely that the subject is a highly debatable one. Never
theless, it must be pointed out that in four states experience rating is now in operation and
will go into operation in thirteen additional states in 1941. Therefore, serious legisl::ttive COll
sideration of this subject cannot be avoided.

The Joint State Government Commission and the Joint Legislative Committee, having
been charged to make this study, recognized their responsibility and completed as much 01'
the study as is possible. This report points out that the Joint Committee has been unable to
complete that phase of the survey which would determine definitely what effect experience
rating would have on different enterprises in Pennsylvania. In the Joint Report, Part 1, :t

continuance of this study is recommended. This proposal is repeated in this report.

Special ::Ittention is directed to the v::lluable information and statistics contained in the
tables beginning with page 46 to the end of the report. In the supplement to this report,
are contained additional valuable studies prepared by the Research and Statistics Section of
the Bureau of Employment and Unemployment Compensation, showing the employment
experience of Pennsylvania inoustries over a limited period of time ::Ind other information
concerning the oper::ltion of the Unemployment Compensation Fund.

I desire to make acknowledgment to Honor~lble Lewis G. Hines, Secretary of Labor
and Industry and Mr. Ernest Kelly, Director of the Bure~lI of Employment and Unemploy
ment Compensation. Special thanks ~re due the following members of the bureau: )\;lr. Rol
land S. W::Illis, Chief of the Research and Statistics Sectioll; 1Vl1'. William E. Orr, Jr., advanced
statistician; and Mr. Harry Hoyle, Chief of Standards, Methods. and Planning, who have aided
considerably in furnishing much of the information and statistics utilized in the preparation
of this report. They have been generous with their time and effort.

A. ALFRED \~lASSERMAN,Director

JOINT STATE GOVERNMENT COMMISSION"
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SUMMARY OF REPORT ON EMPLOYER EXPERlENCE RATING

Introduction

1. Ddinition-"A method of contribution-rate adjuwuent based on the relative :ll:nOUllt of
unemployment for which the employer ks been responsible in the immediate pasr."

2. Federal Social Act has provision allowing states to h,," Vt "experience rating."

1 Any experience rating plan that Pennsylvania might adopt must provide:

a. That the measure of experience that is applied to the individual must be with respect

to unemployment or other factors bearing :t direct relation to "unemployment risk."

b; No reduced rate can apply to any indi '.J idual account unless the ~gency has been able

to measure the "experience" of the employer in question for a period of at leaS[ thrc'<:'

years.

Section l~THE OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIENCE RATING AND ARGUlvIENTS IN CRITICISl\{
OF THESE AIMS

A. STABILIZED EMPLOYMENT

"EXPERIENCE RATING," BY PROVIDING AN lL'.lCENTlVE OF A LOWER
CONTRIBUTION RATE, RESULTS IN MORE STABILIZED EMPLOYMENT.

PRO
L Gre.atc:r stabilization can be achieved by better pbnn:ng, scheduling produerion, inducing

customers to buy more regularly, additional or specializeclwMch.:msing facilities, training employes

to be versatile, m:mufanming to stock, working repairs in with production, and adding comple

mentary lines of goods.
2. Such a continuous incentive will center ::\Dd intensify rht atteruion giVtll by employer$ W

the problem of unemployment.

3. It creates :I steadier incoll1e lor workers and encourages indusrry w make ir9 operations

as efficient as possible by better utilizing the skills and energles of irs workers.

CON
1. The i[jdividrual employer can do somtlhing [0 st"bilize his emp!oymem; but his 1l.biiiry

is onen limited.
"". J. ne: [Yr :(}.l :.JiHc~:npl'Uy.LUCJll ~~ldl L-;_t~! ~.J'f.; j c~w:!c-C0 0)' t:{!.;:. ~u..:.1~--:-.i.3i~a~1 ~-~-i-~y~';:';-~~- :','1 ~"i'~v;~'~~f'

the "intermittent" or seasonal type.
3. III inducing employers to stabilize, the pro5pect DE a financial saving chro'Jgh ~ reduced

contribution rate is important.
4. Various effons to avoid the payment of benefits, particul"rly extreme work spreading,

also induced by the prospect of a reduced contribution rate.

5. Under the \Visconsin Act, only a small percentagc' (11 iii:) were able w accomplish an

"appreciable" amount of stabilization as a direct result of the act. But nearly tvva·third, of the

firms were encouraged TO do something lOwarcl inore regular employrnent. even though negligible

in many cases.

6. It teIld$ to stabilize lInder-employmeflt. Putia! benefit paymem at a relatively higb

level would set a limit on work spreading.

,. In the desire to Slabilize ernploj'mclH by fdling in the ,bck seaWIl, ,orne firms may

tngagc'in producing articles which art the chid source of revenue for odl"'- firrrtS.

8. SubiliUlrion nduces the flow from the ranks of the employed w me ranks of the

iUlCmf'1.c>yed, ~nd vice vena.



B. EQUITY IN ASSESSING SOCIAL COSTS

BECAUSE OF THE WHJ1I1SICAL .BUYING HABITS ON THE PART OF THE
PUBUC, OR THE NATURE OF THE CmvIMODITY PRODUCED, SOr-.1E
INDUSTRIES HAVB PEAKS Arm v ALLEYS OF EIv.iIPL01YMENT, AND THE
CONSUMERS OF SUCH PRODUCTS SHOULD BEA.~ THE EXTRA SOCIAL
COST. EXPERIENCE RATING, IT IS CI..A.Il\.1ED, WOULD PROVIDE A JUST
MEANS OF ASSESSING Tl-.t"'"ESE HIGHER SOCIAL COSTS EQUITABLY.

PRO
1. It is contrary to good public policy to provide hidden subsidies to industries which

cannot operate without large labor reserves.
2. If Pennsylvania does not adopt experience rating, many industries will be at a dis

advantage with their competitors in states that do.
3. The absence of experience rating is a deterring factor to new industries contemplating

situating in Pennsylvania.
4. The maximum contribution rate would remain at its present level, 2.7 per cent. Tnes.:

paymg less than the maximum would still be partly paying for the benefits of the employes of those
industries with poor experience ratings.

CON

1. Economic life is inter-related and the phenomena of unemployment is of a broad social
character. Unemployment in one industry may have been partially caused by the decisions of

another industry.
i. Marginal or declining enterprises, who because of competitive factors, technological change,

or shifts in demand, may find that they must contract their employment. They would be forcoo to
carry a tax rate greater than more fortunate competitors.

3. A three year experience is necessary before! an employer can qualify for reduced rates.
Therefore, a new employer entering an industry in which a majority of employers had qualified
for lower rates, would face a slight tax disadvantage during a period which is generally the moot

difficult one.
4. It is doubtful if "compensable" unemployment is a fair measure to determine compen

sation rates.

c. THE PREVENTION OF EXCESSIVE RESERVES

BOTH PROPONENTS AND OPPONENTS OF EXPERIENCE RATING
AGREE THAT THE RESERVES SHOULD NOT GROW INDEFINITELY~BUT
SHOULD BE KEPT AT A :r~ASONABLE LEVEL.

PRO
L The large reserve fund which has been built up means millions of dollars of purchasing

power tied up. It can best be released by adoption of experience rating.
2'. Too great a liberalization will set a rigid schedule of benefits which in times of major

depressions will endanger the solvency of the fund. Under experience rating, when the reseril'eil
faU. the contribution rates automatically rise.

CON
L The 3 percent rate was assumed by actuaries to be a reasonable rate of contribution. The

limits of protection given to covered workers were conservative wd it appears now that they could"
·have bren made more libernl.

" , .,



2. The r~e fund UlI'II also be red'Ked by a flat reduction in wntribution rate provided
,the Federm Ac[ is amended to authorize ~'1(.h a.:LloO!1.

3. "Ad<:(j1!.!;>CY" of :; hmd difficu!~ to determine,

D. EFFICIENCY OF CLAIM ADM.iNISTIATION

EXPERIENCE RATING WILL INDUCE EMPLOYERS TO COOPERATE MORE
FULLY WITH THE ADMTh'1STF....ATORS.

PRO
1. If the employer has a definite 5t2ke in the payment or cJmi:,J of beoel1ls, he wiiI cooperate

more W m;lke certain that unjustified claims are not honored.

CON
1. Investigations reve3J that the percenta.ge of fraudulent or doubtful claims OJ;-C negligible.

2. Employers may be tempted to avoid outright 12,yoff or dismissal, and may make efforts to

construe terminations of employment as voluntary.

:t Since Pennsylvania does not have partial payments, an employer will be at liberty to

rtJuce employment to one dkly Ol1t of seven, if he so desires, without affecting his experience

1':lt :ng :account.

Section n:~'THE METHODS USED IN RATING EXPERIENCE OF EMPLOYERS.

A. RESERv"E RATIO-

'Benefifcs drawn by employes or former employes are charged against the con,:ributiom paid

by an einpl,oyer. These balances, expressed as a percentage of payroll, can then b-:: used to me<lsure

the relative sob/ene}' or insolvency of an employer's reserve. Rates are then determined by con.parison

with statutory resenre limits.

1. Necessitates tremendous bookkeeping.

2. Can be med by states with pooled fund laws, if provision 15 made for experience rating

aeroufilfcs.

3. The higher the reserve ratio the lower the contribution rate vihich must be paid: In
some st:Jres, if the reserve ratiO f,-,.11s below il. cuq>,in pcinl. a penalty rate is added.

1"1-n~ NFJn:o :fOJ( SlMPLER NfEASURES

The Reserve ratio method, is too cumbersome and costly to administer in states having ct

hirge number of covered emplo~,'ers paying into a pooled fund because of the necessity of booking

each benefit payment.

'''hen workers move from employes to employer there is the additional problem of applying

complicated cb<!rgilJlg rules to debit 3ccounts.

Some plans have one charging operatioD for an entire bmefit series instead of a charging

operation for. 'i".aru check disblllr~ed.

B. THE "TEXAS PLAN'"
(Generally advocaited fOll JPennsyivli.ni;J.)

Attempts tiOl meeit ohjections of:

t Diffiruh:y of ~dmil11istrall:jon-

2. D:wger to $olv"ncy (1f Unemployment Comrcertsationre.rerves.



PLAN BASED ON:

1. Offering each employer direct aDd continuous incentive to regularize employmemand alS{)
seeming :I reasonable allocation, as between employers, of the cost o£unemployment benefits.
(Contribution rates would range from a maximum of 2.7% to a minimum of 1.0%.)

2. Requiring adequate yet not excessive resenes.
3. Constantly replenishing the fund.
4. Providing for administrative simplicity.

The plan charges a claimant's base period wages at the time benefits are first paid to the
accounts of employers from whom these wages were card. The "benefit wages" of the last three
completed calendar years is divided by the payroll for the same period and the resulting "bencEt
wage ratio" is multiplied by a "State Experience Factor" which takes into consideration the status

of the fund.

SAFETY FACTOR., If the fund falls to a certain point in relation to benefits paid in
previous years, then contribution rates are increased until the fund reaches a certain specified point.

C. OTHER PLANS. Connecticut and Minnesota have plans, the fOf['(1Cr usingl a technique ot
ranking employers and assigning to them contribution rates in inverse order of the magnitude !if
the merit rating index of employers. Minnesota uses an :werage contribution rate; It then ass ig!1S

payroll categories ranged according to beneficiary wage ratios, to contribution rates on either ,ide
of the average.

Utah and Michigan also have ranking plans.

CHARGING OF EMPLOYER'S ACCOUNTS

The entire theory of experience rating must stand or fall on the justice with which charging
IS done. In attempting to allocate the responsibility of unemployment upon! employers, the states
have set up "charge-back" procedures that are frequently unjust and usually complex, especially
when a claimant reports two or more employers.

Section m~EXPERIENCE RATING IN PRACTICE.

A. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE OPERATION OF EXPERIENCE RATING IN
THE STATES

Provisions in the several state'laws vary so greatly that comparisons and analyses are difficult
romake.

B. WISCONSIN'S EXPERIENCE
.1. Wisconsin has the employer resenre accounts plan.
2. There were considerable differences in rate distribution between industries for both 1939

and 1940.

3. In 1940 all classes showed the majority receiving lo,~rer rates. The proportion of employen
receiving rate reductions tended to increase with the size of payroll, and the proportion
receiving rate increases tended to decrease with the size of payroll up to $20,000. and
thereafter to increase, excepting the very highest payroll Class. T'~e proportion continuing
to pay 2.7 percent tended to decrease with increasing payrolls.

Co THE LAWS OF KENTUCKY AND 'NEBRASKA AND THE EXPERIENCE OF
NEBRASKA

1. Kentucky and Nebraska have employer-reserve laws closely related to \Visconsin's plan.
Kenmcky provides for rate reduction by means of an automatic statutory sc.hedule while
Nebraska uses a disbursement ratio."

'~



2. For 1940, 31 percent of the employers in Wisconsin qualified for rale reduction of which

27 percent of the total paid at the lowest rate. Some were aided by a Federal refund. A

greater proportion of the "large" employers received race reductions dIan did the "small"

employers. There seemed to be a direct relationship betivttn opportunity for rate n::duc

ticm and size of payroll.

D. STATES IN WHICH EXPERIENCE RATING GOES INTO EFFECT IN 1941

In 1941. experience rating is scheduled to begin operilting in 14 states.

E. THE SIGNIFICANCE TO PENNSYLVANIA OF THE EXPERIENCE OF OTHER STATES

Pennsylvania differs decidedly trom the states examined in itl industrial composition. its :size.
tn the nUD;lber of employers covered and in its unemploymem compensation law. Therefore the

Joint State Government Commission and the Joint Legisbtive Committee to Study Unemployment

Compensation Provisions make their rccoillmenclation for further srud~, of (::>;periencc rating.

RECOMMENDAnON

The Joint State Government Commission and the Joint Legislative Committee to StlJdy Un
employment Compensation Provisions undertook the study of Experience or Merit Rating for

Employers. The JOillt Legisbtive Committee conducted hea rings, held mt<.:lin,gs, made surveys,

<lccumulated and assembled considerable data, information and statistics on the subject. It has been

unable to complete one aspect of the study, n,llnely, the e!feet that experience rating for employers

would have on different enterprises in Pennsylvania. Although it has obtained >Dune data showing

Lite effecr for a short period of time, it has not completed this study. The d3ta, therefore, is pre

liminary and incomplete.

The Joint State Government Commission and t.-he Joint up,:idative ('..om.m.itte~

therefore, do not make a negative or an affirmative recommendatilJ.o as to the adoption
of any plan of experience or merit rating for employer, in Pennsylv:mih. but do
recommend further inquiry to complete this study.

Attention is directed Lo Recommendations Nos. ), 6 dnd 23 0'1 p~ges r .nd 3 ot the ]oim Report and
Recommendations Part I by the Commission and the Joint Committe<: to the G.,nr:ral Assembly all amending
the: Pertns)'lv,if1i;l UncmploYlnent Compensation Lav"f, dated Ja-nu~ry, ]94t. Thcle [e<:oi1'lIl'nend-ations t:c-nt,lin j)('O--

po,.ls which "'c rel.ted \0 thc question of: eXfkn('"f1cC ",ring.



INTRODUCTION

Experience rating for employers in unemployment compensation systems may be defined M

a method of contribution-rate adjustment based on the relative amount of unemployment for which

the employer has been responsible in the immediate past. Viewed broadly, there would appear to

be no disagreement with me concept on which it is based. Should not employers who maintain

rhd! working forces in bad times as well as good, and prevent, som.etimes to their own 1055, the
individual suffering and economic maladjustment that comes with mass layoff and insecure tenure,

be rewarded by a lower unemployment tax; and, conversely, should not employers whose personnel

practices create long lines of claimants for unemployment benehts at tbe unemployment offices'

windows be penalized by the necessity of paying for the unemployment they bring about? It i.s
this "bad" and "good" attitude that was responsible for the term "merit rating," a term \'Y-hich

within the past year has been replaced by "experience rating."

The first really serious thinking, on a large scale, about the problem of mass lUH:mploymeot

;md the possibility of exercising social control to prevent it, as well as to aid its victims, occurred
in the early years or the decade just past. To meet the emergency being the American people,

systems of aid were devised which proved after brief experience (Q be faulty. With a recognition of
this· came realistic attempts to meet the problem, and there came into being the methods of
dispensing unemployment relief on the basis of need. These ~till form the nuc1eui of our systems

of p1!blic assistance.

Along with this came it feeling that the millions of American l,Inempluyed were not re-'ponsible

for their plight, that their hardships should be reduced to a minimum that that they should not
be !'ubjected to unnecessary investigation into the amount of their resources or need. It· was felt,

vaguely at first, that there was a substantial difference between those permanel1tly--or for long

perioos.-ullable to win a livelihood and those who were left temporarily without means because of

me caprices of the labor market. It was also felt [bat an employer who had <irresponsibly thrown

his employes on the public purse was hr different from one who had shared the rewu.rces of

his firm with his workers, weathering the storm ot depression with them. In endeavoring to make
these distinctions, American legislators and administrative experts cast about looking for whatever

had been thought or done on the problem. Unemployment Compensation, as we know H, was
the remit.

Congress 111 setting up the broad outlines in the Sociai Security Act gave the States wide

latitude as to the type of past experience and thinking from which they might draw, and the fact

that there is lOot a greater diversity in the provisions of the \':uious acts is due to the limitations

.\-~r",<<"'!;"'erl 1:>)' ~he pc""i,; ... n< of I·h", Soc;81 Securi c)' An, interl)ret~tions made by the "dmini.,trato,.,

of the Act, and ;j public opinion that dre",' hazy btl( perceptible limits as to what could and could

not be: done in regard to eligibility and benefit provisions. On two point:;s, however, there was no

unanimity of thinking or feeling because of differences between the theorists of llnemployment

compensation-type of fund and method of tax-rate determination. At the time, these differences

were satisfied by including in the Act as possible fund types and contribution methods all that had
commanded a respectively large following or-in the case of ·Wisconsin-h'ld been actually placed

in operadon.

Three types or plans were recognized as acceptable to the Social Security Administrations.

If a state adopted anyone of the three or a combination of them, and met other stipulations, its

employers of eight or more were entitled to charge off against the 3.01 percent Federal tax all amounts

paid to the state up to 90 percent of the tax, however, the differenti81 tax rate was of the very

essence of two of the possible plans, the Act had to include SOlTle provision ·which would ma"'e it

possible for the employer whose record entitled him to a state tax rate lower than 2.7 percent

to retain the advantage he had gained. This W8S accomplished by means of the "additional credit"

ieltl.lIie of the social Security Act and, subsequently, of the Internal Revenue Code.

7



While later amendments have modified these provlSlons, in detail the mam outlines still
exist. A state may pool its contributions in one fund; it may pool part and maintain the balance
in individual employer reserve accounts; it may credit all of an employer's contributions against a
reserve account from which his workers ·are paid, or it may, with or without contributions, allow
employers to set up their own plans of guaranteed employment. The first of these plans, i.e.,
that of mingling contributions and paying workers frorn the pooled fund,' can exist with or
without special provision for differential contribution rates.

These plans rest on either one of two entirely different concepts of unemployment compensa
non, or straddle across the concepts in the belief that a .system can be created which will:square with
each viewpoint. Basically, both the pure guaranteed employment plan and the pure employer
reserve system are premised on a belief that employment and unemployment are the results of the
efforts or lack of efforts of individual employers; that they can, working individually and collectively,
to a large degree stabilize operations, and that those who cannot, should by right pass along tho::
extra social cost of their operations to the public in the form of higher prices; that the most effective
way of accomplishing this is by taxation of employers, the proceeds of such taxes being held for
the benefit of those of each employer's employes who lost his or her employment.

The pooled fund without provision for rate variation starts from a somewhat different notion.
To its protagonists, unemployment is largely beyond the control of the individual employer; that
the vagaries of the market, the change of seasons, and the competitive necessity of technical im
provement are factors which employer efficiency and good will cannot control; that it is, neyerthe
less, the responsibility of the State (and good sense for business) to provide the short-time unem
ployed with the right to certain benefits; that employers should be taxed for these costs as a
class each paying on the basis of the number of workers he nlaY employ.

Between these viewpoints is the belief that these are but different facets of the same problem,
and that by a proper control of tax rates the individual employer may be encouraged to stabilize
at the same time that the unemployed worker retains full benefit rights regardless of the fate of
his employer's reserve or guaranteed employment account. Depending on the initial plan of a
particular State Legislature, and the degree to which its membels were influenced by one philosophy
or another, compromises have been effected which ·now range from the employer's reserve with
a pooled account made up of the fund's earnings, through employer's reserve with a portion oE
the contribution going into a pool, and straight pooled funds with variable rates to the pure pooled
fund into which covered employers pay at an equal rate.· (As of March 1940 only· four States
made provision in their laws for "guaranteed employment" plans, and in one of these the plan
cannot operate under the Federal Internal Revenue Code).

The formal recognition of these different types of systems in the Federal Statute is made
necessary because of the possibility of reduced rates held out to employers under all but the
straight pooled fund without experience rating. As revised in 1939 and appended to the Internal
Revenue Code "Section 1602. Conditions of Additional Credit Allowance," it reads:

"(a) State Standards. A taxpayer shall be allowed an additional credit under section 1601
(b) with respect to any reduced rate of contributions permitted by a State law, only if the Boad
nnds that under such law:

(I) No reduced rate of contributions to a pooled fund or to a partially pooled account, is permitted
to a person (or group of persons) having individuals in his (or their) employ except on the bllsis of
his (or their) experience with respect to unemployment or other factors bearing a direct relation to
unemployment risk during not less than the three consecutive years immediately preceding the computa
tion date;

(:l) No reduced rate of contributions to a guaranteed employment account is permitted to a person
(or a group of persons) having individuals in his (or their) employ unless (A) the guaranty or remun
eration was fulfilled in the year preceding the computation date; and (B) the balance of such account
amounts to not less than :2 liz per centum of that part of the pay roll or payrolls for the three years
pre«ding the computation date by which contributions to such account were measured; and (C) such
contributions were payable to such account with respect to three years preceding the computation date;
(3) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a separate reserve account, is permitted only

'The plan adopted in :l'elUlsylval'lla.
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when (A) compensation has been payable from such account throughout the preceuing calendar year, and
(B) such account amounts to not less than five times the largest amount of compensation paid from
such account within anyone of the three preceding calendar years, and (C) such account amounts to
not less than 7 Yz per centum of the total wages payable by him (plus the total wages payable b),
any other employers who may be contributing to such account) with respect to employment in such

State in the preceding calendar year.

(4) Effectivc January J, 1942, paragraph (3) of thi, subsection is amenucd to read as follows:

'No reduced rate of contributions to a reserve account is permitted to a person (or group of
persons) having individuals in his (or their) employ unless (A) compensation has been payable

from such account throughout the year preceding the computation date, and (B) the balance of
such account amounts to not less than five times the largest amount of compensation paid from
such account within anyone of the three years preceding such date, and (C) the balance of such
account amounts to not less than 2Yz per centum of that part of the paJ' roll or pay rolls for the
three years preceding such date by which contributions to such account were measured, and (D) .uch
contributions were payable to such account with respect w the three years preceding the computa

tion date.'

"(b) Certification by the Board with respect to Additional Credit Allowance-
(I) On December 3J in each taxable year, the Board shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasuty

the law of each State (cenified with respect to .uch year by the Board as provided in section 1603) with
respect to which it finds that reduced rates of contributions were allowable with respect to such taxabk
year onl}' in accordance with the provisions ot subsection (A) of this section.

(2) if the Board finds that under the 13", of a single State (certified by the Board as provided ill

sectioll x603) more than one type of fund or ac.count is maintained, and reduced rates of contributions to
more than one type or fund Of ~¢C()UrH were allowable 'fvith respect to any laxablc year, and one or niorc

of such reduced rates were allowable under conclitiorl> not fulfilling the requirernerm of sub-section (a)

of this section, the Board shall, on December 3 [ of such taxable year, certify to the Secretary of the Treasury
only those provisions of the State law pursuant to which reduced rates of contributions were allowable
with respect to such taxable year under conditions fulfilling the requirements of subsection (a) of thi,
section, and shall, in connection therewith, designate the kind of fund or account, as ddined in subsection
(c) of this section, established by the provisions so certified. If the Board finds that a part of allY
reduced rate of contributions payable under such law or under such provisions is required to be paid
ill one fund or account and a part into another fund or account, the Board shall make such certification
pursuant to this puagraph as it finds will 3ssure the allowance of additional credits only with respeCK
to that part oE the reduced rate of cOI1tlibutions which is allowed under provisions which do fulfill
the requirements of subsection (a) of this section. .

(3) The Board shall, within thirt)' days after any State law is submitted to it for .uch purpose,
certify to the State agency its findings with respect to reduced rates of comributions to a type of fund
or account, as defined in subsection (c) of this section, which are allowable under such State law only
in accordance with the provisions of subsection (a) of this section. After making such findings, the

. Board shall not withhold its certification to the Secretary of the Treasury of such State law, or of the

provisions thereof with respect to which such findings were made, for any taxable year pursuant to para
graph (x) or (2) of this subsection unless, after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing to the
State agency, the Board finds the State law no longer contains the provisions specified in subsection (a)
of this Section or the State has, with respect tostlch taxable year, failed to comply substantiaily with

;lilly such provision.

"(c) Definitiol1S~As used in this section-
(x) Reserve Account-The term 'reserve account' means a separate account in an unemployment

fund, maintained with respect to a person (or group of persons) having individuals in his (or their) em
ploy, from which account, unless such account is exhausted, is paid all and only compensation payable
on me basi, of services performed for such person (or for one or more of the persons comprising the

group).
(2) Pooled Fund-The term 'pooled fund' means an unemployment fund or any part thereof

(other than a reserve account or a guaranteed employment account) into which the total contributions of
persons contributing thereto arc payable, in which all contributions are mingled and undivided, and
from which compensation is payable to all individuals eligible for compensation from such fund.

(3) Partially Pooled Accoum-The term 'partially pooled account' means a part of an unemploy
ment fund in which part of the fund all contributions thereto are mingled and undivided, and from
which part of the fund compensation is payable only to individuals to whom compensation would be pay

able from a reserve account or from a guaranteed employment account but for the exhaustion or termina
tion of such reserve account or of such guaranteed employment account. Payments for a reserve account
or guaranteed employment account into a partially pooled account shall not be construed to be incon
sistent with the provisions of paragraph (I) or (4) of this subsection.
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(4) Guaranteed Employmenc Account-The term 'guaranteed employment accoune' means a separatl:
.;l,count, in an unemployment fund, maintained with respect to a person (or group of persons) having
individuals in his (or their) employ, who, in accordance with the provisions of the State law or of a plan
thereunder approved by the State agency,

(A) guarantees in advance at least thiny hours of work, for which remuneration will be paid
at not less than stated rates, for each of forty weeks (or if more, one weekly hour may be deducted
for each added week guaranteed) in a year, to all the individuals who are in his (or their) employ
in, and who continue to be available for suitable work in, one or more distinct establishments, except
that any such individual's guaranty may commence after a probationary period (included within the
cleven or less consecutive weeks immediately following the first week in which the individual
renders services), and

(B) gives security or assurance, satisfactory to the State agency, for the fulfillment of .ueh
guaranties, from which account, unless such account is exhausted or terminated, is paid all and only
compensation, payable OD the basis of services performed for such person (or for one or more of
the persons comprising the group), to any such individual whose guaranteed remuneration has not been
paid (either pursuant to the guaranty or from the security or assurance provided for the fulfillment
of the guaranty), or whose guaranty is Dot renewed and who is otherwise eligible for compensatioii
under the State law.
(5) Year-The Term "year"' means any twclve consecutive calendar months.
(6) Balance-The term "Balance," with respect to a reserve account or a guaranteed employmem a~

.count, means the amount standing to the credit of the accoum as of the computation date; except that,
if subsequent to January I, 1940, any moneys have been paid into or credited to such account other that,
payments thereto by persons having individuals in their employ, such term shall mean the amount in slim
account as of the computation date less the total of such other moneys paid into or credited to such ae
count subsequent to January I, 1940.

(7) Computation Date-The term "computation date" meaDs the date, occurring at least once in each
calendar year and within twenty-seven weeks prior to the effective date of new rates of contributions, 11.,

of which such rates are computed.
(8) Reduced Rate-The term "reduced rate" means a rate of contributions lower !fuln the standard

rak applicable under the State law, and the term "sl"ndard rate" means the rate on the basis of whicll
variations therefrom are computed."

Pennsylvania is one of the 45 jurisdictions to adhere to the pooled fund, hence any experience
mung plan adopted, besides being consistent with the Commonwealth's constitution and with th~.

other provisions of both the Federal Social Security Act and the Pennsylvania Unemployment Com
pensation Law, must square with Section 1602 (a) (1), quoted above, i.e.

L The measure of experience that is applied to the individual must be with respect to un
employment or other factors bearing a direct relation to "unemployment risk."

2. No reduced rate can apply to any individual account unless the Agency has been able to

measure the "experience" of the employer in question for a period of at least three years.
It should be added that during the course of the hearings held by the Joint Legislative Com

mittee to study Unemployment Compensation Provisions, the opponents daimed that any differential
in the contribution rate established by experience rating would be unconstitutional because of the
provision in the Constitution 2 that all taxes shall be uniform upon the same class of subjects. Tho;
proponents stated that they believe experience rating to be constitutional, and that "all of the couns
which have ruled on the subject of unemployment compensation have upheld the constitutionality o[
the law fundamentalIy, including experience rating provisions wherever they existed."·

- An examination of the unemployment compensation laws in the 5i jurisdictions (48 states,
two territories and the District of Columbia), shows that no less than forty have adopted some form
of statutory provision for experience rating and ten others have made statutory provision for study
of the subject. With the exception of the resolutions setting up this particular study, no provisions
have been made in Pennsylvania for studying or adopting experience rating. In Part 1 of this
report the Joint State Government Commission and the Joint Legislative Committee to Study Un
employment Compensation Provisions have recommended that further study be made of experienc:::
rating especially as it would apply to Pennsylvania.4

"Pennsylvania Constitution, Art. IX, Sec. 1.
• Cliffe. F. B.. Statement made at a hearing before the Joint Legislative Committee to Study Unemploymenl

Compensation Provisions, Aug. 13. 1940, Hanisburg, Fa.
'See Recommendation No.6, Joint Report to the General Assembl:u of Recommendations 101" Amendimr. tIw

Pennsylvania Unem'Ploument Comvensation Law (Part 1) by the Joint State Government Commission and Jo!mt
Legl~12tive Committee 10 Study Unemployment Compensation Provislolll!, January, 1941.
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SECTION J

THE OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIENCE RATING AND ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST
THESE AIMS

The arguments for experience rating may be slimmed up under four heads:

1. The pa'St history of American business includes many examples of unstable organizations
who, by meam of more intelligent scheduling of their operations, the development of new products
OJr lines of activity, the production for inventory during slack sea$Ons, of by "spreading work" among
employes, have been able to iron out the peaks and valleys o£ their employment curves to the

mutual advantage of management and labor. It is believed that with the incentive of a lower
contribution rate many firms now unstable would be led to reconsider their employment policies,
;ll1d would find that they too could provide more regular work to their employes.

2. It is argued that the variation of contribution rates according to the employers' in
dividual records in furnishing continuing employment to their employes provides a means of
equitably assessing the cost of unemployment benefits. There can be, it is silid, no sound reason
why enterprises and industries whose workers count on continuous employment should be forced
to pay unemployment benefits for establishments which, because of the nature of their business or
the ineptitude of their managements, cannot or will not provide such regular employmem.

3. Although experience rating necessarily need not be a device for the control of (he sizi:
of the reserve, most systems that have beell designed thus far have, in part" this purpose implied.
It is pointed out that the enormous reserves accumulated under the law represent a withdrawal of
valuable purchasing power that industry might well be using to :Idvantage. 'Vithout questioning
the wisdom of laying by a backlog of cash for the period of unusll31 decline, the proponents of
experience rating claim that it provides a means of keeping funds at a reasonable level.

4. Finally, it is stated that experience rating gives the individual employer a stake ill the
system, and lays the problem of efficient claim administration squarely before him. If his cln
ployes or former employes now file claims for 'benefits to which they are not clearly! entitled under
the Law, it is no concern of the employer, individually, if tbe State does or does not honor them.
He has paid his tax and beyond that he need not worry. If each such benefit or each such honored
claim had a direct bearing on his future contribution rate, he' might be inclined to cooperate more
fully with the administrators of unemployment compensation in uncovering the fads.

These are arguments of weight. Encouragement of industrial stabilization, equity, PTi:

vention of idle governmental surpluses, and efficiency of claim administration are the objectives,
and if action by government heips to achieve them, the proponents insist it should be taken and
point out further that:

"This objective of such legislation was well enunciated by the President when, in recom

mending Social Security legislation to the Congress in 1935, he said 'an unemployment compensation
system should be constructed in such a way as to afford every practicable aid and incentive toward
the larger purpose of employment stabilization.' Recognizing the soundness of this principle. Con
gress incorporated into the original Social Security Act, Section 909, which grants to employers who
reduce their contribution rates under an approved srate experience rating plan the full 90% credit
«gainst the federal tax to which they would have been entitled had they paid the maximum rat;;
provided by the state law."G

Opponents of such plans point out that ,,-hen the subject of experience rating was n:cendy
considered in connection 1"lith unemployment compensation insurance in the District of Columbia,
Congress took no action which, in their opinion, is an indication that Congress is not as much in

G Pamphlet entitled "The Experience Rating Plan Being Proposed For Incorporation Into Pennsylvania's Unem
ployment Compensation Act and How It Would Work." p, 2_ Pelmsylvania Employers' Conference. 3900 Chestrmt
St., Philadelphia. Pa_ October 28, 1940.



favor of experience rating as was the case when the original unemployment Insurance measuit'CS
were enacted.

Arguments for and against these four claims

1. Stabilization of Employment

In considering these points it is well to choose first "Encouragement of Employment Stabili
zation." As a goal this antedates Unemployment Compensation by many years. In the chapter Olll

Management in the Report of the Committee on Recent Economic Changes, to President, Hoover,
Henry S. Dennison wrote: 6

"To judge from the companies of this survey, the beginnings of substantial progress have been made, sine<:
the Unemployment Conferell;ce in 1921, in moderating the severities of seasonal irregularities. In about one
half of the companies it was found that definite measures had been put into effect; in 4 per cent especially
trying conditions had increased irregularly; in 5 per cent nothing had been done to attempt to mitigate the
effect of seasonal fluctuations; and in 40 per cent the problem had never been acute. Among the measurl:$
reported are increased standardization of products, better planning, scheduling production, inducing customers
to buy more regularly, additional or specialized warehousing facilities, training employes to be versatile, manu
bcturing to stock, working repairs in with production, and aiding complementary lines of goods. The ladi~'

garment industry in Cleveland in 1921, and the men's clothing plants in Chicago in 1923, took steps toward
regubrization of employment through guaranteed employment and unemployment insurance plans. In 1928, th~

garment industry in Rochester and in New York City began the establishment oE unemployment insurance Eund•.
All of these arrangements have been worked out through the cooperation of employers and unions. A few in
dividual companies in vari.ous lines of manufacturing have established unemploymenr compensation plans which
ha\'e helped to regulate workers' income." 7

For the most part the aim was to reduce seasonal fluctuations brought about by the buying
habits of the public, the nature of their product, or the availability of the materials with which
they worked. For example, the Sherwin-Williams Paint Company helped to change a spring demand
to a round-the-year demand by a "Paint in the Fall" campaign. National Cloak and Suit Company
and Sears-Roebuck and Company introduced January and June sales with special catalogues, to take
up the slack that had always occurred after the Christmas and Easter Holidays. Repackaging of
Mueller Macaroni reduced spoilage and made increased summer sales possible. The use of fire
works in the celebration of Christmas in the South was successfully exploited by Northern fire
works manufacturers, who always had suffered from slumps during the ,,,inter months. Within
the past generation, ice cream has become a year-round food.

The opponents contend, however, that this type of stabilization is the result of new business
created by sales promotion and is not applicable to industries engaged in manufacturing capital
goods or in selling to a market that is more or less fixed. Such industries are faced with a hr
more difficult problem. The capacity of the buying public to consume more radiators or coal, or
the ability of American business to invest in cash registers is limited. Here recourse to seasonal
price differentials (anthracite as early as 1900, American Radiator Company) or planned production
for inventory and future sale (Packard Motors, Proctor and Gamble, National Cash Register, Alli~

Chalmers) has made it possible to avoid the feverish hire and fire policy that marks many seasonal
industries.8

Another device that has become common is the development of "side lines" or "fillers."
Douglas and Director cite among others, Dennison Paper Company, who· progressively developed
crepe paper, labels, tags, and a variety of other products to fill in gaps; Beechnut Packing Company,
whose chewing gum and peanut butter keeps employment steady during the winter months; and
A. C. Gilbert Company, who moved from a strictly Christmas toy trade to the development of all
sorts of motor driven household appliances.

These few typical methods do not by any means exhaust the possibilities. Exchange of

o "Recent Economic Chan"es in the United States," Report of the Committee on Recent Economic Changes <>1
the Presldpnt's Conference on Unemployment. 1939, McGraw-Hill Book Comoany, Inc.

'See Herman F"ldman. "Re~larlzatjnn of Employment" 1925; and "Business Cycles and Unemployment:'
National Bnre211 nf Econ0l1l;c Research. 1923.

'See "The Problem of UnemploYment," Douglas and Director. 1934, Chapters VII and VIII.
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workers by employers having different seasonal peaks, uammg of workers to perform two or more
different jobs at different periods, utilizing productive employes for maintenance during off-seasons,

and other plans and combinations of plans have all been either tried or suggested. The National

Association of Manufacturers prepared a monograph D that was published just a few months ago

which lists more than 80 C:lses of stabilization and describes in some detail the plans utilized by
each of the firms studied.

Advocates of experience rating insist that the surface has only been scratched, and that
American management, given the proper encouragement, will show itself capable of providing much

greater stability of employment.

They claim that experience rating will provide a continuous incentive for an employer to dQ
the best job he can in furnishing regular work and "if you have 100,000 employers subject [0 the

::Ict, each doing their part in furnishing regular work, you will have gone a long way towards
solving the problem of unemployment in the state. You will not ha ve evolved the solution, but
you will have made great progress.""O They claim further that relatively few ·,employers in the
country have done much toward furnishing steady work; that there are many employers who do
not do a good many things they should do until it is brought to their attention forcefully and the

<contribution rate saving is forceful for a great many employers and will direct attention to the job

they ought to be doing anyhow, and site as an illustration the experience with this subject in the

State of Wisconsin.

In that state, th~ proponents statt, 60% of the employers have handled their employment in
mch a way as they are now paying (for the year 1940) less than the 2.7 percent standard rate of

contribution, and that they have learned how to do a better job of managing their business; that
the variable tax rate or contribution rates have served as a notice or signal lamp to employers to do

things that many of them have been trying to do before and that many of them have completely
neglected during the past years," 1,

As a study,u conducted by Dr. Charles Myers indicates something can be done, although it

is significant that he finds the possibilities distinctly limited and some of the gains offset by an
actual increase in total unemployment. The conclusions he reaches after a thorough study of 247
Wisconsin firms are of such importance that extensive quotation from his summary and conclusion
i~ warranted.

"The principal finding, of the .rudy ami the wndusioll5 with respect to stabilization of employment V~

.ummarized as foliows.

"I. The i'ldilJidu,,1 anployu elf" do something to stabilize- hi; employmem, bl/t his ability is oftN! limited.
Although the interviews showed dearly that emplo)'ers in many lines of bu,iness can reduce some types of

employmcill irregularity, limitations arc obvious. Factors making stabilization possible are !lot fOlmd in eqllllll
degrees between industries, or even between firms within the same industrial classification. This point needs em
pha,is because at times, proponents of the Act have talked in terms of certain employers doing a 'beller job' oJ'
stabilizing than others who arc doing a 'worse job: implying that the latter could do 'better' if they only tried,
hi! many cases this may be true, but in others the usc of the terms confuses inability to stabilize with ll!il'

willingness or lack of sincere elfort 10 stabilize.

"2. The type of /If/employment that can be reduced by th~ individual employer is mostly the 'intermittent
0' s~asonal type. When employers attempted to stabilize employment as a result of the Act, they Ulsi.II:ill,.
adopted certain &vices, if they had not already done so before, and if such devices were practical ill their
particular businesses. Employment management was centralized, and the work force selected more carefully.
There was greater dlort to transfer employes between departments to avoid lay-offs, and some retramiliilg _

undertaken with that end in view. Sometimes employes were used for maintenance and repair jobs wliJeIl
there was not enough work to keep them busy in their regular departments. Where possible, the product or i~

parts were manufactured for stock during slack seasons, probably according to a production budget, so that it
would be unnecessary to make so many lay-olIs then or hire so many extras at a later peak. Other stabilizatio!l

"See "Employmellt Regularization," National Association of Manufacturers, 1940.
'0 Cliffe F. B .. Statement made before the Joint LegislaUve Committee to Study Unemployment Compensation

Frodsions. Aug. 13, 1940, Harrisburg, Pa.
n Ibid.
'2 "Employment StabilizatIon a.nd the Wlsconsln Act," by Charles A. Myers, Employment Security Mem

or«ndnrn. No. 10. Social Security Board, 1940.



d~viC($. sueh ilS diversilicatiolll of products ilnd markets, dovetailing, and booking business in advance e>t <he
season were used less frequently. The tendency to maintain a small, stable work force meant hiring fewe, ~~
2t the peaks, thus adding somewhat 10 the total volume of unemployment.

"Earlier advocates of the 'Wisconsin idea' argued that employers and bankers could control the busifles<:
cycle; alld that the unemployment compensation law would induce them to do so. This suggestion W1I$

never seriously supported by persons instrumental ill the passage of the Groves bill. Instead, they colltelllOed
that 'chronic irregular' or 'imermittent' uoemplo}'ment, and seasonal unemployment, 1V0uld be reduced. Their
prediction has ill some measure been borne out.

"Where the Act has induced stabilizatiolill elleres, it has reduced that type of 'intermittent' ullemp!oymwt
which resulted when a man was hired for a lemporary rush and then soon laid off, or when a new worke!"
was being hired for one department while employes (who could have been transferred) were being laid off w.
another. In other words, the Act has forced more regularity in day-to-day employment matters ill. these firm$.
Furthermore, in many cases, palrticularly through manufacture for stock ill. the slack season, it has been instru
mmtal in reducing the severity of seasonal unemployment. Except for work spreading, which cannot usually
be regarded as stabilization, employers can do little or nothing to reduce cyclical unemploymem. They ..dmit
that they are powerless in the face of general declines in business, and few win avoid the temptation of lak
ing on extril employes as business seems to be rising. In no important case, furthermore, did an employer say mat
the Act had caused him to postpone a technological labor-displacing change. The antidpated profit from sud.! :il

{bange was held to outweigh possible financial savings from contribution rate reductions.

"Experience rating, then, whether it be under the employer-reserve type of law Of the 'automatic' ty"p"
under a pooled fund, should Iliot be .xpected to produce miracles ill. the prevention Of reduction of unemploy
ment. The purpose ought to be to give employers an incentive to reduce those types of instability of "mploy
mellt which they can reduce, and these are necessarily limited.

"3. 111 inducing emplo;lers to stabilize, the prospect of II financial saving through a reduced .-ontribution
ralt: was important. 'Keeping down benefits' in the hope of qualifying for the reduced tax rates was a concem
of all of the firms which attempted to stabilize in some measure under the Act. AI though careful accouli]ung
might have indicated that the costs of irregular operation were sufficient incentive to stabilize, comparatively few
employers know their own costS so well or act so wisely. A tangible financial charge against their accounts,
such as benefit payments, assumed a psychological importance out of proportion to its relative financial signili·
canee. Foremen, in particular, appeared to be impressed by benefirs when other, less tangible costs aroused
little interest

"But the incentive provided under the reserve-percentage formula of the present 13", may be considerabl)'
weakened after a time because firms in naturally stable industries are able [0 qualify for the lower rates with
very little eltort on their part, whereas firms in relatively unstable industries rna)' never be able to reach the
necessary levels even though they make a more genuine effort to stabilize than do their competitors in the
same industry." This is a real objectiol! to the reserve-percentage type of experience rating found in the Wis
consin law, as well as in most other State laws with provision for contribution rate variations. Some firms iii)
Wisconsin despaired of ever being able [0 reach the necessary percentages because of the inherent instability of the
industry. Others in more stable industries felt certain that without making an adclition~l effort they could
secure the reduced rale eventually. It should be pointed out, however, that although some Wisconsin employers
thought that the reserve percentage method might work unfairly in their. particular caseS and thus discourage
further attempts to stabilize employment, this was nol the general belief, even among most employer.• in the
unstable illdustries.

"". Various effort.< to avoid bmefits, particularly extreme ,vork Iprl!ading, weft: allo illduccd by ?h",
prospect of a reduced contribution rate. About half of the firms interviewed had done more work spreadwg
under the impetus of the Act, although ollly a minority had carried it to a point just above that at whkh
benefits were payable. Not particularly common, but nevertneless significant, wa' benefit 3voidance oy meam
of other devices, such as probationary-period hiring and the hiring of ineligibles. The ",istence of these prnc'
tices indicated that a law which rewarded the employer who had a low benefit record would encournge ~oml!'i

attempts, within the legal framework of the statute, to avoid benefits directly a, well as through bona fide
$tabilizatioll.

"5. Ol'lly about II per unt of tht: 24i fi,m, i,.,terlliewed between Ildy !, 1937, and luly 1, 89J8. Wffl'

regarded as having accompliS/led at1 'appreciable' amount of stabilizatio1' as /I direct rewlt of tht: Act. au'
.,. "Employment Stabilization and the Wisconsin Act," by Charles A. Myers: "In view of this, it 15 difficult

to agree with the following statement. attached to the 1938 and 1939 Wisconsin statistical tables: 'A system of
experience-rating based on individual employer aceounts fully recognizes both industriai and individual variations.
(Such a system. while encouraging each employer to employ his workers as steadily as he can, makes his con
tribution rate depend on his actual unemployment. benefit recoTCI,-just as his premium rate for accident corn·
penBatlon varies with his accident hazard a,nd experience.)' The analogy between accident compensation and
lIDemployment compensation appears to the writer to be fallacious. Under the former, there are industry rate,
(known as 'manual' or 'average' rates) based upon the accident hazard. and then further variations from these
based upon accident ernerience. There are no separate Industry rates for unemployment hazard under full
Wisconsin Aet." -



Mltrly two-thirds of fhe firms went tllcoumged /0 do something toward more regular cml'loyme;'t, c!'c" tho"gk
negligible it. many Cllset. In additiolll to the 'appreciable' group, this induded not only firms which had accom

plished 'some' stabilization under the Act, either because their efforts began earlier for other reasons or because
.uccess was limited by difficulties, but also firms whose stabilization under the Act had been 'negligible' for sim

ilar reasons. The Act caused no change in only 39 per cem of tbe firm. interviewed, and nearly half of these

had stabilized before, or were in naturally stable businesses.
"6. Reduced contribution rates in effect it! 1938 were flO! itldicatilJe of the jittt:re i'Ntilu of I!xpetienu YlU

;'og. Most of the !K4 firms that received reduced rates qualified for them either because their E931 paywn~

were smaller than in previous years, thus automatically making [heir reServe percentages higher, or became

they made a volumary contribution before the end of the year to bring their reserve lip to the necessary per-·

i;Clltage of payroll. Stabilization efforts were unimportant in qualifying for lower rates ili'l mis first jle2r.

";. E;,;perience rating in /939 may be more indicativc of probable juture del'elopments than the 1938 t;;;_.

pmem:e. Over a! third of the eligible employers qualified for the I per cent rate and 5 per cent for the :ow>

rate. Firms which had done little or nothing to stabilize under the Act became they had done so before or

were w naturally stable businesses. were rewarded along with those which made genuine efforts to stabilize ;1<

a result of the Act. Higher-than-standard fates Oli'l 'irregular' employers were also Iirst effective .m '939.
Nearly HI per cent of the employers whose rates could be modified were required to pay y~ per cent Oil ilieiF
payroll. because their accounts had been overdrawn or their benefits had exceeded contributions in 1938. Most
of these were firms in which stabilizatioil W11I5 dilliruh or impossible because of the nature of the business. h
should be noted, however, that some increased rates were assessed against firms in naturally stable l!llsiileSSe~,

llUIst as some rate reductions occurred in industries geilerally regarded as unstable.

"S. AgaitW the !tabilizatiotl accomplishment! of the Wiscomin Act mutt be placed tht' fact thaf it 11M
'ltnded to #abilize under cmploymem {Itld ha! added somewhat to the volume of total m;employment. Th"

results of this study indicated that there has been arn increase in stability of employment in some Wiscoilsin

firms, P3rtly offsetting this gain in impro,red industria! relations: hO'~leverl i~ the f::l.ct t1.1M \I.nder-fmploy~ne_nt

alld tota! unemployment have been increased as a result of the Act.

"For the most part, the increased work spreading that occurred under the Ac[ in abom haH of the firm.

mteniewed must be regarded as benefit avoidance and stabilization of under-employment rather thaliil as stab

ilization of employment. To [he exteilt that its use is widespread, el:treme work spreading may enable em

ployers to qualify for lower contribution rates just 2S much as if they had accomplished genuine stabi!i~tion,.

which approaches full-time employment. This is not an inherent defect in the Wisconsin law, however, since

all amendment raising the level at which partial benefits are payable would set a higher limit on work spread

ing, and at the same time allow some sharing of the work which may !be desirable to prevell1l~ lttIipOI';i!fjf

cessation in employment arid income.

"There has also been a tendency for the tara! Ilumber of unemployed persons to increase insofar as stabil

ization efforts IInder the Act have meafil that fewer workers were needed at peak periods, and insofai' :u
the hiring of casual labor has been discouraged. This is a normal result of any successful stabilization of em
ployment by individual firms, whether encouraged by experience rating under unemployment compensation or

!lOr. Although important, the seriousness of the tendency in Wisconsin can easily be exaggerated, since it was

estimated that only about 2 percent of the workers employed by firms interviewed were adversely :llff«ted.,
Furthermore, those who condemn stabilization on this account must be willing [Q accept, as a le"er evil,
wllnlwed irregular and haphazard employment for the rest of the worker<.

"Although many of the original claims concerning tht Ac[ have not been home oLlt in slllbsl:'qi.l<:iIll u
p~rience, it is all indication of progress in industrial welatiolls that Wisconsin employers under the Act have beel!.

more concerned with employment problems than they were before. It is a positive gain that many empJoyer~

have made genuine efforts under the impetus of the Act [Q reduce or eliminate intermitrent and seasonal irreg

ularity of employmem where it is possible to do so. Many of the undesirable aspects of work spreading could

be remedied by an amendment to the law, but some increase in total unemployment (at least in ~he ,hart
run) appears to be an inevitable accompanimem of thoroughgoing individual stabilization efforts.

"As IOlilg as something positive has been accomplished toward stabilizatioll of employment among .orn~

Wisconsin firms, and inasmuch as no workers have yet been denied benefits because of exhaustion of their former

employers' accounts, the Wisconsin Unemployment Compensation Act should be accepted as a significant COil~

tribution to social legislation. lr may not be better than or even as good as experience rating under pooledofund

laws ill encouraging employer efforts to stabilize emplo)'mem, but the fino! answer must await further c)(peri

ence under the pooled-fund laws and under the Wisconsin Act."

While Dr. Myers found that the tax-saving did in fact operatc as an Jncenuvc, his conclusion
i~ II carefully qualified one. \x/here a large organization has built VI' its methods of production and
marketing over a long period of time, and where its management has not found more stable operation
profitable fOf other reasons opponents of experience rating hold that th~ prospect of a slight re-



duction in contribution is not likely to be sufficiently appealing to encourage any very important
changes in policy (a reduction of the rate by one-third from 2.7 percent to 1.8 percent, represents
a saving of nine thousand dollars to a company with a million dollar payroll).i4

The opponents call attention to the fact that in some types of enterprise stability appears to be
virtually impossible. A contractor cannot build houses or roads for inventory, and is seriously
limited in the extent to which he can utilize the same trades in different operations. Where the
chief products of a concern are of the "built-to-order" type of much heavy special-purpose industrial
machinery, employment is dependent entirely on the orders received. A slight degree of stabilizing
is possible in some industries engaged in the processing of perishable commodities, but there are
well-marked limits; coal cannot be stored indefinitely without loss, and the processors of perishable
food products are still dependent in a large measure on the growing season. Indeed, one of the
accepted methods of filling in the seasonal valleys for certain of these types of enteprise, that of the
"side-line," may in the long run cause more unemployment than it cures. If in their desire to fill
their regular slack season, firms of industry A engage in the manufacturing of an article which is
the chief source of revenue for firms of industry B, they may 'imperil the very existence of these
other companies since their competitive position often enables them to produce the product at what
seems to be a much lower cost.

This is not the only flaw that the critics of stabilization find in [he arguments of the pro
ponents. One that is fraught with far greater consequence is touched on in point 8 of Dr. Myers'
conclusion. It does not deal with the efficacy of tax incentives as a means of inducing stabilization,
but challenges the desirability of employment stabilization itself. Of all arguments the opponents
advance this is the most serious, since it is not a criticism of the means but a rejecting of the goal.

The proponents of experience rating state that the employers in [his state, representing the
state as a whole, have a very real community of interest in a sound unemployment compensation
law. "We are aware," they say, "of special conditions affecting special industries. Granting there
are special problems and special industries, the protagonists strongly question the wisdom of at
tempting to solve this problem by a payrolI tax levied on the other employers of the state, which
tax, in a competitive situation, if overloaded, only tends to increase [he very unemployment which
is sought to be reduced." 1~

Employment stabilization IS generally construed to mean relative regularity of employment
for the same group of workers. Obviously, it is theoretically possible for a company to report the
same volume of employment or payroll month after month, and yet exhibit a labor turnover that
involves the constant dismissal and hire of workers. Under all experience rating plans now in
effect 16 such a company would be "unstable" and probably would be penalized by a higher rate.
If, however, industry can stabilize in the first sense and is encouraged to do so, one result is in
evitable. Whereas some employment each year was provided for 1,000 men by Company A, more
employment will be provided for 750. This mayor may not be desirable but the conclusion seems
inescapable. At present there tends to be a constant flow from the ranks of the employed to the
ranks of the unemployed, and vice versa. Here the critics insist that insofar as industry stabilizes,
this process is slowed down or stopped altogether, since it can be taken as axiomatic that an em
ployer will stabilize at the point of lowest labor cost. One of the examples of what can be done
by attempts on tIle part of industry is that of the "decasualization" of longshore work on the Pacinc
Coast. In discussing this experience Lester and Kidd Comment: 17

"Ill support of experience rating it has 'been said that 'the miracle of longshore decasualizarion' in the PO"
of Seattle indicates holV a differentiation in tax rates under reserve-ratio rating 'might serve national needa.'

"Under the "Texas Plan:' which is the one most strongly advocated for Pennsylvania in the hearings held
beloi"e the Joint. Legislative Committee to Study Unemployment Compensation Provisions, Aug. 13. and Sept. 11'.
1940, minimum rates were Bet at 1.0 pel'C€nt which would provide for correspondingly greater savings.

J5 Evans, T, L" Statement made in a hearing before the Joint Legislative Committee to Study Unemployment
Comnensatlon Provi,ions, Aug. 13. 1940. Harrisburg. Pa.

'" See, however, "Merit. Rat.ing and Unemployment Compensation," by Karl Pribram and Phlilp Booth. Socl!Il
Security Board, 1937.

j' "Case Against Expel'lel1Ce Rating," by Richard A, Lester and Charles V. Kidd, Industrial Relations CoWl
',elors, Inc" 1939,
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A plan of employment 'regularization' through central registration and dispatching was put into operation in
Seattle in the middle of 1921. It involved strict limitation of entrance to the trade, so that the work available
would be conserved for the registered men. The number of men registered under the scheme was gradually
reduced from 722 in 1922 to 664 in 1929, despite the fact that 'work picked up' and that there was 'increased
cargo' to handle during the period. Becau~e the labor supply had been decreased, the earnings of practically
all Seattle longshoremen before the depression ranged from $1,300 to $2,500 a year. After 1929 no replace
ments were made when men quit or died, with the result that the number of registered workers declined from
664 in 1929 to 525 in 1933. Indeed, the plan proved to be such an extremely tight closed-shop arrangemellt
that the sons of longshoremen were not able to register for longshore work during the four years prior to 1934,
when the joint plan terminated. The plan was criticized on the ground that it did 'nothing to relieve the
general problem of unemployment' hut instead aggravated the problem. The operators of this closed-shop
arrangement and the registered workers benefiting from it, however, adopted the attitude that what happened
to the 'outsiders' as a result of the closed employment doors at the waterfrom was not their responsibility."

NOTE: Quotations made by Lester and Kidd are from F. P. Foisie, "Decasualizing Lcngshor~ Labor ;md
"h~ Seattle Experience."

In regard to regularization, Feldman and Sl11.ith say: 1B

"Regdarization admittedly has certain limitations, but there are misconceptions concerning it. intended ac·
complishments. Experience rating would not immediately reduce unemployment. Indeed, there is good reaSOIl
to believe that if it succeeded in increasing stability of employment all at once, it would increase the volume
of unemployment at rhat time since it would concentrate a given volume of unemployment on certain pt=rsOIlS.

Superficially examined, this result appears to be objectionable, and one may ask: Why give further attention to

a proposal that seems so comrary to public policy r

"Such cricicism "pparently as,umes that irregular employment is " great asset aIid that the more includel'"
and profligate in its use of labor an enterprise is, the more effectively it is providing employmenL If a COIll

cern, in a seasonal industry in which all work irregularly, reduces Auctuations, 100 men may be employed reg
ularly instead of, possibly, 130 who previously obtained intermittent employment in the same piai'lL Because the
number of pan-time employes may be Jarger than the number of full-time employes, should it be concluded thaI
chronic irregularity is a desirable economic or industrial practicer If 50, the objective would be to discourage
concerns from providing steady work, and millions would be made insecure in their jobs in order to give occa
sional employment to the rest. Indeed, the reasoning of many persons appears to justify such a situation. Btl!

the aim of regularization is to build up industry to the point where an employe may have a reasonable sense of
security on the job. Such security can more readily be achieved when good management technique and low costs
of operation prevail than when management is poor and costs are high, from such productive industry the
costs of taking care of the excess labor reserve may be met most effectively."

This criticism of stabilization is closely allied in principle to another. Where technological
changes in an industry have already been responsible for a growing army of unused Jabor, is it wise
to accelerate the process by encouraging further rationalization and reduction in staff?

Thus, stabilization of employment can be viewed as a worthwhile aim in that it creates a
,readier income for those workers who are employed, in that it encour<lges industry to m:lke its
operations as efficient as possible by utilizing the skills and energies of its workers to the maximum.
On the other hand, its critics point out that these are not unmixed blessings and question whether

we are prepared to face all of the implications. On the second level of discussion, advocates of
experience rating believe that this device is the one best calculated to secure stabilization, while

opponents-even some who believe in the virtues of stabilization-doubt if slight reductions in
contributions to unemployment compensation are sufficient incentive to employers, many of whom
cannot achieve real stability because of the nature of their businesses.

Before passing to a second point of debate, it is important to take note of one :Jrgument ad
vanced by the advoc:Jtes of experience rating and contested by its opponents. It is a reasonably well
known fact that rate differentials in ¥lorkmen's Accident Compensation Laws have led employers
to the adoption of safety devices, to the conduct of safety campaigns among emr1ol'es, and, in
general, to the development of factories ancl shops that are far less hazardous ror the workers than

were the factories and shops of an earlier generation. Accident statistics are evidence of this. Would

it not be possible that rate differenti::tls might lead employers to throw similar s<lfeguards around

"Feldman. Herman And Smith. Donald M., The Case FOT Experience Ru.tinn i-rt Unemploument Compensatlo"
"nd a Proposed Met/we{. PP 8 and 9. Inductrlal Relations Counselors. Inc.. New York. 1939.
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job tenure? The opponents hasten to claim that to the extent that the employer has it within his
power to eliminate undesirable personnel practice the analogy is sound, but his control over his
machinery and working conditions, and his control over the demand for his product and services,
are not strictly comparable. While there is a point of diminishing returns, ernployers can and do
make jobs safer and safer with each passing year, bur the opponents insist, there is a point at which
increased effort to solve problems of employment meets with factors outside of the control of the

individual employer.

2. Equity in Assessing Social Costs

There are admitted limits to the extent to which all industries can stabilize, and senom

question as to the ability of some industries as now constituted to achieve any very appreciable
results in this direction. Even the warmest advocates of experience rating do not expect it to achieve
the impossible. The protagonists ask, however, whether it is not unsound and contrary to good

public policy to provide hidden subsidies to industries that cannot operate without large labor re
serves. If because of whimsical buying habits on the part of the public, or the nature of the com

modity produced, peaks and valleys are a necessary feature of an industry's employment pattenl,
then the consumers of that industry's products should bear this extra social cost in the form ot
higher prices. Experience rating would, it is claimed, provide a just means of assessing these extra,

social costs equitably.
It was in recognition of these areas of business that the term "merit rating" was abandoned

and "experience rating" substituted. For, as pointed out in dealing with enterprises of this type
the argument for stabilization loses much of its force. It is not so much a question of encouraging

stability as of distributing the benefit burden fairly. If you reside in a frame building in the
neighborhood of a gasoline storage tank you realize that your fire insurance premium is bound to
be higher, and while the installation of fire extinguishers will have some effect on your rate, there

is a ,limit to what your efforts can accomplish.
A statement of this position is the following,19 quoted and criticized by Herman Feldman

and Donald M. Smith in "The Case for Experience Rating in Unemployment Compensation and :1

Proposed Method":

"The most probable result of merit rating in operation will be a rate structure which will impo,.e low
rates on all employers who participate in the production of goods for a relatively stable market, high rates 011.

all employers who take part in the production of goods for a market subject to severe fluctuations. The mte~

paid by the producers of necessary consumers' goods and sen,ices will be cut. The rates paid by the producers
of durable gocx:ls, capital goods, and luxury goods will be maintained or increased. The reward of rate reduc
tioll will go to employers who have done nothing to earn it. The penalty of high rates will be imposed I]POII

employers who are not so much inefficient as unlucky. Thus merit ratings will bear little or no relation 10 meril.
Their determination will depend less upon good management than upon good fortune."

It is pointed out that the chid flaws found in the argument of equity are those due to the

inter-relatedness of economic life and the broad social character of the phenomena of unemployment_
It would not always be the industry or the individual enterprise responsible for unemployment that

would be forced to carry the burden of the higher rate. A large utility ,might cease deriving its
power from coal by the substitution of water power. Its employment, however, might remain the
same and it would qualify for a good rate. The industry that was affected, the mining industry, on

the other hand, would find itself penalized and, follo"ving the logic of the equity argument, would
be' forced to raise the price of coal supplied to its other consumers.

The critics emphasize that the very process of "stabilization" on the part of those enterprises

so situated that they can stabilize, in many instances would seriously upset the employment patterns

of other industries and create unemployment. The possible dangers of "side lines" were alluded

to above, but equally important is the advantage given to one of two competing industries when

,0 "MoTit RaHng j" Stote Unem:"loyment ComnensatJnn Laws." by ClaJr Wilcox, American Economic Review.
June 1937, O1,,,t..d in "The Cas'e fo~ Exnerlence Ratine: in Unemployment Coml)ensat;nn and a Proposed Method"
lily Herman Feldman and Donald M. Smith. Industrial Relations Counselors. Inc" 1939.



the one industry is dependent largely on labor, while the other is either more mechanized or does

not have to process its product to the same extent. Of course they contend that this is not a state

ment that an inefficient industry should be encouraged at the expense of an efficient one, it is

merely a question as to the wisdom of using incentive taxation in a way that might create inequities

in competition while tf}ring to assess costs more equitably.

.i\nother question which opponents of experience rating ask is, ought the StJ.te by means of

incentive taxation discourage the marginal or declining enterprise? If because of competitive factors,

technological change, or shifts in demand, an employer finds he must contract his employment,

should- his business be forced to carry a tax rate greater than his more fortunate competitor who

finds that he is able to continue or increase his total employment? Probably no employer wants to

dismiss employes. If he has a way of employing more and showing a profit, he will do so. Ex

perience rating might have the efleet of administering the coup de grace to a number of businesses

that are operating on the thinnest of margins, and of hastening the decline of industries that arc

already finding it difficult to operate profit3bly. The JvIajority Report of the Committee on Em

ployer Experience Rating 20 points out:

"As new industries or inventions emerge, as consumption h'lbits shift, and as natural resourct"S are depleted,
many manufacturing enterprises, many service enterprises, many of our wholesale and retail enterprises, will
undoubtedly suifer seVere declines. MafiJi fiew occupations will arise, and many existing occupations will cease
to exist. It is inevitable that these changes win produce immediate unemployment, even though the workers
displaced are later absorbed in other enterprises.

"To reward an industry which is rapidly expanding and at the same time to penalize an industry m ~

>late of gradual decline manifestly would be a discrimination and result in many inequities. Such situations,
we are confident, were not comempl8 ted by those who first advocated differential rates in unemployment C!lID

pensation. To believe the stability or regularization of employment can be achieved in the face of new illl\'eJll

lions~ shift:-. in consumption habits) ~nd depletion of res()urccs, is) Vi'( believe, unrealistic."

An allied problem of intrast3te competition arises because of the n:Jturc: of specific experience

rating provisions required by Federal Law. A state having pooled fund cannot reduce an em

ployer's contribution rate unless it has a record of at le3st three years of his experience while

.covered by its law. If all or the majority of employers within :I given industry Iud so stabilized

their employment as to qualify for lower rates, new employers would face a slight tax disadv,mtage

during a period which is generally th.: most difficult one.

The opposite viewpoint on the question of competition, however, is pointed out by the

proponents. An employer in Pennsylvania may be paying a contribution at the 2.7 percent rate while

his competitor in another state which h:ls experience rating may enjoy a much lower f<lfe even

though the employment experience of both employers be the same. It is further stated that, 81

though not a conclusive factor, the bilure to adopt experience rating "vould be one more determent

t<f} iDdustrits cOilteHlplating o)111ing to Pennsylva!1i~,

The final criticism of the "equity" argument 8rises b;:cause of the nature of unemployment

benefits. Assuming that the entire theory behind equitable assessment of costs be sound, it is

doubtful if "compensable" unemployment is ~ fair measure. Not all of those who are unemployed

apply for benefits, and not all of those who do apply and qualify experience the same duration of

benefits. An employer who dismissed his employes 8t a time when other employers happened to

need their services ,"vould not affect his experience r8ting account in the slightest degree, and yet

coulcl be guilty of the worst type oJ personnel practice. Another firm that after an excel1ent record

of fair dealing had the misfortune to contract employment at a time when the dismissed worker,

could not be immediately reabsorbed by industry, would find its account charged with the benefits

or benefit wages of those compensated.

In summarizing, the opponents point out that unemployment can be controlled by the in

dividual employer in only a very limited fashion. Secular declines in his industry due to changing

techniques of production, changing demands Ear products, or other factors, cannot be arrested by

20 Volume II-Majority Report. Committee on EmploYer Experience Rating of the Interstate Conference of
Employment Security Agencies. Septembet·, 1940. .,.;Z- 1



him. He shares with all others the rises and falls of the business cycle, and unless he is tortunat:::
beyond most of his class, he will have to adjust his payroll to the pattern of his sales. Efforts to
reduce_ seasonal peaks and valleys may meet with some success, but it may be accomplished by
adding to me total volume of unemployment. The only area in \vhich he can operate effectively
is in the very narrow one of sound personnel administration. He can avoid a ruthless hire-fire
policy, spread his employment as far as this device is consistent with a living wage for the worker,
intelligently plan his production, and in general manage his affairs to the best of his ability. It is
hardly "equitable" to increase his taxes during lean years when secular or cyclical change forces
contraction.

However, advocates of experience rating for Pennsylvania carefully point out that the plan
advanced by them would not increase the tax above the present 2.7 percent level. Those employers
who, because of better employment experience, qualify for lOVl'er contribution rates, would, still be
paying more in contributions than their employees received in benefits and this excess would heliJ
towards paying the benefits of employees in those industries.

3. The Prevention of Excessive Reserves

Experience rating is a device that could be used to increase or decrease reserves, depending on
the base rate adopted and the scale of reductions and increases permitted. It 'has been, however, th<:
rate reduction aspect that has been stressed from the very beginning of its history, and it is this
phase that makes it possible for its advocates to present it as a means of reducing or stabilizing what
seem to be extremely large fund balances.

Even those who oppose experience rating do not take the wholly untenable position that
unemployment compensation reserves should be permitted to grow without limit. If the present
rate of increase in many of the State funds continued year after year for a long period of time, the
effect on American economic life might indeed be serious. The annual withdrawal of millions of
dollars from the usual channels of trade in the form of unemployment compensation contributions
is defensible only if a substantial portion of these millions is permitted to Row back again as benefits
to the unemployed. The problems arise, however, first, as to what constitutes a reasonable reserve
against risks regarding which we know little and, second, if too much purchasing power is being
dammed up in idle balances, as to the best me~hod of releasing it.

In the current agitation for reduction of employer contribution rates one important fact is
lost sight of. The benefit provisions that were written into the various State laws are premised, for
the most part, on the estimates of the actuaries of the COlTllnittee on Economic Security. These
actuaries assumed the 3 percent contribution rate to be reasonable, and then estimated how adequate:
a policy the American people could buy against unemployment. Since there were many unknowns
in the computations, the experts were conservative. As a result it was considered advisable to limit
the amount and duration of benefits which were to be obtained only after a waiting period of
several weeks. While sufficient experience is still lacking to form a final judgment, some believe
that the actuaries were over-cautious and that the outlines sketched by the Federal Government and
filled in by the states could have been more liberal to the claimant.

"'- "The real difficulty is that our unemployment compensation experience is too limited. To understand this
experience we should reconsider the work of the Committee for Economic Security on which the present system
was based. This committee, in search of a sound actuarial basis for an unemployment compensation scheme,
was confronted with a distressing paucity of data. It is no criticism of the Committee to say it did not achieve
the impossible and was, therefore, forced by practical consideration to adopt a conservative policy. It was real
ized that any unemplcyment insurance scheme worthy of the name had to compensate for a sufficient portion
of the wage loss to protect the worker against exhausting personal resources or resorting to relief immediately
upon the loss of employment. Long waiting periods and small weekly benefit amounts paid over relatively
short periods were not considered because they were accepted as being socially desirable, but because it was
thought that more liberal benefits were impossible within the financial limitations, the Committee, for reasom

21 "The Problem of Increasing Reserves in UnemploYment Compensation," by Louis Levine, Technical Publl
caHons Digest. Prepe.red by Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security Board, January 18. 1940.
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uf expediency, was willing to accept. The Committee seems to have clearly erred, however, when it added a
}o percent safety factof to its original estimates and then readjusted the benefit formula accordingly. After read
justment it was concluded that with a } percent contribution rate, benefits equivalent to 50 percent of wage
loss up to $30 a week could, after a 2-week waiting period, be paid for 10 weeks. One additional week of
benefits might be paid if the waiting period were lengthened by a week. It was on the basis of such con
.ervarive advice that provisions for small benefit amounts and for relatively brief periods found their way into
State laws. Many states failed to provide for any effective minimum benefit amount, and Oil maximum durnAlioi!
of l3 to 16 weeks in a year became a standard pattern."

Pennsylvania has a relatively higher wage scale and the proVisIOn of a $7.50 mlillmum pre
vems the payment of the fantastically meager benefits that are disbursed by some states. Pennsyl
vania is one of five 2" states that does not pay benefits .for partial unemployment; at present it pro
vides a three-week rather than a two-v'leek waiting period for benefits, and while an analysis of the
benefir provisions of the law are beyond the scope of this report, some liberalization in terms of
duration and rate might be reasonably considered. 28 Studies of claimants whose benefit years
ended during the first six months of 1940 revealed that over 50 percent had exhausted all their
benefit rights. What proportion of this group later became the responsibility of the County Boards
(]If Assistance is not known, although the Department of Public Assistance reported that it had
opened 12,520 cases during the first six months of 1940 in which the immediate: cause of need was

the cessation of benefit payments.

On the other hand, the publication "Social Security," 24 has taken the stand that the unem
ployment compensation reserve funds should be greatly reduced by lowering the unemployment
insurance wage tax from 3 percent to 2' percent. The Board of Directors of the American Asso
dation for Social Security are unanimous in declaring for the reduction. They fee! that "at this
time, rhe immediate reduction of over $300,000,000 annually in unemployment insurance taxes is
not only most socially desirable for the welfare of the nation as a whole but also warranted from
every point of view." It should be remembered, however, that the Federal Act must be :llnended
to permit the $late to adopt such revision.

In answer to those who advocate greater liberalization the Board fdr that "the type of liberali
zation generally demanded and actually possible under the present benefit structure can be achieved
in practically all states even under a reduced tax."

As a warning to those who propose too extensive a liberalization of benefits as a solution to the
large reserve funds, it is pointed out that when "the benefit level is raised at the time \vhen business
is good so that it soaks up all the money being currently collected, the administr8.tion is committed
to a benefit level that cannot be continued when business drops because, then, collections drop off
and the number of claimants increase rapidly. 25

Beyond this problem of liberalization, however, is the more difficult one of fund adequacy.
'With the limited experience the states have had with Unemployment Compensation administration,
it is impossible for anyone, regardless of how expert he may be, to state categorically that a fund of
certain stated size is "adequate." Adequacy can be measured only in terms of probable drains, and
the estimation of these must, in turn, depend on an estimation of the probable future of employment
conditions. Certainly any catastrophic decline such as that experienced during the early 1930's would
drag the fund balance with it, and it would be wishful thinking to indulge in the fancy that the
Nation will not again experience a major depression. If the current era of expansion and actiVIty
due to defense preparations should be followed by a violent downward reaction, it seems safe to
assume that only a comfortably large reserve will insure the payment of all benefits to all eligible
claimants. Let us assume thar one-third of a potential 2,400,000 covered Pennsylvania workers were
to I~e employment and were forced to apply for benefits. Assume an average weekly rate of $10
and a full thirteen weeks of benefits. The product is in excess of $100,000,000.

"Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, New York. and Pennsylvania.
"Recommendations were made to reduce the waiting period to two weeks. raise the minimum benefit wage

t.o $8. and to make further liberalizations. The Joint Report To The General Assembhl of Recommendations For
AmencHnq Tlte Penns1/ivania Unemplojfment Compensation Law (P"rt 1) Jenuary 1941. . ,

•• "Social Security'," (Abraham Epstein. editor) June-July 1940-Voi. XIV No.6.
"" Cliffe. F. B. Hearlng-s held before the Joint Legislative Committee to Study Unemployment Compensation

Provisions. Aug. 13. 11140.



4. Efficienc.y of Claim Administration

The statement is frequently made that experience rating would aid in the improvement ot
claim administration. If the employer has a definite stake in the payment or denial of benefits he
,,,,ill make certain that unjustified claims are not honored. This point, of course, rests on the assump
tion that there is an appreciable number of fraudulent or, at leaSE, doubtful claims filed, an assumption
-th3t does not seem warranted. Investigations made, in fact, reveal that the percentage is negligible.

One development, however, is bound to occur if experience rating is adopted. The employer,
being in the position of one whose favorable contribution rate is placed in jeopardy by each claim
for ben~fits, may be tempted to avoid outright layoff or dismissal, and may make every effort to
construe terminations of employment as voluntary. The critics of merit rating point out further that
since Pennsylvania does not pay benefits for partial unemployment, an employer will be at liberty to

reduce employment to one day out of seven if he so desires without affecting his experience rating
acco~t. Benefit avoidance devices, such as the substitution of a contractual for wage relationship,
may become more common and while employers ""ill be encouraged to take an interest in the prt"
vemion of fraudulent claims, it is possible that some employers will attelllpt to stop legitimate ones.
The proponents, on the other hand, contend that the employees are gener~,lIy vigilant of [heir right>
and welfare, are well organized, and can fully protect their interests against the small percentage of
ctnfaiJi'" employers.
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Section JlI

THE METHODS USED IN RATING EXPERIENCE OF EMPLOYERS

1. General Observations

Much that is written on the subject of employer experience rating is kept safely in the realm
of generalities. It is assumed by many persons that there is a well-defined method of measuring all

employer's experience which has been generally agreed on and could be, with little difficulty, incor
porated in a State law. Such is not the case. Section IV of the Majority Report of the New York
Un~mployment Insurance Advisory Council opens with a statement which describes the present situa
tion with admirable brevity-"Existing experience rating provisions in other States show wide
confusion." 26

One reason for the somewhat bewildering complexity of some provisions is the necessity ot
designing the details of an experience rating clause so that it is consistent with all other provisions
of the State law. Methods of charging employers' acconnts, limits on the ~mounts ch.argeable, and
other administrative processes cannot be independent ~f the balance of an unemployment compensa
tion structure, but must be made an integral part of it.

This necessity for legal consistenc)" however, is not the chid reasons for the intricate provisions
of milny Stilte experience rating clauses, and the diversity of design between States. Once the legis

lators had decided that the principle of basing the contribution rate on the employer's employment
experience was a good one, it was necessary to decide how this measurement was to be made. Decid
ing this is no easy matter, because the actualities of economic life do not nearly conform to the realm

of the stabilization theory.

2. Reserve Ratio

The oldest method in point of time and the most obviolls one is derived horn the \Visconsil1

Employer Reserve Law: debit the employers' accounts with the benefits drawn by their employes or

former employes, and credit these accounts with the contributions p<lid. These balances, expressed
as a percentage of payroll, can then be used to measure the relative solvency or insolvency or an
employer's reserve. Rates are then determined automatica.lly by comparison with S[atulOry reserve

limits, If the problem of the worker with a number of employers is ignored, this type of measurement

has the advantage of being easily understood by both worker and employer. It is not e3SY to admin
ister, however, since it necessitates a staggering amount of bookkeeping, Each benefit check paid

mmt be charged against the proper 2CCOLU1t, and since the employer has a direct interest in the

amount by which his reserve is being diminished, he must be notified of the charges made.
The reserve ratio formula (contributions less benefits divided by payroll) can also be used by

States with pooled fund laws, if provision is made for experience rating accounts. It has, in fact,
been adopted by many States with pooled funds, the impetus having been given by its inclusion in
the Social Security draft bills. In these laws three variants of the formula are found, the chid differ-

C-B
wee being in the payroll figure that serves as the denominator at the fraction--p--' Ten State,

average the annual payrolls of the last three or five years and use whichever total. is higher, three
States average for three years only, and five States average payrolls for three or nve years but adjust
the contribution figure in the numerator, using only contributions in excess of 1 percent.

The States' laws generally specify that a reserve ratio of from 7.5 to 10.0 percent entitles an
employer to a contribution rate of 1.8 or 2.0 percent, aDd that a reserve ratio in excess of 10.0 percent

carries with it a reduction to 0.9 percent or 1.0 percent. (There are, however, a number of variations

,. Report of the New York Unemployment Insurance State Advisory Council on the Subjed of Experience Rat
ing. Part One, Page 13-March 1, 19411,
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in this schedule). On the other hand, penalty rates are applied by a number of States if the employer'.>
ratio falls below a stipulated percentage or if benefits exceed contributions over a stated period of time.

While the majority of laws oithe employer-reserve type or of the pooled fund type that makes

provision5 for computing an employer-reserve ratio, make rate determination automatic, a few merely
set limits and leave rate variation to the administrative agency. For example, the Nebraska agency
which operates under an employer-reserve law, first computed the reserve ratio to measure the em·
ployer's eligibility for rate change in 1940, and then computed a "disbursement ratio," (1939 benefits

divided by 1939 contributions) and assigned 1940 rates according to the following schedule:

Disbursement Rates

Over 13Yz % to and including 16%%
Over IDYz % to and including 13 Yz %
Over 7Yz % to and including IDYl %
7Yz% or less .

Contribution Rate

.2.5%
2.0%

" .1.5%
.. 1.0%

The Agency, however, points out in its statement to employers that this method "will be

dtective only for the year 1940 and will not necessarily be the method followed in subsequent years
in establishing contribution rates." 21

The Need For Simpler Measures.

It ~hould be obvious that States with a large number of covered employers paying into ;1

pooled fund will find the reserve ratio method, either automatic or non-automatic, cumbersome and
costly to administer, because of the necessity of booking each benefit payment. If, in addition, the

employment of t~e State is marked by any large amount of "mobility," i.e. movement of workers

from employer to employer, the administrator is faced with the problem of applying complicated
charging rules debiting accounts, for example, in "inverse chronological order" to the wages paid,
all benefits up to a certain fraction of the wages payable by the employer during a stipulated period.

This administrative problem was a challenge to the ingenuity of economists, tax experts, and

legislators, and it has led to a wide variety of suggestions as to better methods of measuring employer
experience witl1 respect to unemployment. As stated in the recent report of the Experience Rating
Committee of the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies: 28

.. .an entirely acceptable measure of an employer's experience with respect to unem-

ployment should meet at least four standards:
1. It should give weight to the frequency with which unemployment occurs.
2. It should give weight to the duration of each occurrence of unemployment.
3. It should be as free as possible from the influence of chance factors resulting from the

techniques employed in the measuring process.
4. It must be reasonably simple and economical of administration."

In exploring the possible types of measurement, a number of interesting and illuminating
discoveries have been made. One of the most significant has been that the concept of employer

stability itself had not been too clearly outlined. Is an employer stable if he provides employment
for the same number of persons over a given period, even though they are not the same persons, and

even though the volume of employment may vary from time to time? Is the absence of fluctuations
in the volume of employment as measured in man-hours worked or steadiness in monthly payroll
an indication of stability? These types of stability can be measured, and experience rating systems

based on these measurements have been proposed, although no State has enacted such legislation. A

periodic count of persons separated from the payroll also could become the basis of measurement,

'" Letter dated December 27. 1939, from the Unemployment Compensation Division of Nebraska to Nebraska
employers. •

~ "Experience Ratinl'( Under Unemployment Compensation Laws," Unanimous Report of the Committee @D

Employer Experience Rating of the Interstate Conferenee of Employment Security Agencies, Volume I, September
1940.



but this too has met with no legislative favor although the wording of the Federal Internal Revenue

Code is broad enough to permit the adoption of laws based on any of these concepts.
All the new measurements finally adopted depend, as does the reserve-ratio formula, on the

experience of the employer with respect to compensated unemployment. Two States (Michigan and
Utah) use a .ratio of benefits to payroll, seven States (Texas, Illinois, Delaware, lVlassachusetts, Vir

ginia, Alabama, and IVIinnesota) a ratio of "benefit-wages" to payroll, and one State (Connecticut)

an index based on weighted compensable separations.

The benefit-ratio method does not simplify the administration of the law, since the charging
problem remains and will be discussed below as a fund protection device. The use of the "benefit

wage ratio" and the "index of compensable separations" are, however, administratively far simpler
since there is but one charging oper,Hion for a benefit series insteJd of a charging operation for each

check disbursed.

3. The Texas Plan
This plan is being proposed for Pennsylvania by the advoe;Hes of experience r;;.ling. This

faa was brought out in hearings held by the Joint Legislative Committee to Study UnempluymUlt

Compensation Provisioli'ls.~p

One of the outstanding advocates of simplified experience rating has b':en Mr. F. 13_ Cliff,:,
Assistant Comptroller of the General Electric Company. To a large extem, the development of the
plan now adopted by Texas, Delaware, Hlinois, Massachusetts, Virginia, and Alabama h;lS been due

to his efforts. With considerable ingenuity the: "Texas" plan attempts to meet two of the objection;
raised by opponents of experience rating: I-That it is difficult to adminiSter; 2~That it endangers

the solvency of Unemployment Compensation reserves.

The advocates of the "Texas Plan" submit that it is based on the following principles: 30

(1) Offering each employer direct and continuous incentive, in the form of lower contribu
tions, for regular employment of the largest possible proportion of his employees and at
the same time securing a reasonable allocation, as between em ployers, of the cost of un

employment benefits.

(2) Requiring that the fund be adequate to assure the paymenr of benefits under all probable
conditions, without withdrawing from industry an unnecessary amounr of funds.

(3) Maintaining this fund by replenishing it, over a period of years, for the amount of with

drawals made.

(4) Meeting the foregoing objectives in a way that will have great administrative simplicity,
and therefore very low cost to the state agency.

Briefly, the plan depends on the: charging of a claimant's base period wage:s at the time bene
fits are first paid to the accounts of the employers from whom these wages were earned. At the end
of the year the "benefit wages" charged for the three most recently completed calendar years are
summed for each employer, and the total divided by the payroll for the three most recently com
pleted calendar years. These "benefit wage ratios," however, do not take into consicleration the status

of the FUli1Iel, so each is multiplied by a "State Experience Factor" which is calculated by dividing
all benefits paid during the three most recently completed calendar years by all "benefit wages" of

all claimants during the same period. Within limits stated in each law this product will give the
employer's contribution rate for the ensuing year. In practice, a table is written into the law in

which the products are rounded and adjustments are made to provide for the maximum and
minimum rates.

2<l Hearings held before the Joint Legislative Committee to stUdy Unemployment Compensation Pl'ovlslons
Aug 13 and Sept. 17. 1940. Harrisburg, Pa. •

00 "The Experience Rating Plan being proposed for Incorporatioll into PenllBylvanla's "Unemployment Com
p.ensation Act and HoW' It Would Work." P,mnsylvanla Employers' Conterence, 3600 Chestnut Street. Phtla
aelphla, Pa" October 28. 1940.



Symbolically. if:
P = An employer's payroll for the period

bw =Employer's payroll benefit wages for the period
BW =Statewide benefit wages for the period

B = Statewide benefits for the period

Then:

bw
p = Employer's benefit wage ratio

B
BW = State experience factor

.A.nd.
bw B
P X BW = Employer's ratc

If we manipulate the above fractions, the theory underlying the Clifte plan becomes dear:

bw
. B'W = The individual employer's percentage of all "benefit wages"

bw
-- X B = The individual employer's proportionate share of benefits
BW

BW P
-- X -B = That share expressed as a percent of payroll.
bw

Further explanation of the formula with an illustration was advanced by the Pennsylvania
Employers' Conference. 31

Total Benefit Wages Charged Employer A State Total Benefits Paid. X
Employer A's Taxable Payroll State Total Benefit Wages

= Contribution Rate

IUustrat!Oll of Principle *-Assuming only three employers in state.

State
Company A Company B Company C Total

(a) Payroll $600,000 1~2,000,000 $1,900,000 $4,500,000
(b) Benefit wages 300,000 400,000 200,000 900,000
(c) Benefits paid ... 90,000
(d) "State experience factor" (c -7- b) 10%
(e) Employer's share of benefits (b X d) 30,000 40,000 20,000
(f) Employer's tax rate (e -7- a) - calculated 5% 2% 1.1%
(g) Employer's tax rate as per table 2.7% 2.5% 1.5%
(h) Amount of employer's tax (a >< g) 16,200 50,000 28,500 94,700

Notes
"(I) The actual a.mount of tax collected would be :1;4,700 more than benefits paid. thus providing a "flfety

margin.
(2) The 'Principles are illustrated by the above figures; the actual opemtions would be still simpler. The

employer's benefit wag",s (b) would be divided by his payroll (a). The resulting percentage (Company A, 50%;
Company B, 20%; Company C, 10%). called his benefit wage ratio, would be located on a table In reference to the
current "state experience factor" (10% illustrated); the table indicates the resulting tax rate-Company A, 2.7%:
Company B, 2.5%: Company C, 1 :5%. The table and explanation that would appear in the law would be as
follows:

The tax rale for each employer shall be the percentage Indicated at the head of the first column from the
left In the following table (exclUding Column 1. the "state exnerience factor") in which, on the same line
as the current "stale experience factor," there appears In any other column a percentage in excess of such
employer's benefit wage ratio, or if no percentage In excess 'of such employer's benefit wage ratio appears on
s~.id line, then such employer's cont.ribution rate 8ha11 be 2.7 percenmm.

<l11bid. PP. 5 and 5.
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Col. I
State

Experience Col. 2 Col. 3 Col." CoLS Col. 6
Factor 1.0% 15% 2.0% 2.55"0 2.7%

1% 100% 150% 200% 2505"0 ......,
2: 50 75 100 125 "0
3 33 50 66 83 (J

-'l 25 38 50 63 .s
5 20 30 40 50

0
.,:1

"6 17 25 34 42
...,
<bI

7 14 21 29 36
i:lfj
r<

8: 13 19 25 31
ii;

~
9 II 16 22 28 OJ

Ci

10 10 (Co" C)" 15 20 (Co. B)"" 25 v (Co. A)""~

U 9 14 18 23 .......
0

12 8 B 17 21 ",
'"'"13 8 i2 15 19
u

tl
14 j H 14 18 .5
15 7 10 13 17 0.,

0

16 6 9 ll2 16 ;;;,"
'='

I; 6 9 12 15 <ii
18 (j II U 14

::;
0-
~

19 5 8 U B
10 5 8 10 13
11 5 7 10 12
12 0; 7 9 H
13 4 7 9 11
14 4 6 g 10

• The.o;e refer to foregoing illustration.

"In the construction of this table, all fractions have been rounded up against the employer.
Thm, if the formula indicates a contribution rate of 1.3% the table calls for the employer p8ying
1.5%. Thus, all employers except those who are paying the maximum state rate are paying the cost
of benefits to their own employees plus a contribution to the general fund. These contribution, offset
approximately, the losses to the fund by reason or the remaining employers whose payment at even
the maximum rate is less than the benefits received by their employees. This wide distribution of
pan of the cost of the least stable employers corresponds to the contributions, to la 'partial pool' or
'balancing account' which are provided in all of the employer-reserve laws."

The bulk of the debate on experience rating for the past two years has been on the merits of
the Cliffe plan. The New York State Legislature has in two sessions passed bills embodying it, and
has seen both !bills vetoed. Dming 1939 Illinois and Massachusetts, and during 1940 Virginia and

Alabama were added to Texas and Delaware, the two States originally accepting this method of rating.
Fundamentally, all of the criticisms that are directed at experience rating in general may be

applied to the Cliffe plan in particular, but the special claims of administrative simplicity and "Fund
Replenishment" makes it desirable to consider it apart from other plans.

Admittedly, if a State adopts a plan involving the charging of individual employer accounts,
that plan is easiest to administer that involves the fewest charging operations. AsMr. Cliffe describes
me method in the November 1940 issue of "Personnel," it does not seem to be extremely difficult.n

.. "The Texas Plan of Experlenee Rating," b)' F. B. Cliffe, AssIstant Comptroller. General Electrle Company,
"Personnel." November 1940,



"Wheli a claimant first applies for benefiu, the agency must of necessity consult his wage histo!)' as re
poned by his various employers during the base period. Having determined that he is eligible for benefits, and
having fixed his weekly benefit rate from such records, the first step taken under the experience rating provi
sions is 3 simple refiling of such records, after the first benefit check has been issued, according to the em·
ployer who paid the wages during the base period. As a part of such refiling, the employer may be notified
immediately or periodically of the benefit wages that are being charged against his account, resulting from the
claim of 'employee , Social, Security Account No. . ,
base period wages • At the end of each year, the total amount of benefit wage records filed under
the number of each employer (or a summary of the periodic reports rendered to the employer) will be de·
termined. This total, plus the corresponding figures for the preceding two years, will be divided by the em
ployer's total talmble payroll for the same three years, in order to determine the 'employer's experience factor.' ,.

This procedure. however, would have to be modified if the claimant had two or more different
ernployers during his base period.

The Fund Replenishment argument is far more difficult for the opponents to accept, although
the theory underlying the idea is absolutely sound. If, during a given period, it is desired to replace
benefits paid out and each employer is required to replace his pro rata share, it obviously brings the
Fund back to its initial size. However, the fact that this pro rata share is expressed as a percentage
of a future paymll that may not be as great as the average payroll duringlthe experience period, does
not at all, the critics charge, mean Fund Replenishment. Furthermore, the imposition of an arbitrary
maximum (2.'7 percent in the plans most recently adopted) mayor may not be offset by the provision
of a minimum. In fact, during a period of steady decline, this plan wm result in depletion of re
serves as certainly as any other.3'H

In recognition of this problem, the' variants of the Cliffe Plan adopted by Illinois, Massachu
setts. Virginia, and Alabama, contain so-called "safety factors" which are designed to provide a
measure of protection to the reserves of the State. As Mr. Cliffe frankly states: 64.

"The original Texas plan has been modified ill lbe laws adopted b}' minois, Massachusetts, Virginia. and
Alabama. They contain what has been referred to as a 'safety factor,' that is, a special increase ill the contri·
bution rates if the fund falls below 11 predetermined point, and usually a corresponding special ckcrease in the
contribution rates if the fulld exceeds another alld higher specified point. This provision MOeffiS desirable be
cause cOlltributioll rales have had 110 relan!>1l to IImefit disbursements for the first five years thai the laws have:
operated in each state. It is also recognized that even thereafter the contribution rates provided in the Ten!
plan may not exactly replenish the fund. If there is a long trend or bias of the fund upward or downwmi,
jt will be corrected by this so-called safety factor, so thai the fund will be kept within the predetermined limits."

The prOVlSlon Massachusetts wrote into its statute may be taken as an example of such a
$afet)' factor. If the Fund falls below the highest annual amount of benefits paid during the last
ten years, the lowest four rates are each increased by 0.5 percent, and the 2.5 percent ;ate becomes
2.1 percent. If the Fund still remains below this minimum, all rates are automatically increased
tQ 2.'7 percent until the reserve equals 150 percent of the highest annual benefits.

The "Safety Factor"-How It Works

In the plan advocated for Pennsylvania,35 "the maximum contribution rate for any em·
ployer at any time would be set at the present 2.7%, thus protecting more ~rregular employers from

paying higher contribution rates than they now pay,

"The minimum contribution rate would be set at 1.0%, thus providing a contribution from
cv~n the most stable employer toward paying the benefits to employees of the least stable employers.

"An individual employer's rate would annually be graded between these limits according to the
regularity of his recent employment record, thus providing every employer with ~n incentive to
better his performance and an opportunity to reduce his contributions. To lessen fluctuations and

"" See "Notes on the Cliffe Plan of Experience Rating." by Adolph Appleman. "Personnel." A~st 1940.
.. "The Texas Plan of Experience Rating," by F. B. Cliffe. Assistant Comptroller. General Electric Company,

"Personnel." November 1940.
'" "The Experience Bouling Plan being proposed for Incorporation Into Pennsylvania's Unemployment Com'

pensation Act and How It Would Work,"pp. 3, 4. 6 anel 7, Pennsylvania Employer's Conference, 3900 Chest
nut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 28. 1940.



00 provide for the collection of most of the necessary funds during periods of rISmg payrolls, the
"state experience- factor" and each "employer's benefit wage ratio" would both be based upon the
three years' expell'ience immediately preceding the calendar year for which the contribution rate is

being established.
"A safety facwr finally would be included to insure asate and adequate balance in the reserve

hmd at all times. Subject always to the 1% minimum and 2.7% maximum, this would provide for
an automatic proportionate increase in the contribution rates of employers contributing at less than
the maximum rate if and whem:ver the fund balance falls below an amount equal to 1Yl times mi1'
maximlJm amount disblJrsed in the worst year of the last ten. Similarly it would pmvide for a
conesponding automatic decrease in slJch contribution rates if and whenever the fund balance exceed$

an amount equal to two times the maximum annual disbursements."
When an employer has been subject to the experience rating provisions of the law for three

eOllsecutive calendar years immediately preceding the fixed computation date, his normal contribution
rate shaH be that established in accordance with the procedure and table explained above. At the
end of each calendar year starting with 1941, if the balance in the fund is less than 150% of the
largest amount of benefits expended in anyone of the lasr ten years, employers contributing at les$
than the maximum rate of 2.7% will sacrifice some of their calculated saving. Their rates will be
scaled! proportionately upward according to the balance in the fund as shown in the following table:

Balance as a percentage of largest year of benefits

Normal Rate

2.7%
25
2.0
L5
1.0

135.149%
Adjusted Rate

(CoI.l)

2.70%
2.55
2.18
1.80
1.43

120-134%
Adjusted Rate

(Col. 2)

2'.70%
2.60
2'.35
2.10
1.85

105-119%
Adjusted Rate

:(Col. 3)

2.70%
2.65
2.53
2.40
2.28

Under 105%
Adjusted Rate

(Col. 4)

2.70%
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70

If the fund's balance computed as above !S In excess of 200%, the contribution rates of
employers paying less than the maximum shall be sCllled down proportionately, increasing their
$;ivings, in acco,d:mee with the following table:

Balance 3S a percentage of largest year of benefits

201-215% 216-230% 231-245%
(inclusive) (inclusive) (inclusive) 246% and over

Adjusted Rate Adjusted Rate Adjusted Rate Adjusted Rate
Norma! Rate (Col. I) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) (Col. 4)

2.1% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70%
2.5 2.45 2.40 2.35 2.30
Ul 1.83 1.65 1,48 1.30
l.5 1.20 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.0 UIO LOO 1.00 1.00

i. Connecticut's Compensable Separation Plan and Minnesota's Beneficiary Wage Plan

Allied to the Texas plan of experience rating, although superficially different, are those adopted
by the States. of Connecticut and Minnesota. The latter State insures that the avemge rate of con

tribution will not fall below certain statutory minima by ranking employers in order of their



"beneficiary wage ratios" (similar to benefit wage ratio), and then taking equal payroll categories,.
to each of which a rate fractionally above or below the average is assigned. As described in a
recent releaseDG made by the State of Minnesota:

"After the average rate is determined, the law requires that a schedule of contribution rates for the year be
prepared, the various rates in this schedule being graduated in equal number above and below the average with
a difference of one-fourth of one percent between each of the various rates. The total state payroll must be
applied 10 this schedule, assigning employers' payrolls in equal amounts to each rate, giving the employers with
the most favorable employment experience the lowest rate available in the schedule and those with the lea;t
favorable employment experience the highest rate therein provided. For the purpose of iilustration, there ~

6boWIl hereafter a schedule using as the average rate 1.5 percent since that is the first rate shown in the
schedule (above) provided by law for determining the average rate. This rate, however, would apply only if
we State as a whole had an unusually favorable employment experience and the tolldition of the Fund we",
IUlusually good.

CHART SHOWING APPLICATION OF EXPERIENCE RATING PROVISIONS OF
MINNESOTA UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION LAW

Divisions Range of Amount of
Rate of State Beneficiary Contri-

Schedule Payroll Wage Ratios burion

Minimum ......... 050% $50,000,000 Lowest ratio group $ 250,000

O.'5} 50,000,000 Second 375,000
Below Average 1.00 50,000,000 Third 500,000

1.25 50,000,000 Fourth 625,000
Average 1.50 50,000,000 Fifth 750,000

L75} 50,000,000 Sixth 875,000
Above Average 2.00 50,000,000 Seventh 1,000,000

2.25 50,000,000 Eighth 1,125,000
Maximum 2.50 50,000,000 Highest 1,250,000

$450,000,000 $6,750,000

Connecticut utilizes the ranking technique, although it has a 2.7 percent ceiling (no reductions,
however, unless Fund's assets exceed benefits paid for last two calendar years). The charging

operation, however, has been reduced to its simplest terms.DT

Each employer is assigned a merit rating index which is determined by dividing total payrolls
of the past three completed calendar years by the sum of the weekly benefit rates of compensated
claimants. These are arranged in inverse order of magnitude, thirteen equal. payroll parts taken
lil1ld rates ranging from 1.5 to 2'.7 per cent assigned at 0.1 intervals.

5. The Benefit Ratio

One other device for measuring employer experience which has found its way into the
statute books is the benefit ratio. Since each benefit must be charged, there is no particular gain
il1l administrative simplicity over the "reserve ratio." The two laws (Michigan and Utah) which use
this type of mea.surement do, however. provide for Fund protection devices that are calculated
to insure the maintenance of an average contribution rate that IS consistent with a safe level of
reserves.

Michigan's law establishes twelve categories of employer's experience indices, and assigns to
each category a ba.se rate which ranges from a low of 1.0 per cent to a high of 4.0 per cent through

.. Form MES-ll~, Division of Employment Security of Minnesota, dated September 5, 1941l.

.. See. however. article by David Pinsky, Claims Examiner, entitled, "Merit Rating: Charging Separations,"
Monthly Bulletin of PJacement and Unemployment Compensation Division. November 1940. Connecticut Depart
ment of Labor and Factory Inspection.



0.3 per cem imervals. Each year, however, the Agency computes a State Experience Factor similar

to that described under the Texas plan, and adjusts the base rates upward or downward by 0.1

per cent increments or decrements, according to the State Factor.

Utah, like Minnesota and Connecticut, resorts to ranking of employers, using the benefit
ratio for that purpose. Commerce Clearing House in setting forth how 1941 rates will be determined,

explains the procedme as follows: 3
•

"After each subject employer's benefit rauo for a given calendar year has been computed, his comribution
rlliiJ1: for the SIlcreeding caleli'lldar year is determmed in the following manner: the sum of each subject employ
~r's :!Jilli!ual payrolls for the two years preceding the calendar year ror which his benefit ratio was computed, m
me example above this was r940, is listed in lhe order of the magnitude of his benefit ratio, beginning with
the employer whose benefit ratio was lowest. The total of su~h payrolls is then computed and sub-totals :lre
w-ell at lPomts nearest to ~ ~%, ~4% and 760/0 of the total. The employers are then classified into groups
A, IB, C, and D, according to whether their payrolls appear in the list immediately preceding the sub-total lakera
!lit ~2%, 241%. 76% or the total, respectively. Each <l:mployer's contribution rate will be determined UpOIl! me
b31sis of his group dassificatioJrn for the precedil!lg calendar year, and his rate will be the percent which appearn
mthe following table ilm Column XI Ol!! the line ia1i which ill Column [ appears his group classification wiili reo
spect to the precedillg' calendar year:

ColUMn I
Group Classification

A .
B
C
D

Column n
Contribution Rate

1.7%
2.2%
2.7%
3.2%

"To illustrate, assume that there were only eight subject employers in Utah and that the

mm~ of their annual payrolls for 1939 and 1940, and their benefit ratios for the year 1941 were

u fQllows:

Employer

S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Benefit Ratio

for 1941

.003571

.0073

.008255

.00902

.0352

.037083

.115384

.200616

Total. .

Sum of Annual PayroHs

for 1939 and 1940

$ 98,000

110,000

200,000

50,000
10,000

168,000
130,000
146,000

$912,000

"The ~mp!oyers in the above example ar~ listed in the order of the magnitude of their Ibellel!h moos,
with the employer having the lowest ratio at the top of the list. The total of the payrolls is $912,000. The
liub·total nearest to 12% of such total, without dividing the sum of any employer's annual payroll, is $98,000,
the amount of the payroll of employer S. According to the above table, S would be in group A, and would
therefore have a comributioll rate of 1.7% for 1942. The sub-total nearest to 24% of the total is $:w8,ooo,
the sum of the payrolls of Sand T. Therefore T would fall in group Il and have a contribution rate for lhe
year 1942 of 2.2%. The sub-total nearest to ,6% of the total is $636,000, the sum of the payrolls of S, T,
U, V, W, and X. The four employers last named, U, V, W, and X, would be classified in group C :mcl
have a contribution rate for 1942 of 2.,%. The remaining employers, Y and Z, would fall in Group D and
have :ll contribution rate of 3.2% for r942. However, if either Y or Z could show to the satisfaction of the

'" Commerce Clealing HOll;.. Unemployment InsuranCe Service. P. 47031.



Commission that his e~periellce ill the previou~ calelld,u year was due 10 fire or C<itasrrophe or lOD act oi
civil or military authority, directly affecting the place in which the individuals were employed by him, 1m 1l'&I{[e

would not be more than :1.,%."

6. Charging of Employer's Accounts

So many references have been made [0 the problem of charging accounts that some discussion
of the complexities of this phase of experience rating is warranted.

Since the charging of an experience rating account is the States' method of allocating the
cost of unemployment, the entire theory of experience rating must stand or fall on the justice with
which this charge is made, and in no other sections of the States' laws do we find such diversity.

The immediate cause of a daimant's unemployment is the employer who has just dismissed
him. If the worker has had a record of many years with this employer no problems as to the
justice of the benefit or benefit wage charges nor the method of making them can arise. Unfor
mnately not all cases alie so simple and in attempting to allocate responsibility the States have set
up "charge-back" procedures that are frequently unjust and usually complex.

A few of the questions that arise when a claimant reports two or more employers are:

I. Should the charges be made against the most recent employer when the employment has
been of a temporary nature? Or if the employment has been of reasonably long duration
is it just to charge benefits to the most recent employer based in wages paid by the base
period employer or employers? .

2. If, on the other hand, the account of the base period employer is charged, is it just w
thus allocate the costs to a firm whose record of employment is a good one? In fact, the
claimant in question may have resigned from the employment provided by the base-employer
to accept a job with the employer who dismissed him.

3. If there have been a number of employers, in what order should the accounts be charged
and what li~its should be placed on total charges?

40 If the employer normally chargeable is not subject to the law, whose account can be
charged?

5. In case of concurrent employment, how should charges be allocated if an employer bas;;$
both positions simult:meously ?

Of the states with experience rating, 32 have systems involving the charging of benefits paid,
i charge benefit wages and 1 charges compensable separations.

Only one State, New Hampshire, charges all benefits to the most recent employer, although
it seems like the most reasonable method if experience rating is to be used to penalize the
immediate cause of the worker's unemployment. This method, however, can be extremely unjust
as some New Hampshire employers have learned. If for example, a firm offers temporary employ
ment, even though it be for only' a day, it will incur liability for all the 'benefits paid to those

it has given the employment.

To remedy this situation five States (Arizona, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ten~essee, and
West Virginia) charge the most recent employer only if the claimant has earned from him during
the lag and current quarters an amount equal to his possible benefits. Otherwise the next most recent
employer's account is also liable. Nine States (Colorado, Florida, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri,
New Jersey, Ohio, 'Oklahoma, and South Carolina) charge all recent employers in inverse chrono
logical order of the claimant's employment. Wisconsin also charges accounts in inve~se chronological
order but stops liability 68 weeks after the end of a workers employment.

Michigan has a unique plan. "One-third of the benefits paid to an individual during a
benefit year shall be charged against the experience records of his last regular employer and the
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remainder of his bendits shall be charged against the employer in whose employ the claimant e;uned
the largest amount of wages during his base period." In this instance a regular employer is one
who has paid wages of at least $150 during or after the last quarter of the base' period.

All of these Sutes attempt to make recency of employment the method of determining
liability for charges. All entirely different approach is taken by States who charge the accounts
of those employers who provided employment during the base period. S·ix States (Arkansas,
Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Vermont) charge the most recent employers in the
base period in inverse chronological order and three States, California, North Carolina and Utah,
lind the tenitory of Hawaii, charge the accounts of all base period employers simultaneously in
pfl(jponioK1l to the wages paid.

Ail of the States using the "Texas" plan, or a variant of it, charge the benefit wages to the
$cwunts of all base period employers, and Connecticut charges the weekly benefit rate to "all em
ployen by whom the claimant was employed during'" calendar weeks over an 8-week period pre
ceding the first compensable week in each spell of Imemployment."M

Five States omitted instructions as to charging methods from their Acts or specified that the
agency was to provide a method. Curiously enough. Maine and Mississippi provided charging
procedure but did not enact experience rating.
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Section HI

EXPERIENCE RATING IN PRACTICE

1. Present Stams and General Observation of the Operation of Experience Ratill.g in the States

Discussion of experience rating is generally kept on the plane of theory, because as yet there
is an insufficient body of facts on the effects of its operations. Wisconsin began decreases in contri
bution rates in 1938, and increases in 1939; Indiana, Nebraska, and South Dakota made their prD
visions effective in January of 1940. While thirteen more states are using ali intend tD use the
experience of prior years in setting the rates for 1941, and while other' states have been charging
benefits, benefit wages, or separations, there is so little information available on the results of these
operations that adequate presentation is impossible at this time. The following table! gives the
effective dates embodied in the various state laws, although in a few instances it is questionabk:
whether the Social Security Board will find the dates or the provisions acceptable under the provis
iOin of the Federal Internal Revenue Code.

January
1938

(1 law)

Wisconsin

January
1940

(3 laws)

Indiana
Nebraska
S. Dakota

January
1941

(11 laws)

Arizona
California
Kentucky
Minnesota
N. Hampshire
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
W. Virginia

July
1941

(2 laws)

Connecticut
Oregon

January
1942

(19 laws)

Alaska
Arkansas
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Iowa
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Nevada
New Jersey
New Mexico
N. Carolina
N. Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
S. Carolina
Wyoming

July
1942

(2 laws)

Hawaii
Dist. of

Columbia

January
1943

(1 law)

Illinois

The difficulty does not end here. The maJonty of the states, with or without experience
rating, operate on. pooled-fund laws, while the four states in which rate reductions were effective
during 1940 are all using either employer-reserve systems or modifications of it which permit partial
pooling. Furthermore, other provisions in the laws of these states and differences in their coverage
lind industrial structure so complicate analysis tbt the results are not only inconclusive but, unless
carefully used, apt to be misleading.

Several general observations may be made on the comparison of data derived from the ex
periences of different states:

'From "Comparison of State Unemployment Compensation Laws as of October 1, 1940," Employment Security
Memorandum No.8, Revised October 1940. published by the Social Security Board. (Alabama ha" passed a Pl:lll'~
,risjon for experience rating. but must wait for a proclamation from the Governor to make It effective.)
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1. A favorable or unfavorable record of experience. may be secured under any type 01'
experience rating by the provision in the law of eligibility rules or a benefit structure
designed to keep either a low or high average of benefits.

2. If a state law provides for special treatment of seasonal or casual labor, or permits the
employer to give "learners" special status, the resulting rate distribution will· be biased.

3. "Escape" clauses which exempt employers from charges under unusual circumstances
(acts of God, civil or military authority, exhaustion of a mine or quarry, etc.) can result
in low rates of contribution even though a substantial amount of benefits have been paid.

4. Since the employer's payroll is the denominator used in the computation of the reserve
ratios which measure the right to rate reduction in many states" under certain limited
circumstances it is possible for an account to yield a lower contribution rate merely be
cause a decline in payroll has not been compensated for by an increase in chargeable

benefits.
5. Some employer-reserve Jaws permit voluntary conrributions to accounts by employers.

This device permits the employer to avoid the higher rate that he may have expectec!.
6. A narrow or broad coverage of a law will be reflected both in the distribution of rates

and on the effect of experience rating on the state's Fund. Thus, a state coverin,t
firms having only eight or more employes may be expected to find experience rating
easier to administer and somewhat more predictable than a state with a coverage of
one or more. Business turnover tends to be greater among small businesses, and while
Federal law forbids cate reduction until one or three years' experience" with new

employers, there is no way of protecting against the loss of expected income that is
entailed because of employers going completely out of business, even though they h:we
enjoyed rate reductions during earlier periods. (This, too, can have the effect of giving
a fictitious appearance of stability to the employment provided by small employers.)

7. Experience rating for most states will be effective for the first time during a period
of rapidly rising production and markets. In rtddition, the experience of 1939 and
1940 has been favorable. The latter will be reAected in the, statistics in lower average
rates, while the former wiJl probably result in resen'"s that will remain high in spite
of rate reduction. It must be remembered thn exactly the reverse can be expected
in periods of general economic decline.

8. Most important of all is the danger that lurks in jndustri~l comparisons between states.
Statistical compilation necessitates broad and uniform classification. Generally such cbsses
are created by grouping all those who produce products of the same type or perform
services that are roughly comparable. "Food Products," however, includes entirely
different kinds of activity and runs the gamut from the small seasonal canning establish
ment to the giant industrialized brewery or 5llgar refinery; "Personal Service" includes
barber shops, shoe repair shops, and power launelries; and the general class "Machinery
(Except Electrical)" ranges from the manufacture of carbon paper and office equipment
to the production of machine tools and steam turbines. Before attempting to compare
or contrast data for the same major industrial class in defferent stares, it is essential
that the competent lines of business be known.

2. Wisconsin's Law and Experience

Only one state, Wisconsin, has had a long enough experience to permit any safe analysis,
and the results of these analyses cannot be too safely used in interpreting the experience of other
states.

More than three years before the passage of the Federal Social Security Act, Wisconsin
concluded a decade of "Huber bills"3 by passage of America's first Unemployment Compensation
Act. Although its principles have been recognized in whole or in part in the laws of other states,

• Depending on the tYDe of unemployment-compensation ftll1c!.
• Designed in accordance with the beliefs of Professor John R. Commons. The HGroves Bm" which became

j"w In. 1932 c!iffel'ed somewhat from these bills.
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and although me original Wisconsin Act has been amended repeatedly, it is still in some respects
unique.

The daimam's weekly benefit rate is based on 50 percent of an average weekly wage computed
from his actual earnings during a specified period. The period is generally the preceding calenda,
year, but may in some instances differ. Base year and benefit years are not mentionecl1 as such,
and the potential duration of a claimant's benefit period depends on the worker's accumulation of
"credit weeks" ·of employment. Partial unemployment benefits are paid. Eligibility depends all

prior employment of at least four weeks by an elllployer. (The employer's account remains liable
to charges for 68 weeks after a worker becomes unemployed.) If the worker qualified in this
respect, and has waited two weeks, he may receive between $6.00" and $15.00 per week until
he has received benefits which account for a total of one-third of a week's benefit for each credit
week of employment from previous liable employers. He may Dot, however, receive any benefi.ts
from the account of an employer from whom he has voluntarily quir;, or who has dismissed him
for cause, and any credit weeks he may: have earned from c:arlier employers cannot be honored
until an additional waiting period has been served. Salaried workers who have earned $200 or
more per month for ten months of the year, students, and cannery workers, are disqualified; and
those whose unemployment is the result of a labor dispute are disqualified for the duration of
the dispute. If unemployment is caused by "act of God, fire, or other catastrophe, or act of civil
or military authority," no benefits are paid or can be chargeable.

Benefits are paid from and charged against the individual employers' reserve account,
although earnings of the Fund are pooled to provide for workers who are eligible for benefits
fmm exhausted accounts. The employer's contribution rate is determined by the status of his
ilCCOl.mt at the end of the last calendar year, the measure being the reserve percentage." If the
employer finds it to his advantage to make volumary contributions to improve his balance he is
permitted to do so. Rate determination is as follows: 6

"An employer may pay contributions at a reduced rate oiiJly if <x) benefits have been payable from his
account iliroughout the preceding calendar year, and (:;:) the net reserve of his account amounts to Ji!ot leo.
than fi ve times the largest affiOlltit of benefiu charged against the account in anyone of the three preceding
calendar years, and (3) the reserve percentage of his account at least equals 7 liz %. If these conditiollS are
fulfilled, the employer's rate will be x% if the reserve percentage is at least 7 liz % but less thall 10%; if the
percentage is 100/0 or more, no contributions will be required for the year. "If all employer's reserve per
centage is 2Yz% or more, but less than 4%, his contribution rate for the llex' year is 3.2%; if his resecvO'.:
percemage is less than 2Yz % his next year's contribution rate is 3,7%; if his account is overdrmwlI his rate
is 4%' In 110 case, however, mayan employer's rate exceed by more thalli 0.5% whichever is the higher of
!he standard rate of 2.7% and the rate which applied to him at the begiJrnning of the previous year. Be
ginning December 3!, X939, if the fund's 'balancing account' at the close of amy month has a net unencumbered
balance of less than $500,000, each employer from whose account benefits have been potentially payable durwg
the three previous calendar years will be liable for an additional contribution in an amount equal to 1 % of
the aCCollllt's positive net reserve at the end of the previous calendar year."

The law permitted reduction of contribution rates for 1938, but few employers could
qualify. This was because the lower contribution rates of the early years of Wisconsin's program
made it impossible for most employers to accumulate a reserve equal to 7.5 percent of their 1937
payroll. In fact, the agency notified employers late in 1937 that "reduced rates are not likely to
apply to Wisconsin employers until 1939." Nevertheless 114 accounts were judged to be eligible for
rate change; 84 for 1.0 percent, and 30 for complete exemption. Dr. Myers comments on the reasons
behind many of the reductions: 7

• "An eligible employe whose weekly benefit rate from H given employer is less than $6,00 shall " .
be paid benefits from that employer's account for his weeks of total or part-total unemployment as If his weekly
benefit rate with respect to such employer were $6,00 •. 0 ••••••• , ••• 0" Charges to the employer's accoWlt, how
ever, are made at the lower rate, (Paragraphs 10B.05 a,nd 108.06. Wiseonsin Unempioyment Reserves and Com
pensation Act,)

'Sec Sectiun II .
• Summarized from Wiseonsin Law by Commerce Clearing House, Unemployment Insurance Service-po 52,003.

Edition of July 14. 1939. (Citations to Law Included in summary have been omitted from the above quotation.)
• "Employment Stablllzation and the Wisconsin Act," page 126 et seq. By Dr. Charles A. Myers, Socla,l

SecurIty Boo.r<l. See, however. Dr, Myers' qualifying footnote.



"Although employers were first eligible to qualify for reduced contributioll rates ill 1938, as a matter of fact

relatively few oowd do so. This was because an· employer with a constant annual payroll, and no benefit pal)'·

mems, wOllld !!lot secure a reserve percenrnge equal to 7.5 percent or more until the end of 1938. Most em·

ployers had a higher payroll in x937 (a good year) than in preceding years, which made the reserve percentage
(based upon tile preceding year's payroll) evell smaller. In view of this, the Unemployment Compensation

Department announced iIII November 1937 thaI it would not compute the reserve percentage for any account

as of December 31, 1937, unless an employer submitted figures to show a probable percentage of 7.5 or more.

"Subsequently, a number of employers ofl'erro evidence of the necessary percentages, and after careful audits

by the department, II,,! were eventually approved for reduced contribution rates in 1938. Thirty firms had

reserve percemages of 10 percent or more, or enough to exempt them from contributions (the zem rate),

while 84 others qualified for the x percem rate.

"Most of these firms, however, qualified for lower '938 colltribllliolJ\ rates because of unusual drCllffi5!:a.llce".

Oilly DIlle of the 30-zero-rate firms had really .table employment, and eveD then it had io make a large

voluntary oolllribution to attain a reserve percentage of 10 percent. The usual case in the group was ollie

in which the company had a smaller pal'f(ll~ ilrl 1931' thall in 1934-X936, when the resene fund was being built
up. This occurred when operations were curtailed in the second half of 1936 or in 1937 because of less work

(a.; il'il ~e .case of oomractors) Off because the company sold part of its business 10 aliother firm. EIii\ the

latter cases, some of the company's employes were often hired by thoo sl.lcc«dmg firm, althmlgh the reserve

fund accumulated during previous years was retained.

. "For example, ~ ice cream company sold aI plant to another firm, leaving only a ,mall 1931 payroll. . The
reserve blliit up 00 the higher payrolls of earlier years thall equalled or exceeded xo perCEnt of thi. small ll931

payroll. IIlI 21ilOmer case, :II bulk gasoline dealer with retail gas stations sold the stations to anomer company

which hired many of the same employes. While the reserve mnd remained intact, a .<mailer 1931 payrol!

~Ild higher reserve percentage res~lted. AgaiXl, a ':Ollslructiolll compallY had a large amount of work iJriJ 19341

\lml ll935. imiMing III' its reserve and having 1!!O benefits charged. III 11937, fewer COilllracts were secmed, aJ>d
me .1P21ymn was .mali enough 10 make ihe lilecessary ;reserve percel1ltage possible.""

The rate changes in 1939 and 1940 were more significant. Furthermore, amendment, were
provided which made rate changes less dependent on unusual payroll values. Instead of using
the preceding year 3S had been done in computing 1938 rates, the average of two )'e:m was
used for 1939 and the average of three years for 1940.8

During the first of these years, 2,431 accounts, approximately 34.2 percent of the 7,113
which had been liable for benefits for one year, were eligible for a reduction to LO percent;
3,637, or 51.1 percent, remained at 2.7 percent, and 656, or 92 percent were required to pay
31 percent. There were 389, or 5.5 percent, oE the experience rating accounts exempt from any
contribution whatsoever. In 1940, there wefe 8,121 accounts that had the year of benefit-paying
experience required by law. Of this number, 11.1 percent were exempt from contributions,
49.4 percent were eligible for reduction to a 1.0 percent rate, 32.1 percent rem.ained at the
standard 2.7 percent r~\te; while 4.7 percent 1vere raised to a rate of 3.2 percent, ~md 2.8 percent
to it rate of 3.7 percent.

DISTRffiUTION OF WISCONSIN EXPERIENCE-RATING ACCOUNTS'
BY 1939 AND 1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES

Contribution
194() 1939

Rate Number of Number of
(Percent) Accounts Percent Accounts Percent

Total 7,113 100.0 8,121 100.0
0 389 5.5 903 11.1

1.0 2,431 34.2 4,009 49.4
2.7 3,637 5lJ 2,603 32.0
3.2 656 9.2 381 4.7
3.7 225 2.8

!'I-Does not Include all covered employers. In 1940, fo!:" exa;nple, approximately 3,60(} employers were not eli·
~ble for rate change and paid 2.7 percent.

• Further providing that an amount equal to half of the employer's largest payroll for any yea&' shall be us;;d
~ the payroll for any )'ear In which the actual paYJl'oll Was less than such amount
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In line with expectations, there are considerable differences in rate distribution between
-industries for both 1939 and 1940. During 1939, for example, 54.1 percent of ~1pparel enterprises,
45.0 percent of firms manufacturing transportation equipment, and 61.3 percent of the "automobile
industry" paid 3.2 percent of payroll, the maximum rate for Ihat year. On the other hand no
accolll;.ts in Printing and Publishing, Comm.unications, Utilities, Finance or Insurance showed
advances in rates, while substantial proportions showed reductions. In 1940 all industrial classes
showed an improvement in the proportion obtaining lower rates, but again those industries which
seemed blessed with a natural stability showed the greater number of accounts with rate reduction.
Balancing this, to a degree, were records of the 381 firms whose rates were set at 3.2' percent and
the 335 firms whose rates were advanced to the 3.7 percent limit permitted for 1940. Construction,
Manufacturing, Trade, and Amusement Places contributed the bulk of the penalty contribution."

DISTRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN EXPERIENCE·RATING ACCOUNTS
BY MAJOR INDUSTRY CLASS AND 1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES'

Accounts Paying at Specified Rate

Majur Exper.b Zero 1.0% 2·7% 3.2% 3.1%
lndustry Rating _._----.

--~-

Class Accts. No. % No. % No. 0/0 No. % No. %
---- .----~--._-~--~.--

Total 8,121 90J 11.1 4,009 49·4 2,60J 32 .0 381 4·7 :125 :1.8

Forestry, Agriculture) and Fishing 35 2 5·7 J2 34·3 14 4°·0 3 8.6 4 11·41
Mints and (Juarrics 58 5 8.6 15 25·9 23 39·7 4 6.9 II 18·9
ConstrucLion 746 54 '.2 124 16.6 376 5°·4 150 :10.2 42 j.6
1vlanufanuring 2, I83 184 8.4 1,0:1.8 47. 1 800 36.6 RI 3·7 go ,p
COmn11J nicltion, Transporta tion, and

litilities 32 7 43 13.1 164 50.2 106 32 .4 5 1.5 9 6.8
Wholesak and Retail TIad~ 3,237 418 12·9 t,846 57.0 9°3 27·9 53 1.6 17 ll.:;
Fin,.nce, Insurance, and Real Estate 499 66 13.2 328 65·7 93 18.6 7 1.4 5 1.0
Service: Industries 1,02 4 129 12.6 485 47·4 285 27.8 78 7.6 47 4.6
Other N. E. c. 9 7 n· 8 2 22.2
Unknown 3 2 66., 1 33·3

a-Based on reports to .Social Security Board. b-See note on preceding table.

Since there has been much discussion of the relative effect of experience r~lting on "large"
and "small" business, some presentation of Wisconsin's experience may be of value. \'Visconsill's
Law provided for a gradual broadening of coverage by specifying that employers of eight or more
were to be covered in 1937, employers of seven (during 1937 or thereafder) were added cluring
1938, and employers of six (during 1938 or thereafter) Viere added during 1939. Since one year's
experience is necessary before an account is eligible for rate reducti(,n, 1940 is the flrst year in
which a distribution can be made which is comparable with any similar distribution for the future.

Although a greater proportion of those employers with payrolls of less than $5000 were exempt
from payment than' was true for any other group, this was partly offset by the smaller proportion
eligible for a reduction to 1.0 percent and the larger proportion paying the penalty rates of
3.2 percent and 3.7 percent.

At the other extreme of the payroll distribution were those em.ployers paying '''''ages of
$1,000,000 or more. Although they comprise but slightly more than one percent of the total-
only 96 employers-the distribution of their contribution rates is of substantial import::mce to
the Wisconsin Fund. Not only did 68 employers qualify for rate reduction, but in 3ddition
they exhibited as a class relatively fewer penalty rates, only 4 employers being affected.

Between these extremes lie the great majority of Wisconsin employers. The greatest
concentration is in the three lower payroll classes-$5,000 to $9,999, $10,000 to 1P19,999, and
$20,000 to $29,999-which include more than three-fifths of the total. For these three classes
approximately the same proportions received the zero rate, although the percentage with a rate

of either zero or 1.0 percent of payroll increased with increases in payroll total. Employers
paying between $30,000 and $39,999 and those paying $40,000 to $49,999 in payroll show larger

• Detailed industry tables are appended to thIs ,ectioll.



proportions of rate reductions, larger proportions paying penalty interest, but smaller proportion,

with the zero rate.

DISTRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN EXPERIENCE-RATING ACCOUNTS
BY SIZE OF PAYROLL AND 1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES'

Accounts Paying at Specified Rate

Size Exper.b Zero 1.0% 2.7% 3.2 % 3·'%of Rating
Payroll Accts. No. 0/" No. % No. 0/0 No. % No. "/0

--~---'-

Total 8,lU gOJ 11.1 4,009 49·4 :I,60J J2.0 381 4·7 :IJ~J ~.8

Below $5,000 739 167 n.6 21 3 28.8 272 36.8 54 7·3 33 4.5
·~5,000-$9,999 1,393 149 10.; 618 44·4 5 16 37.0 79 5·" 3' 2.2
$10,000-$19,999 2,13° 23 8 II.2 1,°45 49·1 739 34·7 73 H 35 1.6
$20,000-$29,999 1,058 1I4 10.8 568 53·7 313 29.6 36 H ~7 2.~

$3°,000-$39,999 686 75 10·9 362 52.8 2°3 29·6 24 H :1:1 3'~

$40,000-$49,999 39[' 34 8.7 225 57·7 98 25·1 22 5.6 H :1.$
$5°,000-$99,999 834 59 7· \ 476 57·1 2~2 26.6 43 5·2 34 ".0
$, 00,000-$999,999 793 58 7·3 443 55·9 214 27.0 48 ~.o 30 3Jl
$1,000,000 and oVt:r 96 9 9·4 59 61.4 :14 2').0 2 2.1 :1 :I..r
Uncla.,ilied .. 2 2 100.0

~-Based on report~ to Social Security Board. b-5ee note on preceding table.

For those large employers who pay more than $50,000 but Jess than $1,000,000 the significant
items :are that they exhibit the lowest proportions with zero rates and, with the exception of
those paying less than $5,000, the highest proportions with penalty rates. In this class are 1;627
employers of whom 117 paid nothing, 919 paid 1.0 percent, 436 paid the normal 2.7 percent,
91 paid a penalty rate of 3.2 percent, and 64 paid a penalty rate of 3.7 percent.

Thus, while all classes showed the majority receiving lower rates, the proportion of employers
receiving ratc reductions tended to increase with the size of payroll, and the proportion receiving
rate increases tended to decrease with size DE payroll up to $20,000, and thereaiter to increase;
excepting the very highest payroll class. The proportion continuing to pay 2.7 percent tended
to decrease with increasing payrolls.

Wisconsin's experience, while longer than that ot any other state, .is still not long enough
to warrant sweeping generalizations either as to the theoretical soundness or unsoundness of
experience rating, or as to the probable: long-run effect on employers of various indust'ri'es and
sizes. Two attitude. are expressed in the following. Paul Raushenbush, director of the Wisconsin
Unemploym.em Compensation Department, speaking before the First Viisconsin Conference on
"'Steadier Jobs," on June 21, 1940/° said:

"Here ii1J Wisconsin we have at least seell the beginnings of what experience ratlng can do to promoto
steadier jobs by recognizing rhe performance of i!lldividual employers. It is all very well for $Orne of its critiC1l
to say, 'Most employers C2ll1l"l do anything lnuch 2bom steadier employment. Why bother with experiellla: !F~t

ing?, But the fac' that 4,900 employers in this state are now paying reduced fateS cannot be explained! aw~y

merely by saying 'They just naturally oper~ted steadily.' We know that isn't true of several thousand of them.
Their industries are no' just 'n~tlIrals: They don't just have a rate reduction drop into their laps. True, Iilot
.11 Wisconsin employers have made [he kind of successful efforts you have heard abour today. MallY of them,

however, are giving increasing atrentioll to rhe problem."

In the Dec;cmber 1940 issue of "Social Security," Abraham Epstein and his Associates of the
American Association for Social Security/ I say:

"Thus, whik Wisconsin cannot prove genuine stabilizarion of work eVen afrcr almosr thrce years of merit
rating, there can no longer be any doubt of the anti-labor and anti-social effects of this scheme, eflects which
tbe American Association for Social Security has constantly predicted and warned against-alloidallcc of helle"
fits, low benefits, reduced employmei1lt, increased linder-employment, lowered wages, new threats to OUf SOCiill
srructure through the redllction of temporary jobs, and a myriad of other anti-l.bor practices. With these

10 "The First Wisconsin Conference on Steadier Jobs," June 21. 19411, printed by the Industrial Commission ,,~

Wisconsin, 137 E. Wilson St" Madison, Wisconsin.
n nSocial Security." December 1940-Vol. XIV No.9.
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rcsultll b«oming more evident every day the position of the Wisconsin organized labor forces, which have
continued to stand by their state system in defiance of the strong opposition to merit rating by the American
Federation of Labor and the C. [. 0., is bec0ming more and more untenable. In view of the growing opposi·
tion on the part of industry and labor throughout rhe country, Wisconsin labor cannot much longer continue
to support a program which, in the name of 'progref>lvism,' sacrifices the basic rights and welbre of the State',

wol'ken."

3. The Laws of Kentucky and Nebraska, and the Experience of Nebraska

The State of Wisconsin has the purest form of the employer-reserve type of law now on the
~tatute books. While other states have (to a lesser degree) utilized the employer-reserve, none of
them have been as consistent in their adherence to the theory behind it. Most closely related are
the laws of Kentucky and Nebraska, both of which credit contribution and debit benefir,s to the
individual accounts of employers. In Nebraska, as in 'Nisconsin, the only monies pooled are the
earnings of the Fund, but Kentucky supplements the "pool" with employe contributions. Both
~l:ates provide for decreases in contribution rates whe~ the individual's reserve ratio warrants it,
Nebraska by mews of a "disbursement ratio" devised by the Agency, and Kentucky by an auto
matic statutory schedule. Kentucky assesses a penalty rate when the employer's reserve falls below
.3 percent, while Nebraska's maximum is fixed at 2.7 percent of payroll. Both States use a base
period to define weekly benefit amount, qualification, and maximum potencial benefits, and
provide for an individual benefit year which rum for 52 weeks from the first valid! claim; and,
although definitiom differ, both pay benefits for partial unemployment. Benefit rates, are based
on high-quarter earnings in Nebraska and on annual earnings in Kentucky. Disqualifications for
varying periods can occur in both states because of voluntary leaving of employment, discharges
for misconduct, and labor disputes; while Nebraska disqualifies students, women whO' have lost
l::mployment because of marriage, workers suspended because of misconduct, and salaried workers
receiving $200 or more per month.

Since Kentucky amended its law during 1940 postponing rate reductions for six months, the
rate disuibutiol!l of Nebraska is the only available guide to the experience under this type of law.
At the end of the first quarter of 1940 Nebraska had 3,333 experience-rating accounts. Of these,
69 percent failed to qualify for rate reduction, continuing to pay 2.7 percent of payroll,' whlile
31 percent obtained lower rates varying from 2.5 percenrl to the minimum af LO percent. Of
those who did receive rate reductions, the great majority (27 percent of the total) paid at the
lowest rate.

An important factor in obtaining reductions for many Nebraska employers was the amount
refunded to Nebraska by the Federal Government under the provisions of House of Representatives
Bill No. 8174. By legislative enactment this $1,330,836, representing 1936 contributions, was
acdited to the individual accounts of employers. For many accounts these credits made rate
r~ductions possible,u Commenting on this, a release of the Bureau of Employment Security"S says:

"The only direction givel1 to the Commissioner by the statute, in connectioll with the determination of indi
vidual faleS, is that:

'colltriburiollS shall only be such a per centum, lIot exceeding 1..7 percent, as the commissioner finds Illeces
sary to maintain such reserve account at 7Yz percent of his annual payroll during the .eosuing calendar yeu.'

"Upon the basis of the statutory requirement that the employer's reserve balance must be equal to 7.5 percellt
or his allilual pmyroll, it would appear that very few employers would be able to qualify for rate reductiolllS.
This arises from the fact that only 1.8 percent of taxable wages had been collected for 1937, and 2.7 percem
in each of the years 1938 and 1939, with the result that a total of 7.2 percent of payrolls has been credited to
employers' accollilts for these 3 years (assuming that payrolls were uniform for the period). This reserve
balance of 7.'Z. percent necessarily fell short of meeting the minimum 7.5 percent reserve requirement set forth
in the ltatute. By enactment of legislatiolll during 1939, which made it possible to credit to an employer's re
rene account his contributions under the Federal act for the year 1936, this deficiency was overcome. If an
employer's account could be credited with all! additional .9 percent of payroll, this would permit the possible
accumulation of a reserVe balance o[ 8. I percent of his annual payroll."

1.0 Another provision of the Nebraska law that made reduced rates possible for 172 employers was that per
mJitiing voluntary contributions to accounts. This device was used more by employers with large payrolls than by
the less substantial contributors.

,. "Experienee Rating in Nebraska-1940," Released by the Bureau of Employment Security In December 1940.



DISTRIBUTION OF NEBRASKA EXPERIENCE-RATING ACCOUNTS
BY MAJOR INDUSTRY CLASS AND 1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES'

Accounts Paying at Specified Rate
Majo,' Exper.b 1.0% 1.5 ~/,;, 2.0 % 2.5% :l.7%

Industry Rating ---- ---~-

Class Accts. No. (?~ No. % No. 0/0 No. 0/0 No. 0/0

Total 3,]33 9°3 27. 1 S() 2·4 39 J.2 24 0-7 2,:z8i 58.6
Forestq', Agriculture, :lnd Fishing 13 7·7 12 92.3
Mines and Quarries 2I 3 14·3 I 4. 8 17 60·9
Construction '-52 20 '.9 1.6 I 0·4 2 0.8 ;!~5 69.3
Manufactll ring _ ........ 470 J2I 25·' 17 3. 6 8 1.7 3 0.6 3 21 68·3
ComH1UnlGltiol1, Tarnsportation, and Util-

ities ......... 1GB 36 21.4- 4 2·4 3 1.8 I 0.6 Uq 73-8
Wholesale :lfId Retail Trade J ,751 ;13 29·3 44 2·5 2' 1.2 14 0.8 1,159 66.~
Finance, Insurance. and Real Estate . " 265 u8 44·) :1 0.8 145 54·1
Service Industries ................ 393 91 23.2 9 2·3 6 1.5 3 0.8 ~84 7:'-3

a-Based on reports to Social Security Board.
b-Does not include all covered empfoyers. On JanuelJ' 1. 1940 there \vere 3,410 employers. Some of the-TIt.

however, hRd not been cO'verect long enoug.h to quaUf,y.

More than half of the experience-rating accounts were for employers engaged in wholesale nf

retail trade, the state's most important type of enterprise. Generally speaking, the experience of

employers in these groups was favorable, more than one-third obtaining reductions. Nebraska\

rate structure, however, partially obscures the record, since overdrawn accounrs rem3in a( 2.7

percent and employers with perfect records C1n receive no reduction beyond 1.0 percent. For

example, 678 accounts in wholesale and retail trade had no benefits charged' against them, only

9.1 percent of the aggregate contributions for the group was paid out in benefits, and but 2.-1

percent of the accounts were overdrawn. "Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate" and "Transportation,

Communication, and Utilities" were the only industrial groups with better records.

PERCENTAGE OF NEBRASKA ACCOUNTS OBTAINING REDUCED RATES
FOR 1940, WITH NO BENEFITS CHARGED, WITH OVERDRA\VN

ACCOUNTS, AND RATIOS OF BENEFITS TO CONTRIBUTIONS,
BY PRINCIPAL INDUSTRY DIVISIONS 14

All Accounts

Percent Ratio of
Accounts with

Percent

with benefits
no benefits

of

Principai industry reduced to con-
charged1

accounts

division Number rates tributions1 Number Percent overdrawn

TOTAL 3,333 31.4 11.5 1,170 34.5 2.5
Agriculture 13 7.7 25.8 2 2.........
Mining 2I 19.1 51.8 6

Construction 252 10.7 44.1 57 22.7 U.5
Manufacturing 470 31.7 11.2 99 20.5 1.9
Transportation, etc. 168 26.2 75 52 30.9 2.4
Trade 1,751 33.8 9.1 678 38.3 1.4
Finance, Insurance, etc. ' 265 453 4.6 145 54.7 .4
Sei'Vice ... _ ...... 393 27.7 13.7 131 30.8 2.5

1 Based upon data for 3.395 accounts active as of January 31, 1940.
2 Percentages not computed.

Slightly more than one-quarter of Nebraska's manufacturers obtained the 1.0 per cent rate,

better than two-thirds remained at 2.7 per cent, and the balance paid at one of the three intermediate

rates. Nebraska's manufacturing is largely concentrated in food products industries, and includes

1< Experience RatiJ'lg in Nebraska-1940," Released ·by the Bureau of Emp!oj'ment Secmity in December. 1940.



highly seasonal canning as well as more stable enterprises such as baking and dairy products. Ap
proximately one-fourth of the state's covered workers are employed in manufactu;ing enterprises.
Other measures of significance are the proportion of account.~ with no charges (22.7 per cent) and
the proportion of accounts overdrawn (1.9 per cent).

As in Wisconsin, the seasonal and fluctuating employment provided by the constructiQn in
dustry is reflected in the low percentage of accounts receiving rate reductions. Of the 252 employers
eng~ed in construction work only 20 qualified for the 1.0 per cent rate, 4 for the 1.5 per cent rate.
1 for the 2.0 per cent rate and 2 for the 2.5 per cent rate. The balance, 225, paid 2.7 per cent.
Included in the latter group were a large proportion of the state's overdrawn accounts, 11.5 per cent
of all construction accounts being overdrawn.

DISTRIBUTION OF NEBRASKA EXPERIENCE-RATING ACCOUNTS BY
AVERAGE ANNUAL PAYROLL AND 1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES'

Accounts Paying at Specified Rate

Average Exper.b 1.00/0 1.50/0 2.00/0 2·5% :1.7%
Annual Rating ---
Poyroll Accts. No. % No. % No. 0/0 No. 0/0 No. 0/0

Totol 3,333 9°3 27. 1 80 :1·4 39 1.:Z ~4 0·7 2,287 68/;
Below $5,000 366 125 34·~ z- 0·5 239 65·3
.$5,000-$9,999 544 153 28.1 '1 1·3 8 1.5 5 0·9 37 1 68.2
$10,000-$10,999 724 :1og 28·9 I2 1.6 II 1.5 7 1:0 485 67. 0

-ho,000-$29,999 288 98 34.0 9 3. 1 5 1./ 3 1.0- 173 60.1
$3°,000-$39,999 153 55 35·9 8 5. 2 I 0., I 0·7 88 57·5
$4°,000-$49,999 . . . . . . . . . ......... log 45 41.3 9 8·3 55 5°.4
1'5°,000.$99,999 23'1 98 42.2 I4 6.0 7 3.0 3 1.3 lIO 47·4
$100,0_00-$999,999 168 68 40.5 15 8,9 3 1.8 :1- 1..2 80 4i·6
$1,000,000 and over n :\I 75. 0 1 8·3 :2 16·7
Unclassified 737 43 5. 8 5 0·7 2 0·3 3 0·4 684 9::.8

a-Based on reports made to Social Security Board.
b-Does not include all covered employers. On January 1, 1941) there were 3.410 employers. Some of them.

however. had not been covered long enough tn qualify.

In discussing '~isconsin it was noted that a relatively greater proportion of employers with
"large" payrolls received rate reductions than did employers 'with "small" payrolls. This tendency
is even'more marked in Nebraska. Excepting the employers with average annual payrolls less than
$5,000, 35 per cent of whom earned reduced rates,15 there is a direct relationship between p:lyroll

size and percentage of accounts with reduced rates.

An inspection of the last column in the above table is evidence that opportunity for rate
reduction seems to_ go hand and hand with magnitude of payroll, the highest percentages of rate
decreases-with one exception~was exhibited by the group of employers having payrolls of $1,
000,000 and more, the lowest by the group of employers meeting payrolls of from $5,000 to $10,000
a year. The one exception mentioned is the group labeled in the table as "Unclassified," which in
cludes those accounts whose business history was less than the three years needed to compute the

average annual payroll.

4. The First Year of Rate Reduction in Indiana and South Dakota

Four states have effected compromises between the employer-reserve and the pooled fund by
crediting part of the employer's contribution to individual accounts and part to a pool. North
Carolina credits 75 percent to the employer, South Dakota 5/6 (83-1/3 percent), Vermont all
amounts in excess of 0.54 percent of the average annual payroll, and Indiana all amounts in excess
of 0.135 percent of the average annual payroll-the balance in each case being pooled. Two of
these states provided for rate changes in 1940-South Dakota and Indiana-both states having auto
matic experience-rating provisions. Indiana rates can vary from a minimum of 0.135 percent to a

!. This group will always tend to show a relati.vely !letter record, since it is gen~rally the. more stable Imlall
employers who stay in business. A larger enterpnse will weather a bad year and WIll appear m the table with ffi
high ~ontribution rate; a small employer is apt. t.o disappear altogether. leaving only the "better" accounts.



penalty rate of 3.7 percent; South Dakota provides no rates greater than 2.7 percent, but- will

permit redl.lctioKlS to zero.
While benefit and eligibility provisions, disqualifying clauses, and methods of charging have

j'ust as important an influence on experience rating in these states as in those, already discussed, the
effect of the partial pooling of contributions has been to make qualifying for rate change more
difficult during the early years. Indiana calculates reserves by crediting 5/6 (83-1/3 percent) of
the contributions for 1936, 1937, and 1938, and all other past contributions in excess of 0.135' per
cent of annual payroll, minus all benefits, divided by payroll for preceding year."Sciuth Dakota
subtracts benefits from 5/6 (83.1/3 percent) of past contributions, and divides by the preceding
annual payroll. In both laws the reserve must be equal to at least five times the largest amount of
benefits charged in anyone of the three preceding years, while the reserve ratio must be at le25t
'J.5 percent before rate reduction is possible.

DISTRIBUTION OF EXPERIENCE RATING ACCOUNTS FOR
INDIANA AND SOUTH DAKOTA BY MAJOR INDUSTRY

CLASS AND 1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES"

INDIANA SOUTH DAKOTA

Major Exper.b
No. Accts. Paying

Exper.b
No. Accts. Paying

At Specified Rates At Specified Rates _
Industry Rating Rating

Class Accts. 0.135% 1.0% 2.0% 2·7% 3-'7% Accts. Zero x.o% 2.0% 2-7'10

Total •• - •••••• "0" IO,2l7 51 19 2°9 9,93JfJ 1,6z] ::<8 IJ 76 1,$Q4

Forestry, Agriculture, and
Fishing 26 I 2 23 6 6

Milles and Quarries 287 2 5 280 42 39
Comtruction 767 6 :1 3 756 143 :1 4 137
Manufacturing ........... 2,52! 5 3 311 2.483 r6J 5 156
C-<Jmmunicanon. TranspolUo

cion) and Utilities 572 2 4 ,66 66 6 59
Wholesale and Retail Trade 4,r90 112 5 109 4,°54 959 :1'0 9 46 884
Finance, Insurance, and Real

Estate 61 3 10 4 19 580 114 :I 8 104
Service Industries J,241 '5 37 J,J96 13° 3 4 6 H7
Other N. E. C. 2 :1

a-Based on ,-eports to Social Security Board.
b-Does not include all covered employers. See notes on (,arUer ta bl"s.

Because of this, the industry and size classifications of accounts have little meaning as yet.
In Indiana the accounts remaining at a rate of 2.7 percent of payroll wert in excess of 95 percent
for all industfi~l classes except for "Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing," where the number of ac
counts is too small to give a percentage significance. Substantially the same thing is true for South
Dakota.

One important provision of the Federal Internal Revenue Code was' evidently overlook~d by
some of the legislators who drafted partial pool provisions. L. A. Pietz, chief accountant for the
South Dakota Unemploymem Compensation Commission, discusses its effect as follows:

"The Federal [aX under Title :IX is 3% of the payroll, but the law permits a credit to 9°% of that tal! for
payments made to a state or for credits allowed by a state under an approved experience rating plan.

"It wos supposed that when the contribution rate was reduced to :2% an additional credit of .7% would
be gramed all die Federal tax, and likewise when the contribution to the state was not required, a full credit
of 2-7'70 would be allowed.

"However, Section r602 (b) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended in 1940, provides: 'If the Board
finds that under the law of a single state more than one type of fund or account is maintained and reduced
rate or contributions to more than one type of fund or account were allowable with respect to any taxable year

- - . - . ,the Board shall on December 3 I of such taxable year certify to the Secretary of the Treasury Dilly

those provisions of the State law pursuarnt to> which reduced rates of contributions were allowable , .
under conditions fulfilling the requirements of subsection (a) ..........•

"Subsection (a) provides: 'A taxpayer shall be allowed an additional credit with respect to any re-
duced rate of contributions permitted by a state law, ollly if the Board finds that under such law (r) No
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reduced rate of contributions to a pooled fund or to a partially pooled !Iwd is permitted to a person .

e.,'{cept on the basis of his experience with respect to unemployment or other factors bearing a direct relation !iG

unemployment risk

"Our law is classed as a partially pooled fund. The condition of the individual employers's reserve accouilt

under our present law is the sole basis for determining reduced contribution rates. No consideration is given to

the contributions to, withdrawals from, or the condition of the pooled account of the Agency, in determining

reduced rates. That portion of the reduced contributions which would have gone into the pooled fund (one
sixth) therefore fails to comply with the provisions of the Federal Act, and only five-sixths of the reduced rate

will be allowed as additional credit.
"For each $1,000 of an employer's payroll, the result will be as follows:

State Credit Allowed Credit Allowed
Rate Contribution by State by Federal Federal Tax

2·7% $27.00 None $27.00 $3.00

2% 20.00 $7.00 5. 83 4.1 7

1% 10.00 17.1)0 14.1 7 5. 83
None None 27·00 22.5 0 7.5 0

"From this it would be seen that the Federal Tax incrtases from .3% to .75% for the reason that credit is
allowed by the Federal Government only on the reduction in contributions to the reserve account." '"

""Uriemployment Compensation Comments," December 1940, "Pooled-Reserve Account With Experience Rating
versus Pooled Fund With Experience Rating," by L. A. Pietz, chief accountant, Unemployment Compensation Com
}11ission of South Dakota.

5. Experience Rating-States Reducing Rates in 1941

The year 1941 marks the addition of several more $tates to the list of those which haY<:
effective experience-rating provisions in their unemployment compensation laws. The unemploy
ment laws of the following additional states provides for reduced contribution rates in 1941:

Alabama Oregon
Arizona Tennessee
California '~"Texas

"'Connecticut **Utah
Kentucky "'Vermont
Minnesota "Virginia

*New Hampshire *West Virginia

Of these additional states, however, only those marked by an asterisk have had their merit-rating pro
visions definitely approved by the Social Security Board so as to enable the employers with reduced
rates to obtain the additional credit provided by the Federal Act. The experience-rating provisions of
Texas and Utah (marked by a double asterisk) have been held not to comply with the additional
credit provisions of the Federal law because of failure, to require three years of indi,vidual benefit pay
ment experience. Further amendment will be necessary in these states. The other jurisdictions either
have not yet submitted their laws or are awaiting approval. In Alabama, /:he Legislature has passed ,l

provision, but it cannot become effective until proclaimed by the Governor.

6. The Significance to Pennsylvania of the Experience of Other States

The experiences of those states included in the foregoing discussion, and the limited data re
ceived from other jurisdictions whether or not included in this report, raise the question whether a
cautious approach to experience rating in unemployment compensation is desirable. Certainly many
employers in those states in which rate changes have become effective must have been surprised to find
that anticipated reductions did not materialize, while many others probably have fared better than they
expected. In Wisconsin there is evidence to show that some stabilization of employment was actually
effected, but there is also evidence to show that accidental factors or inclusion in a sheltered industry
were just as effective in obtaining lower contribution rates. Larger enterprises seem to have a relatively
better opportunity for rate reduction than smaller ones, although more must be known regarding the
industries of the large employers before generalization is conclusive. In the states sntdied the lower

" See Commel'ce Clearing House. pages 46.525 et seq. nnd 47,544.
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average rate has meant a reduction in income which has been compensated for in part by rigid
eligibility and benefit provisions which operate to cut down state outgo. Construction, Heavy Manu
facturing Industries, and Mining tend to have a larger percentage of employers subject to higher rates,
while Finance, Insurance, Trade, and Utilities have uniformly higher percentages of employers subject

to low rates.
Pennsylvania differs decidedly from the states examined in its industrial composition, its size,

in the number of employers covered, and in its unemployment-compensation law. While its Fund
has grown, the rate of growth has not been excessive.IS Only recently has the balance between coL
lections and payments been tipped heavily to the collection side.

If experience ratirng were adopted with a maximum rate of 2.7 percent, it should be done with
full recognition that any large-scale industrial depression would hit Pennsylvania with even greater
force than it would affect most other states, therefore adequate safety ancl protective measures should
be adopted. Mining, steel manufacturing, construction, and other types of enterprise frequently marked
by wide employment fluctuations comprise a more important place in Pennsylvania's economy tham
they do in the industrial structures of most other states.

The only available quantitative data on Pennsylvania that are directly relevant to the problem
of experience rating take the form of comparisons for relatively short periods,'9 of benefits to ,con

tributions by industry :md an lWlilysis of me swings hom high to low have marked tine employmeillt
patterns of many lines of manufacturing enterprise. Tables are appended which present both types ,of
information.

,. See Statistical Information Bulletin No. 18. "TIw i'elIDsylvania U.nemployment Compensation Fl.md---Colfitri~
lmtions, Benefit Payments, and FW1d Balances. January 1937-JTune 1940," and Weel,ly Financial Summanell for fib!!
Growth of the Fund. Included In Supplemllnt to this report.

10 See Statistical Information BulletlM NOll. 17 lllild 19 an Supplement to t!l1@ n-~i't.
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Table I

CONmIBUTIONS BY EMPLOYERS, BENEFIT PAYMENTS TO THE UNEMPLOYED, AND

BALANCE IN THE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSAnON FUND, FOR PENNSYLVANIA,

BY MONTH-JANUARY 1937 TO DECEMBER 1940

Additions to the Fund
Benefits Paid!

Year
Contributions Interest Totai From the Fund

Balalxc<
lIlIlI Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative iim

Montl1J Amoul1ll Amount Amount Amount Amoum Amount Amount Amount Fund

1937
January :$ 2,444,534.2 9 $ 2,444,534.29 $. $ ........... $ 2,444,534.29 $ 2.444,534.29 $. $. 5 2,444.534·29
Febmary 5,985,2°5.06 8,429,739·35 ........ , 5,985,2°5.06 11,429,739.35 8,429,739.35
March 16,774,312.64 25,204,051.99 16;774,312.64 25,2°4,°51.99 25,2°4,°51 .99
1St Quarter 25,204,051.99 25,204.051.99 . , ....... ..............

April 693,143°5 25,897,195.04 693,143.05 25,897,195.0 4 25,897,195.04
Mal' 869,016.39 26,766,211.43 869,016.39 26,766,211.43 26,766,21 L43

.,j&.
June 12,1°4,683.96 38,870,895.39 53,583.02 53,583.02 12,158,266.98 38,92 4,478.41 38,924,478.4 I

.p\ 2nd Quarter 13,666,843.40 53.583.02 13,720,4 26.42 .. - ....... .........

July 2,850,968.62 41,721,864.01 2,850,968.62 41,775,447.03 41,775,447.05
August 12,414,247.22 54,136,1 I 1.23 12,414,247.22 54,189,694.25. . . . . . . . . . . 54,189,694.25
September 386,710.58 54,522,821.8 I 170,607.65 224.19°.67 557,318.23 54,747,012.48 54,747,012.48
3rd Quarter 15,651 ,926.42 170,607.65 15,822,534.°7 ............ . ......... . .............

October 3,3°0,082.55 57,822,9°4.36 3,3°0,082.55 58,047,095.°3 58,°47,095.°3
November U,390,499· 17 69,21 3,4°3.53 J1>390,499.17 69,437,594.20 69,437.594.20
December 423,602.77 69,637,006.3° 291,761.56 515,95 2.23 715,364.33 7°,152,95 8.53 70,152,95 8.53
4th Quarter 15,114,184·49 29 li ,761.56 15,4°5,946.°5

Total J937 69,637,006.3° 515,952.23 70,152.9S1tS3 70 ,152 .958.53

1938
January 5,136,892.3 8 74,773,898.68 386,855.47 902,807.70 5,5:<3,747.85 75,676,706.3 8 38,676,706.38
February 10,269,156.97 85,°43,°55.65 10,269,156.97 85,945,863-35 4,764,779.65 4,764,779.65 81,181,083.7°
March 462,488.97 85,5°5.544. 62 462,488.97 86,4°8,352.32 10,006,562.00 14,771 ,341.65 71,637,010.67
1st Quarter 15,868,538·32 386,855'47 16,255,393·79 14,771.341.65 ....... - .. _.

April 3,4 1 4,320.67 89,3 1 9, 865.29 3,8q,po.67 90,222,672 .99 8.595,842.15 23.367,183.80 66,855,489. 19
Mav '3,65°,592.36 102,97°,457.65 435,7 1 5. 21 1.:\38,522.9' J 4,086,3°7.57 104,3°8,980.56 5,922,382.90 29,289,566.7° 75.019,413.86
Ju~e 426,850.53 TI03,397d08.18 426,850.53 1°4,735,831.( 9) ',971,279. 80 37.260,846.5 0 6:7.474.984.59
2nd Quaner 17,891,763.56 435,715.21 18,32 7,478.77 22,4 89.5°41.85 ....... , ...



Table I (cout.)

Additions to the Fundi
Belich1:1 Paidl

YeM
Contributions Imerest T'o~<lll From ithe FRJllldi

JaaialJlce
imdl Cumulative CRJlmllllative Cumulative Cllmuhntive in

Month Amollli!l AmORJIlil1 AmouJrnt Amoullt ll.moUl1l1ll AmollKllI AmOllJJRt Amount iFUllildi

1938 Coll1ltilllle<l
)o.,l)' .\1 2,632,094.37 $106,02';\'40'2.55 S ~ 13,4°3.59 $ 1,751,'9,,6.5° $ 3,0415,497.96 $1«)7,781 ,3 29.0 '5 $ ;,87:1:,129.65 $ 45,132,976.15 $ 62,6480352.90
August l'I,735.548.44 uO,764,950.99 ......... n4,735.548.44 122,516,877.49 7,824,~P7.70 52,957,5°3.85 69,5591,373.64
September 61 4,816.03 121,379,767.02 61 4,816.03 123,13 1 ,693.5 2 5,932,465.35 58,889,969.20 64,241,724.3 2

3rd Quaner J703 82,458.84 413,4°3.59 1180395,86;1.43 21,629,122.7° . . . . . . . . . . . .

October 2,959,674·5 X 124,339,44·L53 387,33 X.77 2,X 39,258.27 3,347,006.28 u6,478,699·8o 5,083,34°.5° 63,973,3°9.70 62,5°50390.10
November X4,481,109·32 138,820,550.85 . . . . . . . . . . . 14,48x ,x09·3 2 qO,959,80g.u 3,°97,923.35 67,971,233.°5 72,988,576.°7
December 774,7 x5·62 139,59~j,266.47 .......... .. - ...... 774,715.62 141,734,524.74 3,581,926.00 71,553,159.05 7°,181,3 65.69
4m Quarter 18,21 5,499.45 3870331.77 J 8,602,351 .:l':l 12,663,189.85'

1939
.... January 3,722,512. 69 14303 1 7,779.16 396,629.43 2,535,887.7° 4,119,14 2.12 145,853,666.86 4,9°2,568.°5 76,455,727.10 69.397,939.76
'J February 16.433,825.60 X59,751,604.76 16,433,825.60 162,287,492.46 3,062,93 2.95 79,518,660.°5 82,768,832.'11

March 5 10 ,225.64 160,261,830.40 ......... 510,225.64 162,797,718.10 5,199,1I3·55 84,717,773.60 ,8,079,944.50
Tst Quarter :>0.666,56J·93 396,629.43 :u,063,x93·36 13,164,614.55 ......... , .

April 2,948,207.91 163,UO,OJ!!.3:1 2,948,2°7.9 1 165,745,926.01 5,04 ll ,983.50 89,759,757·10 75,9 86,16[1.9 1

May 15,31 4,635. 80 178,524,674·U 449,666.81 2,985.554.5 1 15,764,3°2.61 181,5 I 0,228.62 7,201,026.3° 96,960,783.40 84,549,445.22
June 400,53 8.81 178,925,212.92 400,53 8.81 181,910,767.43 6,479,786.75 103,440,57°.15 78,47°,197.28
2nd Quarter 18,663,3 82.52 449,666.81 ........ - .. 19,113,049·33 ,8,722,796.55 . .........

luly 3,490,209.4 2 .82,4 15,4 22.34 481 ,771.76 3,467,3 26.2 1 3,971,981,18 Il1s,882,748.61 4,808,208.25 108,248,778.40 77,633,97o.2l

August J 5,569,3 68.69 197,984,791.°3 15,569,3 68.69 201,452 ,117.3 0 6,1°4,73 2.4° J 14,353,510.80 87,098,606·50
September 459,020.87 198,443,811.9° 459,020.87 201,9II ,13 8.17 4,133,989.°5 118,487,499.85 83,423,638.32

V d Quarter 19,518,598.98 481 ,77I.76 20,000,370.7" t 5,°46,92<;1.7° .........

Ocrober 3,666,245·93 202.HO,051.83 491,656.09 3,958,98:i.j6 4,157,902.02 :106,069,04°. 1 9 2,7 R4,3 2O. 15 11.21,20][,820.00 84,867,220.19
November '5,3 10,409.93 217,420,467.76 J 5,3 10,409·93 221,379,450.12 2,327,661.20 123,529,481.20 97,849,968.92

December 762,688.45 :u8,183,156.2i 762,688.45 222.,142 ,13 8..57 2,618,222.45 126,147,7°3.65 95,994,434.92

4th Quartet 19.739,344·3' 49 1 ,656.09 1.0,231 ,00°'40 /.660,203.80

Toml. 1939 ,8.587,889·"1 l,l!;r9,724·09 llo,4101.6ll 3·83 54,594,544.60

..-'.~~'--'~.



Contributions

Additions to the Fund
Benefits Paid

From the Fund
Year
and

Month Amount
Cumulative

Amoum Amoum

'Table 1 (conI!:.)

Cumulative
Amount Amount

To~

Cumulative
Amount Amount

Cumulative
Amoullit

Balance
in

Fund

1940

January
February
March
1st Quarter

April
May
June
2nd Quarter

July
August
September
3rd Quaner

October
November
December
4th Quarter

Total

$ 4,714,722.49 hu,897,878.70 $ 545,060.89 $ 4,50 4,0.1)3.25 $ 5,259,783.38 $227,401 ,921.95 '6 4,024,5°6.5° $13°,172,210.15
18>3 I 6,256.06 241,21 4,134.,6 . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 8,316,256.06 245,718,178.01 4,017,219.00 134,189,429.15

,125,674. 80 241,639,809.56 ........... . · . . . . . . . . . . . 42 5,674. 80 246,143,852 .81 4,207,155.75 13 8>396,584.90
23,45 6,653.35 ........... . 545,060.89 ............ 24,001,714.24 12,248,881.25 . ...........

1,492,759.94 243,132,569.5° 628,880.84 5,132,924.09 2,121,640.78 248,265,493.59 4,615,856.80 143,012,441.70
17,767,63 8.72 260,9°0,208.22 . . . . . . . . . . ••••••• 0 •••• 17,767,63 8.72 266,°33,132.3 1 5,3°4,598.40 148,317,°4°.10

476,598.66 261,376,806-.88 . . . . . . . . . . ............ 476,598.66 266,5°9,73°.97 3,909,225.15 152,226,265.25
19,736,997.32 ......... . 628,880.84 · . . . . . . . . . . . 20,365,878.16 1],829,680.35 . .......... .

3,7°5,735. 22 265,082,542.10 675,627.2; 5,808,551.34 4,3 81 ,3 62.47 270,891,093.44 4,474,767.0 0 156,7°1,°32.25
15,877,276.85 280,959,818·95 ........... 15,877,276.85 286,768 ,370.29 4,°54,669·45 160,755,7°1.7°

360 ,4 84. 65 281,32°,3°3.60 . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 360 ,484.65 287,128,854.94 2,918,355.75 163,674,°57.45
19,943,496.72 675,627.2 5 · ..... , ..... 20,61 9, 123.97 II,447,792 •2O . ...... , ....

5,104,811.61 286,425,115.21 733,471.29 6,54 2 ,022.63 5,838,282.90 292,967,137.84 2,726,743. 85 166,400,801.30
1'1.5°2,945.55 3°0,928,060.76 ............ 14,502,945.55 3°7,47°,083.39 1,881,052.48 168,281,853.78

707,018.81 3°1,635,079.57 ...... , ..... ......... 707,018.81 3° 8,177,102.20 2,126,648.85 170,4°8,5°2.63
20,3 14,775.97 733,471.29 · . . . , . . . . . . . 21,11418,24,.26 ., ........ 6,754,445.18 . ...........

83,45 1,9 2 3.36 2,5 83,040.27 ........ , ... 86,°34,963.63 44,260,798.98 . . . . . . . . . . . .

$97,::t29,7U •1l0

IH,528,748.86
1°7,747,267.91

1°5,253,°51.89
II',716,092.21
114,28,3,465.72

U4,190,061.19
126,012,668.59
123,454,797.49

126,566,336.54
" 133,81 3,597.89
t 13 1,069,600.60

'. Transferred to Railroad Uoemploymem U!uW'an~ ACCOIlIII S5,3,4,6:F.72 • t Transferred to Railroad Unemployment Insurance Account $1.324,,36,.25.



Table II

ESTIMATED CONTRIBUTIONS COLLECTED COMPARED WITH ESTIMATED UNEM

PLOYMENT BENEFITS PAID, BY INDUSTRY, FOR SPECIFIED

PERIODS THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1940'"

Contributiom Benefits Contributiolill'

!
Benefits

industry Tuly-Dec. Jan.-June Ratio Oct. 1939- April-Sept. Ratio
1939 1940 (Percent) March 194° 194° (Percent)

Tota! ......... , . $41 435.000 $26.079'<)00 62·9 $41•652 ,000 $25.3°4,000 60.8

Mining ........... , ... J,799,o00 J,),,/2,000 88.8 J,785,000 5,]44.000 141.2

Metal Mining t " 'j' t l'
Total Coal Mining 30551•000 3.168,000 89.2 ),535.000 5,229.000 847·9
Anthracite Mining ..... , ... ........ . I,5H,OOO 1,960,000 r29·7 1,502,900 3,075,000 204·7
Bituminous Minilillg 2,°4°,000 r,.208,ooo 59.2 :2,033,000 2,154,000 106.0
Petroleum and Natural Gas . . . . . . . . . , . 166,000 52:,000 31.3 167,000 62,000 37.1

Non-Metallic Mining and Quarrying ......... 112,000 152,000 185.4 83,000 53,000 63·9

C07lstructJ'oll 1Fj86,ooo J!J24.ooo 257·3 I,48],ooo 1,633,000 110.1

-l'- Building Construction 4157,000 1,003.000 21 9.5 439,000 431,000 98.7
\0 General Contractors 369,000 1,186,000 :)21.4 397,000 465,000 117.1

Construction-Special Trade . . . . . . . . - 660,000 1,636,000 :241'·7 647,000 737,000 H3·9

Mafwfacturing ......... . . . . . .. . " . . 19,946 .000 u/J)6,ooo 64.4 19,88$,oor; 12.753,000 64.1
Food and Kindred Products ......... r,530,000 715,000 46.7 1,525,000 658,000 43.1
Tobacco Manufactures 227,000 485,000 213.7 230,000 235,000 102.2
Textile-Mill Products . . . . . 2,4°3,000 3,374,000 r4°·4 2)396,000 3,756,000 156.8
Apparel and Other Products from Fabrics r,576,000 1,417,000 89·9 1,541,000 1,499,000 97·3
Lumber and Timber Basic Products ........... lh,ooo J04,000 126.8 83,00a 90,000 108.4
Furniture and Finished Lumber Products ............ 395,000 31£3,000 79.2 394,000 :<69,000 68·3
Paper and Allied Products ......... 539,000 144,000 26.1 541,000 1410,000 25·9
Printing, Publishing and Allied lndllstries ............... 1,049,000 .222,000 21.2 1,089,000 274,000 25.2
Chemicals and Allied Products (105,000 J58,OOO 26.r 580,000 177,000 30.5
Products of Petroleum and Coal 290,000 lO3,(JI00 35·5 29:2:,000 176,000 26.0
Rubber Products ............ , ........... - 125,000 52 ,000 41.6 106,000 39,000 36.8
Leather and Leather Products 414,000 407,000 98..:; 417,000 442,000 106.0
Stone, Clay and Glass Products ... - ..... . . .. . . . . . . . 1,141 ,000 982,000 86.1 I)I25~oOO 841,000 74.8
lron and Steel and Theu Products .......... . . . . . . . . . 4,983,000 2,996,000 60.[ 4,990,000 :':,838,000 56·9
Transportation Equipment (except auto.) ., ...... , .. 458,000 195,000 42.6 455,000 .200,000 44.0
Nonferrous Metals and Their Products ... , ... , ... , .............. 5~O,OOO 1r8,000 :l2·7 519,000 U5,00O 22.2
Electrical Machinery ...... . ................... . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,1 SO.CIllO 3 r6,000 26.8 1,188,000 274,000 23.1
Machinery (except electrical) ............. .. , ........... 1,6]8,000 30 4,000 18.6 r,6:2:5,000 366,000 22·5
Automobiles and Automobile Equipmem 354.°00 130,000 36., 353,000 172,000 48.7
Miscellaneous Manufacturilig Industries . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .... - ... 0,,000 3'n,000 68·9 436,000 292,000 6,.UJ



Tabled! (cont)

v·o

Industry

Transportation, Communication, OtlEer Public Utilities
SUeet Railways and Bus Lines , ,
Trucking and/or Warehousing , , .
Other Transportation Except Water Transportation
Water Transportation . , ,
Services Allied to Transportation N. E. C.
Communication, Telephone, Telegraph, Related Services
Utilities, Electric and Gas
Local Utilities and Local Public Services

W I.olesale and Retail Trade
Full Service and Limited Function Wholesalers
Wholesale .Distributors
Retail General Merchandise
Retail Food
Retail Automotive
Retail Apparel and Accessories
Retail Trade N. E. C. .. . ..
Eating and Drinking Places
Filling Stations, Garages, Auto Repair Service
Other Wholesale and Retail Trade

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Bank and Trust Companies
Security Dealers and Investment Banking
Finance Agencies N. E. C.
Insurance Carriers
Insurance Agents and Brokers
Real Estate Dealers, Agents, and Brokers
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans, Law Offices
Holding Companies .. , ..... ,

ComributioDs'
July-Dec.

19391

21,682;000

412,1100

4 1 4,000
125,000
, 41,000

105,000

597,000
906,000

82,000

8,629,000

1,51 7,1100

1,395,000

1,30 7,000
1,079,000

539,000
41 4,000
9I1,000

495,000
268,000

'70 4,000

2,074,000

268,000

125,000
166,000

872 ,000
105,000
33 1,000

82,000

125,000

Benefit£
Hm.-JlIIne

1940

68.,.000

65,000

259,000
64,000

14,000

3 8 ,000

92,000
129,000

26,000

J,658,o00

443,000
3 88,000

56 5,000
01\82,000'

143,000
249,000

443,000
46 6,060
,69,000

310~oOO

416,000

54,060

t
26,000

92 ,000

26,000

192 ,000

26,000

t

Ratio
(Percem)

4:iJ·4
29·2
27.8
413·2

414·7
26·5
60.1

48.6

94·'
63·1

44. 0

20.1

20.T.

t

Contributions I
Oct. 1939

March 1940

21,699,000

·4119,000
4 1 7,000
125,000

42 ,000
103,000
608,000

902,000

83,000

8,908,000
1,458,000
't,3 II ,000

1,408,000

1,336,000

541,000
43 6 ,000
916,000

52 2,000
272,000
/,08,000

~.060,@,,0

272 ,000

125,000

167,000
872,000

83,000

333,000
83,000

125,000

Benefits
April-Sept

1940

'572 ,000

51,000
:u6,000

39,000
25,000

37,000
101,000

78,000

25,000

3.510,000

40 7,000
32 9,000

584,000

45 6 ,000
127,000
310,000

476,000

4 16,000
152,000

253,000

390 ,000

64,000

11)000

25,000
H3,000

25,000
127,000

25,000

t

lRatio
(Percent)

39·4
27·9
25·T.

41 .5
34.1

23·5
71.1

~;;2.0

79·'
55·')

35·"

18·9
23':;

6.}
15.0

13.0

30 . 1

38.1

30 •1

t

Service Industries .
Hotels, Rooming Houses, Camps, Other Lodging Houses
Personal Services . , .
Business Services N. E. C. . .. , .
Employment Agencies, Commercial and Trade School
Misc. Repaid Services and Hand Trade
Motion Pictures .
Amusement, Recreation and Related] Service
Medical and Other Health Services , ... ,.,.'

2,045,000

227,000

476 ,000
373,000

'ilI,OOll

63,000
207,000

144,000
82,000

1,147,000
167,000

298 ,000
JI7,000

t
26,000

65,000
128,000

52 ,000

56.1

73.6
62.6

3 L 4
t

4"3
31.4

1')8.}

63·4

2,066,000

23 1,000

480,000

375,00ll
4 2 ,000
61,000

208,000

147,000
83,000

1,037,000

150 ,000

265,000
Jr 13,000

t
25,000

62,000

149,000
62,000

5°.2
64-9
55·2
30 . 1

t
4I LO

29.8
101·4

74·'



Table II (COUL)

.!ll1d ustrll

Law Offices and Related Services
Educational Institutions and Agencies
Other Professional and Social Service Agencies
Non-Prolit Membership Organizations

Establishments Not Elsewhere Classified

Contributiom lBell1lefits Contributions

i
Bcncfits

July-Dec. Jan.-June IRatio Oct. 1939- April-Sept. Ratio
1939 1940 (Percent) March 1940 1940 (Percent)

(12,000 26,000 31.7 83,000 25,000 3 0.1

4 1,000 -r 42,000 12,000 28.6

82,000 38,000 4 6.3 83,000 25,000 30 .1

22·7,000 '3°,000 57·3 23[,000 149,000 64·5

774,000 139,000 18.0 766.000 65,000 8,5

j- Benefit payments to employes in this industry (:omprisedl such a negligible percentage of the sample \hat reliable estimation' is impossible.
• Sample studies have yielded sufficIent data to estimate !he industrial distribution of benefits paid 10 workers during Ithe six-month periods Jan.-June 1940 and April

Sept. 1940. In each case these estimates were related to estimated contributions made during the preceding six-mol1lth period. Because of the short periods covered the data
sJIlould be used with caution. Comparison of thes!! results is not advised due to the overlappmg qLJartell'S.



Table ill

CUMULATIVE COLLECTIONS AND INTEREST, CUMULATIVE BENEFIT PAYMENTS
TO THE UNEMPLOYED AND BALANCES IN UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

FUNDS, BY STATES AND TERRITORlliS, AT THE END OF THE YEARS

1937, 1938, 1939, AND ON JUNE 30, 1940 *"
(Amoulllts in Thousands of Dollars)

December 31, x937 December 31, 1938 December 31, 1939 June 30, 1940
._-~---

State Cum. Cum. Cum. CUIn.
or Contc Cum. Ba!. Contr. Cum. Bai. Contr. Cum. Bal. Contr. CUIn. Da!.

Territory and Ben. in and Belli. in and Ben. in and Ben. m
Int. Pay. Fund Int. Pay. Fund IJIlt. Pay. Fund Int. Pay. Fund

Total $666,292 $2,263 $664,029 $1,5°6,556 'P395,93I $1,110,625 $2,363,629 $825,233 $1,537.797 $2,816,350 $1,1°7,5°4 $1,7°7,04 6
Alabama 8,83 8 8,83 8 15,530 8,128 7,4° 2 24,262 12,4

'
3 II,849 29.26, 14,8 2 3 14,439

Alaska 238 23 8 885 885 1,454 35° 1,104 1,650 634 1,016
Arizona 2,01 4 :2,01 4 3,839 X,g02 1,937 6,048 3,422 2,626 7,161 4,x29 3,°37
Arkansas 1,890 1,890 5,309 5,309 8,893 1,816 7,077 10,7 19 3,484 7,235

VI
California 6,,173 67,173 13 x,352 23,715 H17,637 211, 823 62,262 149,561 2.51,45° 97>35° 154,099

t-.l Colorado 4,717 4,711 8,944 8,944 14,225 3,485 10,760 16,776 5,960 10,8'5
Connecticut 15,304 15,304 28,520 12,254 16,266 ~5.75° 17,3 80 "7,77' 35,579 20,717 34,080
Delaware 1,077 1,077 3,915 3,915 6,4 21 7IT 5,7 10 7,744 1,240 6,507
Dist. of Columbia 5,894 5,894 12,455 1.672 Jo,,88 19,546 3,°96 16,450 23,445 4,13 1 19.314
Florida . . . . . . . . . . ",969 2,969 9,87 1 9,871 ,6,652 3,5°3 13,149 20,272 6,028 14,245
Georgia 4,48, 4,48• '5,502 15.5°:1. 23,95° ],238 20,7 12 28,713 5,412 23,3°2
Hawaii 944 944 3,248 3.249 5,:wO 286 4,914 6,205 465 5,740
Idaho ., . 1,873 1,873 3,577 366 3,21I 5,643: 2,559 3,094 6,607 4,009 2,598
Illinois 18 18 II7,94° II7,94° 189,827 16,783 173,044 228,083 40,852 187,231
Indiana 22,55 8 22,558 39,165 16,309 22,856 60,752 26,525 35,227 71,742 31,955 39,787
Iowa 7,169 7,169 H,032 2,5 86 II,448 22,5"1 7, 809 J 4,705 26,605 10,381 16,225
Kansas 3,587 3,587 Jo,I8r J 0,1 81 15,915 2,288 13,627 18,405 3,543 14,862
Kentucky 9,590 9,590 18,936 18,936 30 ,574 4,863 25,71 I 36,272 7>325 28,947
Louisiana 7,652 7,652 J6,81 I 4,007 12,804 26,961 9,941 17,020 32,132 13,170 18,962
Maine 3,759 3,759 6,992 4,53 6 2,456 [ 1,15

' 7,563 3,588 13,251 9,4 80 3,771
Maryland 9,057 9,°57 10,414 10,144 9,270 3 1 , 81 7 '5,89' '5,926 38,409 '9,700 18,710
Massachusetts 4 X,775 41,775 78,829 27,099 5 1 ,73° T r8,120 -1 6,749 7 1 ,37 1 13 8,921 62,543 76,378
Michigan ......... 43,488 43,488 77,626 39,903 37,723 12.3,8 24 77,017 46,807 149,607 88,574 61,033
Minnesota II,g24 II,92 4 24,289 8,161 16,128 39,03 1 15,759 23,272 45,939 22,146 23,79'
Mississippi 2,350 2,350 4,761 1,4x4 3,347 7,055 2,858 4,197 8,399 4,°56 4,343
Missouri 34,03 6 34,°36 54,844 5,461 49,183 65,335 9,329 56,005
Montana 1,848 1,848 4,772 4,772 7,663 765 6,898 9,065 2,955 6,1I0
Nebraska 1,941 1,941 7,082 7,082 11,207 1,304 9,903 12,89 1 2,468 1U,422

Nevada 573 573 1,528 1,5:28 :l,515' SIS 1,700 2,982 1,4 88 1,493
=_~~"-'..-"~~""_.~_'~'____L'_~_'~____._~_~ -------



Table ill (coat.)

December 31, 1937 December 3 I, 1938 December 31, 1939 June 30. 1940

State Cum. Cum. Cum. Cum.
or Contr. Cum. Bal. Contr. Cum. BOll. Contr. Cum. Bal. Contr. Cum. Bal.

Territory anel Ben. in and Ben. in and Ben. in and Ikn. in
Int. Pay. Fund Int- Pay. Fund Int. Pay. Fund Int. Pay. Fund

New Hampshire ., , 4,247 4,247 7,082 :1,732 4,35° 10,044 4.281 5,763 II,417 5.734 5.683
New Jersey 30,049 30,049 66.691 66,691 II 4.453 14,906 99,547 139,9°8 14,161 II5,74 8
New Mexico 1,289 1,289 2,481 9 2,472 3,974 1,235 2,739 4,701 1,846 2,854
New York " . 98,363 98,]63 226,291 87.33 1 138,960 34 6,.324 167,35° 178,974 413,IZI 217,128 195,993
North Carolina 9,413 9,413 19.4II 8,216 1I,195 3°,9° 1 I2,611 18,290 36,84 1 14,907 21,935
North Dakota 59 8 598 1,897 1,897 2,935 545 2,]90 3,380 965 2,415
Ohio ............ 51,974 51,974 97,884 97,884 156,149 23,662 13 2,4 87 187,843 38,544 149,298
Oklahoma 6,442 6,442 13,273 71 13,202 19,190 4,3 12 14,878 22,593 6,449 16,145
Oregon .... ........ . 5,855 5,855 II,996 5,916 6,080 17,825 9,969 7,85 6 21,124 IZ,779 8,345
Pennsylvania 70,540 70,540 142,130 71,545 70,5 85 222,688 126,148 96,53 8 267,184 152,225 II4.958
Rhode Island 7,939 7,939 16,253 9,293 6,960 24,620 15,039 9,581 29.779 20,233 9,548
South Carolina 4,276 4,276 80457 595 7,]62 12,522 2,739 9,782 14,927 3,987 10,249
South Dakota 1,020 1,020 1,977 1,977 3,160 394 2,768 3,74° 627 3,113

VI
Tennessee 7,776 7,776 14,721 6,144 8.577 23,686 10,723 12,963 28,154 13,921 14,233

w Texas ... 19.753 19,753 42,127 9,344 32,783 65,638 20,°5 1 45,5 87 77,208 25~4I3 51,795
Utah 2,560 2,5 60 4,702 2,461 2,24 1 7,456 4,156 3,300 8,840 4,989 3,852
Vermont 1,412 1,412 2,863 822 2,°4 1 4,447 1,396 3,05 1 5,047 2,0 17 2,70 3
Virginia 8,3 67 8.367 16,889 5.636 II,253 27,33 1 10,124 17,207 32,553 13,285 19,288
Washington 6,192 6,192 18,691 J 8,881 28,3 I 8 6.14 8 2:2,172 33,89° 12,150 21,740
West Virginia 10,200 10,200 19.282 12,065 7.21 7 29,472 ) 6,276 13,194 34,712 18,155 16,557
Wisconsin 32,43° 2,263 30,167 49,515 I1,555 37.960 65,2°3 15,122 50,081 71,3 15 17,648 53,667
Wyoming 896 896 2,401 2,401 3,858 1,154 2,704 4,453 2,018 2,434

• Based on totals published by the Social Security Board. Fund balances for Connecticut on December 31. 1939 and June 30. 1940 do nQt Include funds transferred to
the Railroad Unemployment Compensation Account. Similar adjustments have been made for the JW"e 30. 1940 balances reported for South Carolina and Vennont.



Table IV

-EMPWYMENT FLUCTUATIONS IN MAJOR PENNSYLVANIA MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES DURING TIIE PAST SEVEN YEARS

1933 to December 1940 Inclusive
(Base: 1923-25 = 100)

Industry

.All Manufacturing

Jron and Steel
Blast Furnaces
Steel Works and Rolling Mil1s
Iron and Steel Forgings __ _.
Structural Iron and Steel __ __ .
Heating and Plumbing Supplies
Stoves and Furnaces
Foundries
Machinery and Parts
Electrical Apparatus
Engines and Pumps
Hardware and Tools

-Non-ferrous Metal Products
Brass and Bronze
Smelting and Refining _
Stamped Enamel and Painted Ware
Jewelrv and Novelties
Other

Transportation Equipment
Autos and Moror Trucks
Auto and Truck Bodies and Parts
Locomotives and Cars
R. R. Repair Shops
Shipbuilding

Textiles and Clothing

Textiles
Cotton Goods
Woolen and Worsted Goods
Silk Manufacturing
'T'-·"".",'k Dyeing and Finishing
~,"rpelS and Rugs
Hats _... .

Hosiery
Knit Goods, Other
Millinery and Lace Goods

.'Clothing
Men's . .

Women's
-Shirts and Furnishings

Highest Monthly Lowest Monthly Percent Decrease
Index of Index of from High

Employment Employment to Low

92.3 58.1 34.2

92.6 41.0 50.7
62.4 29.0 33.4
8S.! 40.0 48.1
96.7 31.9 64.8

119.9 54.5 65.4
101.5 433 58.2
101.0 50.1 50.9
95.4 40.1 55.3
95.7 41.2 54.5

109.5 ·12.4 67.1
160.0 43.4 116.6
114.0 48.3 65.7
140.9 65.3 75.6
187.9 50.5 137.4
137.2 63.7 73.5
55.7 7.7 43.0

174.6 37.1 137.5
151.6 90.1 615

73.1 43.6 29.5
148.3 55.4 92.9
121.1 24.3 96.8

49.3 14.4 34.9
71.9 51.0 20.9

145.2 30.1 115.1

109.8 81.2 28.6

104.8 72.0 32.8
845 44.0 40.5
94.7 47.7 47.0

116.6 67.3 49.3
94.0 57.7 36.3
71.8 32.0 39.8

97.6 56.7 40.9
150.2 73.5 76.7
131.6 81.7 49.9
9004 56.1 34.3

131.8 94.8 37.0
100.8 65.1 35.7
176.6 113.0 63.6
172.0 78.3 93.7

54



Industry

Table IV (cont.)

Highest Monthly Lowest Monthly Percent Decrease

Index or Index of from High

Employment Employment to Low

Food Products
Bread and Bakery Products

Confectionery
Ice Cream .. _ .

Slaughtering and Meat Packing

Butter and Creamery Products

Beverages - -

Flour
Canning

Stone, Clay, and Glass

Brick, Tile

Pouery

Cement
Glass - .

Marble, Granite, and Slate

Asbestos and Magnesia

Lumber Products . _. _

Lumber and Planing Mills

Furniture
Wooden Boxes

Chem icals and Products

Chemicals -

Drugs
Coke -

Explosives
PaintS and Varnishes

Petroleum Refining

Leather and Products
Leather Tanning
Shoes
Leather Goods ._

Paper and Printing
Paper and Wood Pulp
Paper Comail'lel'S _ .

Printing

Book and Job
Newspaper and Periodical

Other Manufactures

Cigars and Tobacco
Rubber Tires and Goods
Musical Instruments .. , ..... _

55

115.0
116.0
130.0
83.0

133.4
175.4
149.8
100.6
146.2

9'2.3
65.8

137.9

59.0
124.5
88.1

155.2

112.8
603
97.2
58.7

100.6
136.2
114.2
67.4

138.2
136.7
1-28.8

99.2
107.3

105.2
37.3

10L-I
119.0
119.3

94.7
95.2
97.3

735
94.4
73,9

79.8
94.7
66.9
46.1
84.0
94.4
41.3
62.5
~7.9

46.6
30.0
77.1
27.6
62.2

103.3

40.5
32.2
395
42.6

66,4
68.3
69.0
30.2
54.7

77.6
85.1

73.2
07,2
79,9
30.4

77.7
74.6
755

785
74.2
82.5

43.4
60.0
32.1

35.2
21.3
63.1
36.9
49.4
81.0

108.5
38.1
88.3

45.7
35.8
60.8
31.-1
623

64.8
51.9

72.3
28.1
57.7
16.1

34.2
67.9
45.2
37.2
83.5
59.1
43.7

26.0
40.1
253
56.9

23.6
44.4
43.8

16,2

21.0
14.8

30.1
34.4
41.8



Table V

EMPLOYMENT FLUCTUATIONS IN MAJOR PENNSYLVANIA NON·MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES DURING THE PAST SEVEN YEARS

1933 to December 1940 Inclusive
(Base: 1933-100)

Industry
Highest Month~ Lowest Monthly Percent Decrease

Index of Index of from High
Employment Employment to Low

All Non-manufacturing .
Anthracite Mining _.. _ _
Bituminous Mining . _.
Quarrying . _..... _
Crude Petroleum Producing
Construction at Contracting .
Street, Railway, Bus & Taxi .
Motor Freight, Dock, &I Warehouse
Telephone, Telegraph, & Broadcasting
Light, Heat, & Power .
Retail Trade _.. _
Wholesale Trade . .
Banking 5& Brokerage
Insurance & Real Estate .
Dyeing at Cleaning
Laundries .
Hotels .

115.5
130.7
132.5
136.4
154.3
115.9
1l0.5
123.7
1l0.5
123.2
143.3
124.6
107.6
111.7
115.2
118.3
120.8

32.2
60.1
R3.7
63.9
75.6
44.2
90.3
81.4
85.6
.96.3
86.0
96.3
98.0
99.3
79.3
96.8
96.7

28.8
54.0
36.0
53.2
51.0
61.9
18.3
34.2
22.5
21.8
40.0
22.7
8.9

11.1
31.2
18.2 .
20.0

Source: Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank and Department of Labor and Industry



Table VI

WISCONSIN EXPERIENCE-RATING ACCOUNTS CLASSIFIED BY
1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES AND INDUSTRY *

Number,,~ Experience-Rating Accoullts With Specified Rale
Experience

Zero 1.0% 2·7% 3.2% 3·,0/0Industry Raul1&
AccolIl!llltS No. % No. '10 No. % No. % No. %

,J/! (tidust.."", . . . . . . . . . . ......... 8,Ult 90 J /1.1 4.009 49·4 2,60J J2.0 JRr 4·7 225 2.8

Agricullur~, Forestry, & FJ',-/,i"g 35 2 5·7 J:! 34·3 14 40 •0 .3 11.6 <I 11.4

iHilling ............ 51! :'> 8.6 15 25·9 23 39·7 4 6·9 II 18·9
Metal Mining 'iI 2- 50 . 0 1 :15.0 1 :<5·0
Non-metallic Mines 8< Quarries 54 '5 9. 2 13 24·0 23 42·5 3 5.6 10 x8·7

COllJ"tructiot! 746 54 7·2 124 16.6 J76 50·4 15° 20•.2 4~ 5.6
Building Construction , . . . . . , . . 2.12- x3 6.1 30 '4.

'
120 56.6 44 :10.8 5 2·4

General Contracting Other Than Building 225 2I 9·4 9 ]·9 85 37·7 83 36.9 1.7 12.X
Special Trade Contractors 30 9 "W 6·5 85 27·5 17 t 55·3 :13 7·5 XO 3.2

1V1anlttacturing 2,183 484 8·4 4,028 47.1 800 )6.6 IJI 3-"1 90 ~j.8

Vl Food & Kindred Products :'i H 49 9.6 30 1 59.0 lJ1 25.6 i2 2.3 JIS 3·S;~.
.. - .. - ........

Tobacco Manufacture 12 JI 8·3 8 66·7 .1 25.0
Textile Mill Products, -.- ........ 51 7 u.] 14 24.6 23 40 .4 ') 8.S II ll4·0

Apparel &: Other Fabric Product>' 63 -4 6·3 11 27.0 16 25·4 IS 12., 18 28.6
Lumber &: lBasic Timber Products ....... , .. 137 10 7·3 52 38.0 60 43·' 5 ]·7 10 7·3
Furniture &: Allied Products . . . . , . . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . 159 III 7·5 66 ,II ·5 67 42.1 II 5.11 16 3.8
Paper 8< Allied Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ..... , .... , ... 96 u 11.5 70 72·9 12 12·5 :1- 2.1 1.0
Printing &: Publishing .. . .......... 2]2 33 14·:Z 15 1 65. 1 48 20.'

Chemicals &: Allied Products 68 10 14·7 38 55·9 JIS 26.4 1.5 1·5
Products of Petroleum &: Coal ......... , 7 5 71.4 2 28.6
Rubber Products .. . ............. . .................... 6 3 5°·0 2 33·] .6.6
Learher &: Leather Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 12 12.6 3 0 31.6 40 .12. 1 :1\ 8,4 5 5·3
SlOne, Clay, &: Glass Products . . . . . . . . . . . .. . , . . . . 64 6 9·4 2l 32.8 :z6 40.6 6 9·4 5 7.8
Iron, Steel. 8< Their Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 201 9' 4·5 62 30.8 120 59·' 8 4.0 2 1i.1I

TranspOItation Equip. (except Automobiles) ....... 22 2- 9. 1 3 13.6 12 54·5 4·5 18.'1
Non-ferrous Metals & Their Products 60 4 6·7 26 43·3 2.9 48.] 1.1
Electrical Machinery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 47 :I< 4·3 14 :19.8 28 59.6 2.1 2 '102
Machinery, except Electrical ....... , ..... , ......... 333 Si 3·9 10' 45·9 106 45·5 II 3·4 .3 1·3
Automobiles &: Auro. Equipment . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . , . 33 " 6.0 5 15.2 18 54·5 :5 15·2 .3 9·1
Miscdlan~ous ................. 0._ .. ' .................. · ... 80 1 1.2 35 43. 8 39 48.8 2- :1·5 3 3·'
Tl"I17Isportation, Communications, &' UtilillieJ ............ ", ... J~7 41 1).1 164 50.2 J06 )2·4 5 1·5 9 ~.8

Street &. Suburban Railroads ,., ...... ", ....... - ... , ..... " ... 8 3, 37·5 5 62·5
Tru~king &. Warehousing ...... ........ . , ., •• , ••• 0_ •••• 0 ••• 157 16) IO.:ll 61 42., 67 .p.' 4 2·5 :> 1·9



Table VI (cont.)

iEJl:periclil:e Expericnce-Rating Accounts With Spwlicdl Rate
NlRmberof

Zero x.o% 1.-7'1" 3·1.% ).70/0
. J1l?ldlJ~1tJI1' Raring

AccoullllS No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Othcr TralllSporutiolll, except Water ......... 1.6 (; 23. 1 8 30 .8 II 42 .3 J.1l
Water Transportation ..... .......... 5 3' 60.0 J. "!!O.l)
Allied Services, N. E. C. ............... ............. - 24 2 8·3 12 50.0 6 25.0 4 16·7
Communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 Xl ]6.7 44 66.6 J] ]6.,

Electric & Gas Utilities . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 36 -I ILl 24 66.7 8 1.2.2
Other, N. E. C. ... .. .......................... , .. 5 ! :20.0 4 80.0

Wholesale and Retail Tmde ., ....... 3,237 418 12·9 1,846 57.0 903 1.7·9 53 1.6 17 0·5
Full-Service & Limited Function Wholesalers SSt 65 ]1.8 342 62.1 ]35 1.4·5 6 1.1 .3 0·5
Wholesale Distributors, Other .. , ..... , . 347 39 JlI.2. 19° 54.8 ]02 29·4 10 2·9 6 L7
Retail General Merchandise 212 44 20.8 132 62·3 35 16·5 I O."!!
Retail Food & Beverage ......... 3 20 63 19·7 173 54.1 lin 25·] :; 0·9
!Retail Automotive ...... , . . . . . . . , . . . . 33 8 3 8 11.2 .2°9 6d 9° 26.6 I 0·3
Retail Apparel ......... ~94 ,,8 9·5 156 53. 1 ]00 34.0 8 2·7 :t 0·7
Retail Trade, N. E. C. ,,87 56 ]1·5 26", 54·4 ]60 J2·9 ,. 0.4. <I oj'!
Eating & Drinking Places :IllS 3 1 10·9 J41 49·5 97 34.0 16 5.6

\II Filling Stations, Garages, & Auto Repair 9° 20 22.:2 39 43-3 :17 30.0 " 4·400

Other Wholesak &; Retail Trade 3 1 3 34 10·9 199 63.6 76 24·3 2 0.6 2 0.6

Finance, blSUl'a1lCe, & Real Estate 499 66 J 3.2 3 28 65·7 93 JlJ.6 7 %·4 5 1.0

Banks & Trust Companies ....... - .... ]69 1.2 13.0 132 78.1 15 8·9
Security Dealers &' Investmem JBankillllg , .... , ......... 29 4 13.8 14 48.3 II 37·9
Finance Agencies, N. E. C. 59 8 13.6 36 61.0 15 25·4
Insurance Carriers ......... 75 4 5·3 57 76.0 13 17·3 1.3
Insurance Agents ......... 29 3 10·3 22 75·9 4 13.8
Real Estate Dealers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . HI 20 18.0 51 45·9 "9 26.1 6 5·4 5 "·5
Real Estate, Insurance, Etc., (Combination) ......... . :16, 5 19.2 ]5 57·7 6 23. 1
Holding Companies I 100.0

Service ltldustries I,o~4 129 12.6 48 5 47·4 285 "7.8 78 7.6 47 4·6
Hotels, Lodging Houses, Etc. 174 22 12.6 88 50.6 53 30·5 6 3·4 :5 2..9
Personal Services 226 43 19.0 133 58.8 44 19·5 4 1.8 2 0·9
Business Service, N. E. C. 123 J5 T2.2 7 8 63·4 28 22.S 2 1.6
Employment Agencies, /'< Trade Schools Ii I 16·7 ] 16.7 4 66.6
Miscellaneous Repair ... .... . 9 3 33·3 " 22.1- ,I 44·4
Motion Pictures .......... 9 8 J1 II.2 65 66.3 22 21.·5
Amusement Places, N. E. C. 139 7 5.0 22 15.8 54 38.8 3 2 23.0 24 17·3
Medical &< Other Health Services 'II 7 l7· r 28 68·3 (, \4.6
Law Offices & Related Service "0 ).0 Ill, 90.0 r 5.0

Educational Jmtitutions lit Agencies 6 5°·0 3 5°·0
Other Professional II< Social Service Agencies 7 " ,,8.6 "j 11.4

-~.~'-'-""'==~_._'-"---,.........,--=



T:lble VI (cont.)

No.
I...dnlstry

Number of
Experience

R"oii:ng
Accounts

Zero

%

Experience-Raring
1.0%

AOCOUlIIls With

%

Specified Rate

No. % No.

Non-proJit Membership Associations
Regular Government Agencies

Other N. E. C.

UI1classified

73 " 5·5 33 45·:> :P H·S
]:(JI2 13 n., 14 K3_/ %9 28.4

9
9 i '77.8 ;t ;!;1!.~

3 :l 66.,. 13·J

4
3° 15-7

.' Based on repons to Social Secm;t)' Board.
'1' Not "II covered employers. Excludes 3,600 employers wbo were not eligible for rate changes.



Table vn
NEBRASKA EXPERIENCE-RATING ACCOUNTS CLASSIFIED BY

1940 CONTRIBUTION RATES AND INDUSTRY ~,

Numbero£ Experience-Rating Accounts With Specified Rate
Experience

1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2·5% 2.7%Industry Rating
Accounts No. 0/0 No. % No. % No. % No. %

All Industries ............. 3,J33"r 9°] 27·[ 110 2·4 39 I.2 24 0·7 2,287 68.6
Agriculture, Forestry! & Fishing ......... I] 1 7·7 12 9 2 .]
Mining . . . . . - . - . . 21 3 14·1 4.8 17 80·9
Crude Petroleum 1< Natural Gas ~ 2 66.7 I 33·3
Non-metallic Mining '" Quarrying 18 I ).6 5.6 16 88.8

Constmction 252 20 7·9 4 I.6 I 0·4 2 0.8 225 89·)
Building Construction 78 7 9.0 I 1.3 70 8\1·7
General Contractors Other Than Building 1°9 \I 8·3 2 1.8 98 8\1·9
Special Trade Contractor, 65 4 6.2 3 4.6 1.5 57 87·7

Manufacturing 47° 12J 25·7 17 ].6 8 I.7 ] 0.6 ]21 68.J
Food and Kindred Products 186 34 18·3 13 7.0 3 1.6 3 ,,6 133 71.5

0\ Apparel 1< Other Fabric Products IS 3 20.0 12 80.110:
Lumber '" Timber Basic Products 8 4 5°·0 12·5 3 37·5
Furniture & Allied Proc1ucts 24 5 20.8 19 79.2
Paper & Allied Products 6 3 50.0 3 50.0
Printing and Publishing 85 -1 6 54. 1 2 2·4 2 2·4 35 41.1
Chemicals & Allied Products 31 9 29.0 22 71.0
Products of Petroleum & Coal 2 2 100.0
Rubber Products I 11I11.0
Leather & Leather Products 5 3 60.0 2 40.0
Stone, Clay, & Glass Products ............ 29 2 6·9 3·4 :1.6 89·7
Iron & Steel, & Thcir Products 18 4 22.2 ).6 13 72.2
Transportation Equip't. (Except Automobiles) 2 2 100.0
Non-Ferrous Metals 1< Their Products u 8·3 II 91.7
Electrical Machinery 6 2 33·3 4 66.,
Machinery (Except Electrical) 18 3 16.6 ).6 5.6 13 72.%
Automobiles and Automobile Equipment 2 2 1110.0

Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries 20 ;> 10.0 18 90.0

T ran.s-portation, COmmUf/lclltioll, alld Utilities " ..... - ... , 168 36 :U,4 4 2·4 J 1.8 0.6 124 73.8
Street, Suburban, /;. Interurban Railways (other than Interstate Rail-

roads) . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . , . . . .,., .... , .... 3 2 66·7 I 33·3
Trucking and/or Warehousing for Hire 75 3 4.0 2 2·7 1.3 69 92 •0

Other Transportation, except water 2.0 3 15.0 5·9 5·0 15 15.0
Services Allied to Transportation N. E. C. ........ , 13 :l: 15·'!> -, II $4.6



Table vn (com.)

NiU1mberof Ex perienee-Ra ting Accounts With Specified Rate
IExperiellice

1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2·5% 2·7%Industry Rating
Accounts No. % No. % No. % No. % No . %

.--------~--
Communication.: Telephone, Telegraph 8, Related Services 33 Iii 54·5 3.0 '4 '11 2 .4
Utilities: Electric 8< Gas ......... no;; 8 42.1 II 57·0;;
Local Utilities & Local Public Services, N. E. C. 5 40.0 3 60.0

Wholesale & Retail Trade I,751 51 3 29·3 44 ~·5 21 ),;1 14 0.8 1,159 66.2
Full Service & Limited Function Wholesalers 22:1- ~J ]6·5 8 }.6 }.1 I 0·5 125 56.3
Wholesale Distributors, other than full-service & Limited FllDe-

tion Wholesalers ..... , .... 462 134 S 2 3 10

Retail General Merchandise \13 34 36.6 -' 3.2 2 2.2 54 58.0
Retail Food (includes liquor store) 1I5 u8 15·7 } 2.6 0·9 2 1.7 9 1 79. 1

Retail Automotive 153 41 26.8 10 6·5 0·7 ror 66.0
Retail Apparel and Accessories Jor 3° 2\1·7 2 1..0 1.0 1.0 67 66·3
Retail Trade, N. E. C. ....... 164 S~ 3 r. 7 3 1.8 0.6 0.6 107 65.2
Eating and Drinking Places I:l.9 I'll 10·9 0.8 0.8 II3 87·5
Filling Stations, Garages and Automobile Repair Services 90 24 :16., 3 ).] LI 62 68·9
Other Wholesale lie Retaa Trade 222 85 ]8.} 4 1.0 0.) 3 1.3 J:l9 58.1

2" Fi,lallef:, lrlSUra11ce & Real Estate . . . . . . . . . 265 III 44·5 2 0.8 145 54·'
Banks and Trust Companies I) '7 53.8 6 46.2
Security Dealers 8< Investment Banking 22 13 59. 1 4·5 8 36.4
Finance Agencies, N. E. C. ........ . 37 u7 45·<] 20 54·'
Insurance Carriers ............ go :;;4 60.0 r.' 35 3 8.9
Insurance Agents 8< Brokers 3:1- 7 2l.'J 25 78.1
Real Estate Dealers, Agents and Brokers 52 JI 21.2 41 78.8
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans, Law Offices: any combination 17 9 5:1l·11f 8 47.1
Holding Companies (except Real Estale Holding Companies) 2 :1 100.0

SeI"vice ]9J 9 l :2].:1- 9 ;:' ..3 6 J .5 ] 0.8 284 72 .]

Hotels, Rooming Houses, Camps and Other Lodging Places 77 7 9. 1 :1 2.6 1.3 6, 87.0

Personal Services lor 3~' 29·1 5 5.0 1.0 1.0 64 63·3
lBusiness Services, N.E.C. 59 :1'0 33·'\1 39 66.1
Employment Agencies, Commercial and Trade Schools 9 3 33·3 6 66.7
Miscellaneous Repair Services and Hand Trades 13 3 23. 1 7·7 9 69. 2
Motion Pictures ......... -. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 45 J4 31.1 6·7 2.2 27 60.0
Amusement and Recreation, and Related Services, N.E.C. 46 3 6.5 ~.:t 2.2 4' 89.1
Medical and Other Health Services 22 6 27·3 ~·5 15 68.2
Law Ollices ami Related Services 1 100.0
Other Professional and Social Service Agencies ami InsrnlUtioKlS 6 3 50.0 3 50.0

Non-Profit Membership Orgallizations 14 I 7·r I) 92.9

,. Based on reports to Social Security Board.
'r Does nnt include all covered employers. On January " '940 ilier~ we-rc ],..po ,mpH"y"r•. Some of them, ho,veYer had not heen ((Ive-red long Clll)lIgh to qualify.




